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THE MEANING OF THE WORD 
MASIH 

0 'ABDULLAH AL-QURTUBI has mentioned twenty
three opinions regarding the derivation of this word;1 

while the author of al-Qdmits has extended it to fifty. 2 

This word is applied to someone who is either very truthful 
(al-$iddiq) or to someone who is a misguiding habitual liar (al
Dalil al-Kathab). 

Therefore, al-Masip (Messiah) 'Isa ibn Maryam ('alqyhis-saldm) is 
the very truthful; while al-Masih al-Dqjjdl is the misguiding ha
bitual liar. 

So Allah has created two messiahs, both are in complete con
trast of to the other. 

'Isa ibn Maryam Qesus the son of Mary) is the Masip of guid-

1 See: 'al-Tadhkira', [p.679]. 

2 See: 'Tartib ul-Qamiis' [4/ 239]. The author of al-Qamus has stated that he has 
mentioned these opinions in his book: 'Sharh Mashariqul al-Anwar' and others. 
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THE DAJJAL AND THE R E TURN OF JESUS 

ance, who healed the blind, the lepers, and gave life to the dead 
by Allah's permission. Whereas the false messiah (al-masib al
dqjjd~ - may Allah curse him - is the messiah of misguidance who 
will subject mankind to trial and tribulations, by means of the 
signs that he will be given. For instance, bringing down rain, 
reviving the earth with vegetation and other miracles besides 
these. 

Moreover the Dajjal is called al-Masib because one of his eyes 
is mamsttb (lit. 'wiped'; smoothed or abraded), or because he will 
travel throughout the (entire) earth (yamsahu) in forty days.3 

The former view is more correct, due to what is mentioned in 
the l_iadi:th narrated by Muslim from Anas ibn Malik, who said: 

'The Messenger of Allah (~) said: 

• .-.:. ,1 • • • - - 11 • ·- •1 •• r 
~ c_,...i.- u~ (.J,J 

"The Dajjal will be blind (mamsiip) in one eye, and 
between his eyes will be written 'kcifit ... '" 4 

3 See: 'al-Nihqyahji-gharibi-hadith' (4/ 326-327] and 'lzsdn ul-'.Arab' (2/ 594-595]. 

4 Sal:u1:i Muslim: Kittib u!-Fitan 1va 'ashardt al-Sd'ah, bab dhikr ul-Dajjdl, [18/ 61] with 
'Sharh al-Na1/1Wa//Ji Ii Muslim.' 
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THE MEANING OF THE WORD 
DAJJAL 

AFOR THE WORD DAJJAL, then itis taken from their 
aying: 'Dajjala al-ba'ir (he tarred the camel)', that is, he 
smeared and coated it in tar. Hence its original meaning 

is mixing, so one would say: 'dqjala' he coated and mixed. 1 Con
sequently, the Dajjal is one who mixes and confuses (truth with 
falsehood), who lies habitually and also who comes with miracu
lous feats. 

Moreover, the word is on the measure of (ja'dla) which is one 
of the forms (in Arabic) which conveys doing the action of the 
original verb intensely. Therefore the Dajjal's deception and lies 
will be severe and in abundance.2 

Its plural is Dqjjdltin and according to Imam Malik Dqjdjila, which 
is a broken plural.3 

1 See: '!isdn u!-'Arab' [11 / 236-237] and 'Tartib ul-Qam,;s' [2/ 152]. 

2 See: 'an-Ni(Jqyahji-gharibi-(Jadith' [2/ 152]. 

3 See: 'lisdn t1f-'Arab' [11 / 236]. 
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THE DAJJAL AND THE RETURN OF J ESUS 

Al-Qurtubi: has mentioned that the word Dajjal in the (Arabic) 
language is applied in ten different senses.4 

Furthermore, the word Dajjal has become such a distinguished 
name, applied only to the one-eyed lying masip, that when Dajjal 
is mentioned nothing besides it comes to mind. 

He is also called Dajjal for he covers truth with falsehood, or 
because he covers and conceals his disbelief (kufr) to the peo
ple; by way of lying, falsifying (the truth) and deceiving. It is 
also said due to him covering the matter via the great number of 
his gathering. 5• 

6 

And Allah knows best. 

4 See: 'al-Tadhkira' [p.657]. 

5 The people who will believe in him and following him. 

6 See: 'lisan ul-'Arab' [11 / 236-237] and 'Tartib ul-Qamits' [2/ 152). 
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THE DESCRIPTIONS OF DAJJAL 
AND THE NARRATIONS 

RELATING THEM 

T HE DAJJAL WILL BE A MAN from among the sons 
of Adam. He has many descriptions, as occurs in the 
apridith. In order to familiarise people about him and to 

warn them of his evil. So when he appears, the believers will 
recognise him and will not succumb to his fitnah1 

• On the con
trary, they will have exact knowledge concerning his descrip
tions, which the Truthful One (the Prophet :i) has informed us 
about. These descriptions will distinguish him from other peo
ple. He will deceive only one who is ignorant, whose wretched
ness has been decreed. We ask Allah to preserve us. 

1 Fitnah: pl. jitan., trials, tribulations, civil strife. 
The jitnah (trial, tribulation) of the Dajjal will be the greatestjitnah ever, seen 

from the time that Allah created Adam until the onset of the Day of Judgement, 
and this will be because of the power that Allah will permit him to have, of 
working great miracles that will amaze and confuse the people. There are a/Jadith 
that describe how he will have a 'paradise' and a 'hell' , but his paradise will in fact 
be a hell, and vice versa. He will have rivers of water and mountains of bread. He 
will command the sky to rain, and it will rain, and he will command the earth to 
bring forth its produce, and it will bring forth its produce. The treasures of the 
earth will follow him, and he will travel though the earth at great speed, like rain 
driven by the wind. 
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THE DAJJAL AND THE RETURN OF JESUS 

From these descriptions are: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

He will be a young man 
With a ruddy (reddish) complexion, 
Most enormous (not necessary in height) 
Short in stature, 
Pigeon-toed 
With thick curly hair, 
A wide forehead, 
An extremely broad upper chest, 
He will be hunchbacked 
Blind or defective (mamsiih) in the right eye, this eye will 
be neither (nd'tiah) bulging (in its socket) nor (jahrdu) 
sunken (from its socket), but will be more like a floating 
grape. 
Upon his left eye there will be a thick piece of skin 
(zafarah). 2 

Written between his eyes will be 'Ka fa' ra' or (K-F-R)', 
in separable (Arabic), or 'kdjir, inseparable, which will 
be read by every Muslim, literate or illiterate. 

Another of his descriptions will be that he will be a 
barren man with no child born to him 

Here are some authentic narrations in which the above de
scriptions are mentioned. 

They are also form part of the evidence (dali!) which prove 
that the Dajjal will (definitely) appear: 

2 A piece of flesh, which grows from the outer part of the eye which sometimes 

extends to the black part (of the pupil) and covers it. See 'al-NifJqyah-ft-gharibi'l
f;adith' [3/157 and 4/279]. 
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The Descriptions of Dqjjii/ & the Narrations relating them 
--- -

1. From 'Abd-Allah ibn 'Umar (may Allah be pleased with them 
both), who said: 'The Messenger of Allah (:i) said: 

"Whilst I was sleeping, I saw myself performing Taivcif 
around the Ka'bah, when I saw a dark man with 
straight hair, standing between two other men, with 
water dripping from his head. I asked, 'Who is this?' 
They said, 'The son of Maryam.' 
Then I turned and saw a ruddy-complexioned man, 
well built, with curly hair, blind in his right eye, with 
his eye looking like a floating grape. 
I asked, 'Who is this?' 
They said, 'This is the D ajjal.' The person who looks 
most like him is Ibnu Qatan."' 3

• 
4 

~ ---- --·-- ··- ---
3 Sa}:iih al-Bu kharI, .Kitab ul-Fitan, bab dhikr uf-Dajjai, [1 3 / 90] with al-Fath. $a}:iih 
Muslim, .Kitdb uf-lman, bab dhikr af-Masih ibn Maryam 1va' I-Masi(; ul-Dajjdf, [2/23 7) 
with '!iharh af-NaW1va1vi Ji Muslim. ' 

4 lbn Qatan: His name is 'Abdul-'uzzah ibn Qatan ibn Amr al-Khuza'Ih. His 
mother was Ha.la bint K.huwaylid, he has no companionship and died in Jahif!Jah. 
As for that which is narrated that he said to the Prophet (:i) : 'Will my resemblance 
to him, harm me?' He (:i) replied: 'No, you are a Muslim and he is a Kafir.' 

Then this is a weak addition from the narration o f al-Mas'iidi who confused 
it with another narration. See 'TaliqAhmad Shakir 'ala MusnadAfimad' [1 5/30-31], 
'AJ-lsabah ft tav(Yizal-Sahabah' [4/ 239] and 'Fath uf-Bari' [6/ 477, 13/ 101]. 
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THE DAJJAL AND TH E R E TURN OF J E SUS 

2. It was also narrated from Ibn 'Umar (may Allah be pleased 
with them both) that the Messenger of Allah (~) mentioned the 
Dajjal to the people and said: 

::.. .... -A,1 •• r ut --· L -.. ·., ,w ~1 •• 1 c..~ (.).J .)JC . ~ l.r u. 
~ ~ "·ts -~!.11 ·.·.:_11 ' - • t J~I 

• - ~ (..) ~ I.);"-' .).JC . 
~t.1. 

"Assuredly Allah, the Most High, is not one-eyed, 
but indeed the false messiah (al-masip al-dqjja~ is one
eyed, blind in his right eye, with his eye resembling a 
floating grape ... " 5 

3. In the lengthy l_iadith narrated by al-Nawwas ibn Sam'an 
(may Allah be pleased with him) it says: the Messenger of Allah 
(~) mentioned the Dajjal one morning. Sometimes he described 
him as insignificant and sometimes he described him as so sig
nificant that we thought that he was in the cluster of date-palm 
trees ... 

One of the descriptions of the Dajjal is that he was described 
as: 

"He will be a young man with very thick curly hair, 
with his (right) eye floating. It is as if he looks like 
'Abd al-'Uzza ibn Qatan." 6 

5 $aljl4 al-Bukhari, Kitdb ttf-Fitan, bdb dhikr ttl-Dajjd/, [13 / 90] with al-Fath. Sa4Il1 
Muslim, Kittib tt!-Fitan 1va 'ashardt al-Sti'ah, btib dhikr ttl-Dajjtil, [1 8 / 59] with 'Sharh al
Nawwawi Ii Muslim.' 

6 $aljl4 Muslim, Kitdb ul-Fitan 1va 'ashartit al-Sri' ah, btib dhikr uf-Dajjtil, [18 / 65] with 
'Sharh al-Na1111vawi Ii Muslim.' 
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The Descriptions ef Dqjjdl & the Narrations relating them 

4. It was narrated from 'Ubadah ibn al-Samit (may Allah be 
pleased with him) that the Messenger of Allah (~) said: 

"The Dajjal will be a short (in stature), pigeon-toed, 
with think curly hair. He will be one-eyed, being nei
ther (na'tiah) bulging (from its socket) nor (jahrau) 
sunken (in its socket), but will be more like a floating 
grape. If you become confused about him, then 
know, assuredly that your Lord is not one-eyed." 7 

5. Abu Hurayrah (may Allaah be pleased with him) said: 'The 
Messenger of Allah (~) said: 

" ... As for the false masif.i of misguidance, then cer
tainly he will be one-eyed, with a wide forehead and 
broad upper chest, and he will be hunchbacked ... "' 8 

6. And in the l).adith of Hudhayfah (may Allah be pleased with 
him) said: 'The Messenger of Allah (~) said: 

7 Sunan Abu Dawud, [11/443] with '/'1wn ul-Ma' bud 'This J::iadlth is ~al.uJ::i- see: 

'Jahif.J al-Jami' a/-Saghir', (2/ 317-318, no. 2455] . 

8 Musnad oflmam AJ::imad [15 / 27-30) with Ahmad Shakir's checking who said: 

'Its chain of transmission is ~al.uJ::i', also declared J::iasan by ibn Kathi:r. 
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THE DAJJAL AND THE RETURN OF JESUS 

t..:.a .:.~~I\ , ,Lb. -: .'.1\ ·.·.:.11 ' - • I ',~~\ 
~ u . '->~ ~ .).JC u . 

)J ~ J ~ (;ill ~\jJ ~ 
"The Dajjal will be one-eyed, blind or defective in 
his left eye, and very hairy. He will have with him a 
paradise and a hell, but his hell will be a paradise and 
his paradise will be a hell." 9 

7. According to the l:iadith of Anas (may Allah be pleased with 
him), the Prophet (~) said: 

" ... and between his eyes will be written 'kijir. "' 10 

According to another report: 

-~~~:,Ji;.) u ~\A~~ 
"Then he pronounced 'kaf fa' ra' (individually); every 
Muslim shall read it." 11 

According to a report narrated by fludhayfah (may Allah be 
pleased with him), the Prophet (~) said: 

9 Sal:iil:i Muslim, Kitdb ul-Fitan wa 'ashardt al-Sd'ah, bdb dhikr ul-Dajjdl, [18/59] with 
'Sharp an-Na11JWa1vi Li Muslim.' 

10 Sal:iil:i al-Bukhari, Kitdb ul-Fitan, bdb dhikrul-Dqjdl, [13/9 1] with al-Fath. Sai:Jil:i 
Muslim, Kitdb ul-Fitan wa 'ashardt al-Sd'ah, bdb dhzkr ul-Daj;al, [18/59] with 'Sharp al
Na1JJ1va1vi Ii Muslim.' 

11 Sal:iIJ:i Muslim, Kitdb ul-Fitan 1va 'ashardt al-Sd'ah, bdb dhikr ul-Daj;al, [18/59] 
with 'Sharh al-Naivwawi Ii Muslim.' 
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The Descriptions ef Dajjal & the Narrations relating them 
---

"This will be read by every believer, literate or 
illiterate." 12 

This inscription which will be between the eyes of the Dajjal 
is true and real, 13 according to the obvious meaning of the narra
tions relating them. It should not pose any difficulty that some 
people will observe this inscription, to the exclusion of others. 
Even if the individual is illiterate, ' ... and that is because Allah 
will create the ability of discernment in the eyesight, for the 
believing servant when and how He wishes to do so. Thus, the 
believer will observe it with the ( clear) vision of his eyes, de
spite of him being illiterate, while the disbeliever will not see it 
even if he is literate. As the believer sees the evidences ( of the 
truth) 14 with the insight of his vision, as opposed to the disbe
liever. Consequently, Allah will create for the believer (the abil
ity of) discernment, without prior learning, because in that time 
extraordinary things will be happening. ' 15 

al-NawawI said: 'The correct view upon which those who have 
researched (thoroughly) this issue is that this inscription is to be 
taken, according to its obvious meaning, which is that it is a true 
(and a real) inscription, Allah will make it a (great) sign and a 
proof from the many clear cut signs, disclosing (the Daj.jal) kufr 
(disbelief), his kathib (lie) and rendering him futile; 16 which Allah 

12 Sal)Il:i Muslim, [18/61] with 'Sharf; al-Nawwawili Muslim.' 

13 As opposed to those who say that it's meaning is allegorical... See 'Sharh al
Na1JJWaivi Ii Muslim.' (18/ 60-61] and 'Fath ul-Btiri' [13/ 100]. 

14 i.e., that Allah, His Angels, His Messengers, His Books, the Hereafter etc are 
true.TN 

15 See 'Fath ul-Btin-, by lbn l:fajr al-'Asqallaru [13/ 100]. 

16 i.e., that he is the Lord of all creation. 
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the Most Sublime, will manifest to every Muslim, literate or illit
erate. And will conceal it, from whomever He wishes to put to 
trial, or to become from the wretched; and there is no reason 
why this should be impossible.' 17 

8. From his descriptions, too, is that which has come in the 
l:iadith of Fatimah bint Qays (may Allah be pleased with her), in 
the story of a/Jassdsah, in which Tamim al-DarI (may Allah be 
pleased with him) said; 

" ... So we hastened quickly (with him) till we reached 
the monastery, and there behold! We saw the most 
enormous human we had ever seen, most severely 
fettered with chains .. . " 18 

9. Similarly, in the l:iadith of 'Imran ibn f:f usayn (may Allah be 
pleased with him) who said: 'I heard the Messenger of Allah (~) 
say: 

"There is no creation, since the creation of Adam 
until the H our is established, more enormous than 

17 ~ahlh Muslim, Kitdb u!-Fitan wa 'ashardt a!-Sa'ah, bab dhikr ul-DqJjd/, (18/ 50] 
with 'Sharh an-Na1//1./Ja11Ji Li Muslim.' 

18 Sal:uh Muslim, Kitdb 11/-Fitan 1va 'ashardt a/-Sd'ah, bdb dhikr 111-Daj;d/, [1 8/ 81] 
with 'Sharh al-Naw1vawi Ii Muslim.' 
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The Descriptions of Dqjjdl & the Narrations relating them 

the Dajjal."' 19 

10. And as for the Dajjal bearing no children, then that is due 
to what occurs in the l)ad.Ith of Abu Sa'Id al-Khudri (may Allah 
be pleased with him), in his story with Ibn Sayyad, for he said to 
Abu Sa'Id al-KhudrI: 

'_t.: ,Gk_ _ • '1\ 1' _ .ijl\ ~ I ' ' ~ G'..J 
1.J-~ ~ ~- U~.) , 

1'· ~ J1J ~ ~ , ll :.Ji :J ,._ (.SJ.: _,a , .Ji= 

"Did you not hear the Messenger of Allah (ii) say 
that he will have no child? ... " Abu Sa'Id replied, 'Yes, 
of course ... "' 20 

19 $al:til:i Muslim, Kitab u!-Fitan wa 'asharat a!-Sa'ah, bab dhikr ul-Dajjal, [18/50) 
with 'Sharh al-Naw1va1vi Ii Muslim.' 

2n $a}:iih Muslim, Kitab u!-Fitan wa 'asharat a!-Sa'ah, bab dhikr ul-Dajjal, [18/50) 
with 'Sharh al-Naiv1vawi Ii Muslim. ' 
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THE DAJJAL AND THE RETURN OF JESUS 

Harmonising between the various 
narrations, concerning the description of the eyes 

of Dajjal 

It has been observed in the preceding reports that some of 
them describe his right with a'war,21 while in some his left eye is 
described with a'war, and all of these narrations are (tabfb) au
thentic ... 

al-I:lafi? ibn I:lajr held the view that the I;adith of 'Abdullah 
ibn 'Umar cited in both al-Bukhari and Muslim - in which his 
right eye is described with a'war is more stronger than the narra
tion in $al;Il; Muslim - in which his left eye is described with 
a'1var, because something agreed upon its authenticity is more 
stronger than something besides it.22 

al-QadI 'Iyad said: 'Both eyes of the Dajjal are defective, be
cause all the narrations (about him) are (ta#h) authentic. So the 
eye which is effaced (matmusap), also and defaced (mamsup), is 
the 'a'war - that is the eye whose vision has gone, which is the 
right eye: As occurs in the l;adith of 'Abdullah ibn 'Umar. Whereas 
on the left eye there will be a thick piece of skin (covering it), 
which will be protruding, which is also defective. So the Dajjal 
in reality, is one eyed in both - that is, impaired. For (linguisti
call;j one who is ,1/-a;;nr is considered defective. Consequendy, 

both of the Dajjal's eyes are impaired, one due to its sight being 
removed (completely), and the other because of its 
defectiveness.' 

21 Blindness, being one eyed. 

22 See 'Fath ul-Bari', [13/97]. 
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The Descriptions ef Dajjd! & the Narrations relating them 

al-NawawI concerning this reconciliation (of the previous nar
rations) said: 'It is excellent.' 23 

Similarly Abu 'Abdullah al-QurtubI approved of it24 as well.25 

23 See 'Sharh al-Nawwawi ii Muslim.', [2/235]. 

24 Al-QadI 'lyad's reconciliation. 

25 See 'at-Tadhkira' [p.679]. 
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IS THE DAJJAL ALIVE NOW? AND 
WAS HE PRESENT IN THE TIME 

OF THE PROPHET (~)? 

I S THE DAJJAL ALIVE NOW? And was he present in the 
time of the Messenger of Allah (;I)? 

Before answering these two questions it is imperative firstly, 
to know about Ibn Sayyad, was he the Dajjal or someone else 
(besides him)? 

And secondly, if the Dajjal is someone other than Ibn Sayyad 
then is he alive now, before he appears with his great (fitan) trials 
and tribulation, or not? 
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IBN SAYYAf) 

HIS NAME IS Safi, it is also said 'Abd-Allah ibn (the son 
of) Sayyad or Sa'id. 1 

He was one of the Jews of Macllnah, and it was also said that 
he was one of the An~ar. 

He was young at the time when the Prophet (?i) came to 
Macllnah. 

Ibn Kathir has mentioned that he embraced Islam, and his son 
'Umara was from the leaders of the Tdbi'in, whom the likes of 
Imam Malik narrated from and others (besides him).2 

al-DhahabI has given his biography in his book, 'Tajrid asmd is-

1 See 'Fath ul-Bari', [3 / 220], [6/ 164], and 'Umda tu'I-Qari Sharh Ja(Ji(J al-Bukhari', 
[8/170], [14/278-303] by Badr-ul-Din al-'Ayru, Dar-ul-fikredition, and 'al-Nihqyah 
al-Filan iva'I-Maldhim', [1 / 128], and 'Sharp al-NaiJ!IJJawi Ii Muslim', [18/ 46], and 
"Awn ul-Ma'tid', [11/478], and 'lthdf ul-Jamd'ah' [2/63-64], and 'at-Tasrih bima 
Tawdhr Ji nuztilzl-Masih', [p. 183-185] with Shaykh 'Abdul-Fattah's notes. 

2 See 'al-Nihqyah al-Fitan wa' 1-Mald(Jim', [1 /128], checked by Dr Taha ZinI. 
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THE DAJJAL AND THE RETURN OF JESUS 

Sahdba', he said 'Abdullah ibn Sayyad ibn Shahin3 mentioned 
him and said: 'He is Ibn Sa'id; his father was a Jew. And 'Abdullah 
was born one eyed, circumcised - about whom it was said, that 
he is the Dajjal. Then he embraced Islam (after the Prophet's 
(~) death), so he is a Tcibi'i, who had a vision.' 4

· 
5 

Similarly, al-I:Iafoc". ibn I:Iajr has chronicled him in 'Al-lsdbah', 
and cited what al-DhahabI mentioned, but added: ' ... from his 
progeny is 'Umara ibn 'Abdullah ibn Sayyad - who was from 
amongst the best of the Muslims. From the close companions 
of Sa'Id ibn ul-Musayyib. Malik and others narrated from him.' 

Then al-l:Iafi? ibn I:Iajr mentioned a number of ahddith pertain
ing to Ibn Sayyad - which shall be shortly mentioned. 

He then said: 'All in all, no meaning is alluded to (i.e., the 
narrations which mentions him) that Ibn Sayyad is from amongst 
the Companions. For if he is the Dajjal, then he can never be a 
Companion, because he will die as a kijir. But if he is not, then 

3 He is al-f:lafi? Abu f:lafs 'Umar ibn Ahmad ibn 'Uthman ibn Shahln al
BaghdadI, the admonisher, the exegist (of the Qur'an). He was from the great 
memorizers of hadith and from the great vessels of knowledge - who penned 
many writings - predominantly in T afsirand History (Td'rikh). He died in the year 
375AH - may Allah have mercy on him. See his biography in 'Shadhardt ul-Thahab' 
[3/ 17], and 'AI-A 'ldm', [5/ 40] ofZarkalis. 

4 That is - He saw the Prophet(~ before he was a Muslim, but embraced after 

his (~) death. 

5 See 'Tajrid asmd' ul-Jahdbah', [1 / 319 no. 3366) by al-f:Iafiz al-Dhahabf, published 
by Dar-ul-Ma'rifah, Beirut. 
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he is like one who met the Prophet and was not a Muslim.' 6 

However, if he embraced Islam afterwards, then he is a Tabi'I 
who has a vision as al-DhahabI said. 

Additionally, Ibn Hajr has given the biography of 'Umara ibn 
Sayyad in his book 'Tadhibh ul-Tadthib' - so he said: "Omara ibn 
'Abdullah ibn Sayyad al-An~arI - Abu Ayyub al-MadanI. Who 
reported from: Jabir ibn 'Abdullah, Sa'Id ibn al-Musayyib, Ata 
ibn Yassar. Those who reported from him: Al-Dal:il:iak ibn 
'Uthman al-Kuzami, Imam Malik ibn Anas and others besides 
them two.' 

Ibn Ma'in and al-Nisa'I said: 'Trustworthy (thiqa).' 

Ibn Sa'd said: 'He was trustworthy (thiqa) who never had nar
rated many 1:iadith.' 

Abu I:Iatim said: 'He was (Ja!ih u!-padith) good (narrator) of 
l:iadith. ' 

Moreover, Imam Malik ibn Anas would not put anyone before 
him in terms of excellence. They would say, 'We are Banu 
Ushayhib ibn al-Najjar but Banu Najjar stopped them saying this. 
So today they are allied to Banu Malik ibn Najjar and no one 
knows who they descend from.' 7 

r, See 'Al-lsdbah fl Ta11giz al-Sahdbah', (in the section) of who's name is 'Abdullah, 
[3/ 133 no.6609] ; by al-Hafr.~ ibn f:fajr al-'AsqalanI. 

7 See 'Tadhibh ul-Tadthib', [7 / 41 7 no. 681] . 
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His state of affairs 

Ibn Sayyad was a Dajjal (a liar), who used to fortune-tell, some
times what he said came true, and most of the times it did not. 
News of which soon dispersed amongst the people, till it be
came wide spread that he is the Dajjal. As shall be mentioned 
when the Prophet (~) scrutinised him. 

The Prophet (~) scrutiny of him 

When the matter of Ibn Sayyad became prevalent, that he is 
the Dajjal. The Prophet decided to examine and scrutinise his 
condition. So he went to him secretly, in order not to be recog
nized by Ibn Sayyad - hoping that he may hear something from 
him (disclosing his condition). He used to direct certain ques
tions to him - which would thereby expose his true reality. 

Salim ibn 'Abd-Allah informed me that Ibn 'Umar (may Allah 
be pleased with him) informed him that 'Umar set out in a group 
of men with the Prophet (~), in the direction of Ibn Sayyad, 
and they ( eventually) found him playing with some boys near 
the battlement8 of Banu Maghalah.9 At the time lbn Sayyad was 
on the threshold of puberty. 

He was unaware (of the Prophet's presence) until the Prophet 
(~) struck him on the back with his hand and he said to Ibn 
Sayyad: 

8 'Battlement' refers to a structure like a fortress. 

9 Magbd!ahwas a tribe of the An~ar. See 'Fath u!-Btin-', [3/120). 
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" ... Do you bear witness that I am the Messenger of 
Allah?" 
Ibo Sayyad looked at him and said, " I bear witness 
that you are the Messenger of the umm[yin10

," and con
tinued, "Do you bear witness that I am the messen
ger of Allah?" 
He rejected it and said, " I believe in Allah and His 
Messengers." Then he asked him, "What do you see?" 
Ibo Sayyad said, "(Sometimes) a truthful one comes 
to me and (sometimes) a liar comes." 

----------
10 That is - the unlettered ones, i.e., the Bedouin Arabs. 
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The Prophet (~) responded, "You are confused." 
Then the Prophet (~) said to him, "I am concealing 
something from you (so what is it?)." 
Ibn Sayyad said, "It is al-dukh" 11 

The Prophet (~) said to him, "Be off with you! You 
will never go beyond your rank." 

Thereupon 'Umar (may Allah be pleased with him) 
said, "Permit me to strike his neck (kill him), 0 Mes
senger of Allah." 
The Prophet (~) said, "If he is he (the Dajjal), then 
you will not be able to overpower him, and if he is 
not (the Dajjal), then there is no good in you killing 
him." 12 

In another narration the Prophet (ti) said to him; 

11 Referring to Siirah al-Dukhdn (the Smoke), however, he cut it short according 
to way of the fortunetellers; as the Prophet (;i) said, They (the Jinn) would pass 

the information back down until it reaches the lips of magician or fortuneteller. 
Sometimes a meteor would overtake them before they could pass it on. If they 
passed it on before it on before being struck, they would add to it a hundred 
lies.' Also 'A'ishah reported that when she asked Allah's Messenger(~) about 
fortunetellers, he replied that they were nothing. She then mentioned that the 
fortunetellers sometimes told them matters, which were true. The Prophet (~ 

said: 'That is a bit of truth which the Jinn steals and cackles in the ear of his 
friend ; but he mixes along with it a hundred lies.' [Sa}:iI}:i al-Bukharfj. T.N. 

12 Sa}:iI}:i al-Bukhari, .Kitdb alj and'i-v [3/ 317] ; with 'Fath ul-Ban·'. 
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- ·--- -·· - - ---··-- --- - - ------- --

"And what do you see?" 
He said: "I see a throne over water." 
Thereupon the Messenger of Allah (~) said: "You 
see the throne of lblis upon the ocean - and what 
else do you see?" 
He said: "I see two truthful (one) and a liar or two 
liars and one truthful (one)." 
Thereupon Messenger of Allah (~) said: "Leave him. 
He has been confused." 13 

Ibn 'Umar (may Allah be pleased with him) said: 

"After that the Messenger of Allah (:I) and 'Ubayy 
ibn Ka'b set off to go to some date-palm trees where 
Ibn Sayyad was. The Prophet (~) concealed himself 
in order to hear something from Ibn Sayyad, before 
lbn Sayyad would see him. The Prophet(~ saw him 
lying on his bed with a velvet blanket around him 

- -~~---- - - - ·- - -

u $ahil:i Muslim, Kit,ib ul-Fitan J/Ja 'ashardtal-Sd'ah, bdb dhikribn Stil')'dd[lS/49-50] 
with 'Sharh al-Nawwa11Ji Ii Muslim.' 
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from which was coming a murmuring sound." 14 

The mother of Ibn Sayyad saw the Messenger of 
Allah (1i) concealing himself behind the trunk of 
the palm-tree and said, "O Saf!" - which was (also) 
his name -"Mul:iammad (:i)! Is here" 
Ibn Sayyad jumped up and the Prophet (~) said, "If 
she had left him alone, things would have been made 
clear.,, is, 16 

Abu Dhar (may Allah be pleased with him) narrates: 

'Allah's Messenger (~) dispatched me to Ibn Sayyad's 
mother and said: "Ask her how long did she bear 
him for?" When I reached her I asked her. 
She said: "I was pregnant with him for twelve 
months." 
The Prophet (~) then sent me again and said: "Ask 

14 'From which was coming a murmuring sound', means, a low voice, or 
moving the lips as in speech, or speaking in an indistinct manner. See 'Fath ul
Briri', (3 /220-221] for the commentary on the above J:iadith in Kitrib a/janri'iz. 

15 ~ahIJ:i al-Bukhari, Kitrib a/janri'i-v (3/318]; with 'Fath ul-Bari'. 

16 That is - whether lbn Sayyad was the Dajjal or not. 
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her about his (first) cry when she delivered him?" I 

returned to her and asked her. 

She said: "He cried/screamed like a month old child." 

Then the Prophet (�) went himself and asked Ibn 

Sayyad. "Indeed, I am concealing something from 

you, (so what is it)?" 

He replied: "You are concealing from me a dust 

stricken snout (katm) 17 of a sheep (afra') and al

Dukhan." 

He intended to say al-Dukhdn but was unable to, but instead 

said: "al-Dukh, al-Dukh." 

So the Prophet (:i) examined (and scrutinized) him in order 

to know the truth concerning his affair. 

And what is intended by al-Dukhdn (the Smoke) here is Allah's 

the Sublime's statement: 

. , . �· , WI � - . -� � .l} y 1-F (".J; 

"Then wait you for the Day when the sky will 

bring forth a visible smoke." 

[Si,rah al-Dukhan: 10) 

For it occurs in the narration of Ibn 'Umar, reported by Imam 

Al:imad: 

- - --·----- --

10 
Musnad of Ahmad [5/148],Ibn f:lajr said concerning its chain of transmission

'Sahil:i.' See 'Fath ul-Bari', [13/325]. 

Al-f:laythamI said: 'It is reported by Ahmad, al-Bazzar and at-TabaranI in 'AI 

A1vsat'. The men in the chain of Al:imad are the same men of$al:ul:i al-Bukhari, 

except al-Harith ibn Husyra who is 'thiqa' trustworthy and reliable. See 'Mqjma 

AzZ!1wa'id' [8/2-3]. 
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"I am concealing something from you. ' Which was, 
'Then wait you for the Day when the sky will 
bring forth a visible smoke."' 

[Surah al-Dukhdn : 10]18 

Ibn Kathir has said: 'Indeed Ibn Sayyad use to divulge (in the 
matters of the unseen) as the fortunetellers used to - that is - on 
the tongues of the Jinn; who abbreviate speech. For this reason 
he said: 'al-Dukh, al-Dukh' implying al-Dukhdn. It was then that 
Allah's Messenger (~) recognized (the basis of) hi s matter 
(mddda), and that it is devilish, and there upon replied: "Be off 
with you! You will never exceed your rank." 19 

His Death 

Jabir (may Allah be pleased with him) reported: 

We lost Ibn Sayyad on the day (battle) of al-Harrah.' 20 

Ibn Hajr has authenticated this report, while he declared weak 
the opinion of those who say, Ibn Sayyad died in Madinah, and 
that they uncovered his face and prayed on him. 21 

18 Musnadof Al:Jmad [5/ 148), 1:Jadith (no.6360) with Ahmad Shakir's checking 
who said: 'Its chain is ~ahll:i (authentic).' 

19 See 'Tafsir ibn Kathir, [8/ 234). 

20 Sunan Abu Dawud [11 / 479], with 'A 1vn u/-Ma'bitd. 

21 See 'Fath u/-Bari' [13/ 328]. 
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IS IBN SAYYAD THE GREAT 
DAJJAL? 

THE DISCUSSION CONCERNING THE (various) 
states of Ibn Sayyad and the Prophet (;i) scrutiny of 
him has preceeded. Which collectively show that the 

Prophet (;I) was undecided regarding the reality of Ibn Sayyad, 
because it was not revealed to him by revelation (waf!y) whether 
he was the Dajjal or not. 

'Umar ibn al-Khattab (may Allah be pleased with him) swore 
that he was the Dajjal in the presence of the Prophet (~), and 
the Prophet (;I) did not disapprove of that. Many of the Com
panions held the same view of 'Umar ibn al-Khattab (may Allah 
be pleased with him) and used to swear to that effect that Ibn 
Sayyad is the Dajjal, as is established from Jabir, Ibn 'Umar and 
AbuDharr. 

Muhammad ibn al-Munkadir1 said: 

1 He is Abu 'Abdullah Mu):iammad ibn al-Munkadir ibn 'Abdullah ibn al
Hadayr ibn 'Abdul-'uzzah al-TaymI. A tabi'i, one of the distinguished Imams, 
who narrated (directly) from some Companions and died in the year 131AH. See 
his biography 'Tadhib al-Tadhib', (9 / 4 73-4 7 SJ. 
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"I saw Jahr ibn 'Abd-Allah swear by Allah that Ibn 
al-Sa'id was the Dajjal. I said, 'Do you swear by Allah?' 
He said, 'I heard 'Umar ibn al-Khattab swear to that 
effect in the presence of the Prophet (~) , and the 
Prophet (;I) did not disapprove of that.'" 2 

And from Nafi'3 who said: 

"Ibn 'Umar used to say: 'By Allah, I do not doubt 
that al-Masi!J al-DaJial is (other than) Ibn Sayyad."' 4 

On the authority of Zayd ibn Wal:ib5 who said: 'that Abu Dharr 

2 $al:iil:i al-Bukhari, KJttib al-'Ahtistim bi Kittibi 1va'l-Sunnah, [13/ 223) with al-Fath. 
$alftl:i Muslim, Kittib ul-Fitan 1va 'ashartit as-Sti'ah, btib dhikr ibn Sqyytid [18/52-53] 
with 'Shar!J a!-Naw1vawi Ii Muslim. ' 

3 He is Abu 'Abdullah, al-Faqih, al-Madani, the freed slave oflbn 'Umarwho 
fell to his lot in some of his expeditions, who narrated from many Companions. 
He was reliable and trustworthy (thiqa), who had many narrations and died in the 
year 119AH. See his biography 'Tadhiba!-Tadhib', [9/ 473-475). 

4 Surran Abu Dawud [11 / 483], Ibn Hajr said: 'Its chain of transmission is 
authentic.' 'Fath ul-Btiri', [1 3/ 325]. 

5 He is Abu Sulayman, Zayd ibn Wal:ib, al-Jul:iani, al-Kiifi. He set out to meet the 

= 
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(may Allah be pleased with him) said: 

= 

" .. .It is more beloved to me, that I swear ten oaths 
(by Allah) that Ibn Sayyad is the Dajjal, than to swear 
once that he is not." 6 

And from Nafi', who said: 

lbn 'Umar (may Allah be pleased with him) met Ibn 
Sayyad on one of the paths of Madinah, and said to 
him something which made him so angry that he 
swelled up and filled the entire path. Ibn 'Umar went 
to Hafsah (may Allah be pleased with her) and told 
her about this. 

Prophet (;I), however, the Prophet (~) died, while he was on his journey. He 

reported from many Companions, like, 'Umar ibn al-KhaWib, 'Uthrnan ibn 
Affan, 'All ibn Abi Talib, Abu Dharr and others (may Allah be pleased with 
them). He was reliable and trustworthy (thiqah), who narrated many aJ:iadith. He 
died in the year 96AH (may AIJah have mercy upon him). 

6 Reported by Imam AJ:imad, its verification has preceded. 
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She said, "May Allah have mercy upon you! Why did 
you upset Ibn Sayyad? Do you not know that the 
Messenger of Allah (:i) said: "Verily, he (the Dajjal) 
will emerge when something makes him very 
angry?" 7 

Nafi' reported that Ibn 'Umar (may Allah be pleased with him) 
said: 

" ... I met Ibn Sayyad twice and said to some of them 
(his friends): Are you discussing that it is him (that 
lbn Sayyad is the Dajjal). 
They said: "By Allah, it is not so. 
I said: You told me the truth; by Allah some of you 

7 $al:til.i Muslim, Kitab ul-Fitan wa 'as ha rat al-Sa' ah, bab dh1kr ibn Sqyyad [ 18 / 5 7] with 
'Sharp af-Na1vwawi Ii Muslim.' 
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informed me that he would not die until he would 
have the largest number of offspring and huge wealth 
and it is he about whom it is thought so. Then Ibn 
Sayyad talked to us. I then departed and met him 
again for the second time and his eye had swollen. 
I said: What has happened to your eye? 
He said: I do not know. 
I said: It is in your head and you do not know about 
it? 
Ibn 'Umar said: If Allah so wills He can create it (eye) 
in your staff. He then produced a sound like the bray
ing of a donkey. Some of my companions thought 
that I had struck him with the staff as he was with 
me that the staff broke into pieces, but, by Allah, I 
was not aware of it. He then came to the Mother of 
the Believers Hafsah (may Allah be pleased with her) 
and narrated it to her. 
She said: What concern do you have with him? Don't 

you know that Allah's Messenger GI) said that the 
first thing (by the incitement of which) he would 
come out before the public would be his anger?" 8 

Ibn Sayyad used to hear what the people used to say about 
him. He was apparently upset by this accusation that he was the 
Dajjal, he tried to defend himself that he was not the Dajjal, and 
he quoted as evidence the fact that the descriptions of the Dajjal 
described by the Prophet (~) did not apply to him. 

For in the r.iac:Uth of Abu Sa'Id al-KhudrI (may Allah be pleased 
with him) who said: 

8 $ahl}:i Muslim, Kitab ul-htan wa 'asharat ai-Sa'ah, bah dhikr ibn Sayyad [18/57-58] 
with 'Sharh ai-tvawwawi ii Muslim.' 
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' .. .In fact (the only thing wrong was) that I did not 
want to drink from his hand, or take anything from 
his hand. 
He said: 'Abu Sa'Id, Indeed I have been thinking that 
I should take a rope and suspend it from a tree, and 

hang myself, because of what the people are saying 
about me. 0 Abu Sa'id, does anyone know more about 
1:iadith than you An~ar? Are you not one of the most 
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knowledgeable of people about the ]:iadith of the 
Messenger of Allah (~)? Did not the Messenger of 
Allah (~) say that the Dajjal is a kciftr, and I am a 
Muslim? Did not the Messenger of Allah (~) say that 
he would be barren, with no children, and I have left 
my child behind in Madinah? Did not the Messen
ger of Allah (~) say that he will never enter Madinah 
or Makkah, but I have left Madinah and am headed 
for Makkah?' 
... I was about to accept his excuses, however, he then 
said, 'But, by Allah! Verily I know who he is 9 and I 
know where he will be born, and (I know) where he 
is now.' 
I responded, 'May you perish for the rest of the 
day!' 10 

According to another report, Ibn Sayyad said: 

'By Allah! Indeed I know where he is right now and 
I know his father and mother.' 
It was said to him, 'Would it not delight you to be 
that man?' 
He replied, 'If it were offered to me, I would not 
refuse.' 11 

9 Or 'I know who the Dajjal is', while the first rendering is literal. 

10 $ahil:i Muslim, Kittib ul-Fitan wa 'ashartital-Sti'ah, btib dhikribn S~ytid[18/51-52] 
with 'Sharp al-Nawwawi Ii Muslim.' 

11 $al:iil:i Muslim, Kittib ul-Fitan wa 'ashartit al-Sti'ah, btib dhikr ibn S~ytid [18 / 51] with 
'Sharh al-Nawu1awi Ii Muslim.' 
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There are other reports concerning Ibn Sayyad which I have 
not mentioned in order, not to make the discourse too lengthy. 
Moreover some scholars, like Ibn Kathir, Ibn }:-lajr and others, 
have disproved of them due to their weak chains of transmis
sion.12 

The narrations concerning Ibn Sayyad have confounded (some) 
scholars; his affair difficult posing difficulty to reconcile. Some 
of the scholars say: 'That he is the D ajjal using what has pre
ceded as evidence - that is - the taking of oaths by some of the 
Companions that he is the Dajjal. Further, what had transpired 
between him and Ibn 'Umar and Abu Sa'Id (may Allah be pleased 
with them). While some scholars hold the view that lbn Sayyad 
was not the Dajjal - advancing the hadith of Tamim ad-Dari (may 
Allah be pleased with him) as their evidence. Before I cite the 
statements of both groups, I will (first) mention the }:iadith of 
Tamim in its entirety. Imam Muslim narrates with his chain of 
transmission to 'Amir ibn Sharahil Sha'ba13 

- Sha'bi -of Hamdan -
reported that he asked Fatimah bint Qays, the sister of Da}:i}:iak 
ibn Qays, she was one of the first Muhqjirat (emigrants): 

12 See 'An-Ni(Jayah/ al-Fitan 1val-Ma/ahim', [1/127] with Taha Zaynees checking, 
and 'Fath ul-Bari', (13/326). 

13 He is the Imam, the great memoriser, 'Amir ibn Sharahil or 'Amir ibn 'Abdullah 
ibn Sharahil, ash-Sha'bi, al-Hamyari. Born in the 6th year of 'Umar ibn al
Khanab's Khilijah. He narrated (directly) from many Companions. He used to 
say: 'I have not written black (ink) upon white (paper) and nor has any man 
narrated a hadith to me, except that I memorized it.' He died after 1 OOAH at the 
age of ninety, (may Allah have mercy upon him). See 'Tadhib al-Kamal' by al
Mizzi, [2/643) and 'Tadhibal-Tadhib'[S/65-69]. 
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"Tell me a had:ith which you heard directly from 
Allah's Messenger with no narrator in between." 
She replied: "If you wish, then certainly I will." 
He said, ''Yes, please tell me," 
She said, "I married Ibo al-Mughirah, who was one 
of the best of the youth of Quraysh in those days. 
But he fell in the first Jihad on the side of the Prophet 
(~)." 

"When I had completed my 'lddah (period of wait
ing), I heard the Prophet's announcer calling for con
gregational prayer. I went out to the masjid, and 
prayed behind the Prophet. I was in the women's 
row, which immediately follows the back of the con-
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gregation. When the Prophet had finished his prayer, 
he sat on the pulpit, smiling, and said, 'let every per
son remain in his place.' 
And then he (~) said, 'Do you know why I had 
asked you to assemble?' 
The people said, 'Allah and His Messenger know best.' 
"He said, 'By Allah, I have not gathered you here to 
give you an exhortation or a warning. On the con
trary, I have gathered you here because Tamim al
Dari14, who was a Christian man has come and em
braced Islam and has given allegiance (to Allah and 
His Messenger). Moreover, he has related to me a 
narrative, which conforms to what l have been re
lating to you about the Masip al-Dqjjal.' 
He narrated, 'that he had sailed in a ship with thirty 
men from (the tribes of) Lakhm and Judham. The 
waves had tossed them (from place to place) in the 
sea for a whole month. They then brought her (their 
ship) near to the shore of an island, at the time of 
sunset. Then they boarded (small) boats and entered 
the island, where a beast that was so hairy that they 
could not tell its front from its back met them.' 
They said, "Woe be to you! What are you?" 
It replied, "I am al-Jassasah.'' 
They said, "What is al-Jassasah?" 

14 He is Abu Ruqayah or Ruqyah, Tamim, son of Aws, son of Kharijah al-DarI, 
from the tribe ofLakhm (may Allah be pleased with him). He was from among 
the scholars of the People of the Book (the Jews and Christians), who came to 
Madinah and embraced Islam in the ninth year of hijrah. He has narrated from 
the Prophet (:i), and from whom a number of Companions have narrated, Like 

'Abdullah Ibn 'Umar, 'Abdullah lbn 'Abbas, Anas and Abu Hurayrah. He moved 
to Sham after the killing of'Uthman ibn Affan (may Allah be pleased with them) 
and resided at Bayt ul-Maqdis Gerusalem) and died in the year 40AH. See 'Tadhib al
Tadhib', [1 / 511-512). 
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It said, "O people, proceed (quickly) to this man in 
the monastery, for he is very anxious and longing to 
here news from you." 
Tamim said that when it named a person to us, we 
feared that it was a shqyfana. 

Tamim said, "So we hastened quickly (with him) till 
we reached the monastery, and there behold! We saw 
the most enormous man we had ever seen, most 
severely fettered with chains. His hands tied up to his 
neck and with iron shackles between his legs up to 
the ankles." 

We asked, "Woe be to you! What are you?" 
He said, "Indeed you will soon know about me (thus 
far). So inform me who you are." 
We said, "We are people from the Arabs. We sailed in 
a ship, but the waves have been tossing us about for 
a month. We then drew near the shore of this Island 
of yours, boarded (small) boats and entered the is
land, where a beast that was so hairy that we could 
not tell its front from its back met us." 
We said, "Woe be to you! What are you?" 
It replied, "I am aljassasah." 
We said, "What is aljassasah?" 
It replied, "O people, proceed (quickly) to this man 
in the monastery, for he is very anxious and longing 
to here news from you." And therefore we rushed 
to you quickly and were scared from it (i.e., aljassasah), 
lest it may be a shqyfana (female devil). 

He asked, 'Inform me about the date-palms of 
Bays an.' 
We replied, 'what do you want to know about them?' 
He said, 'I want to know whether these trees bear 
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fruit or not.' 
We said, "Yes." 
He said, "Soon they will not bear fruit.' 
Then he asked, 'Inform me about the lake of al
Tabariyyah (Tiberius, in Palestine).' 
We replied, 'what do you want to know about it?' 
He responded, 'Is there water in it?' 
We replied, 'There is plenty of water in it.' 
He said, 'Soon it will become dry.' 
Then he said, 'Inform me about the spring of Zughr.' 
We replied, 'What do you want to know about it?' 
He said, 'is there water in the spring? And do its people 
cultivate the land with it?" 
We responded, "Yes", there is plenty of water in it, 
and the people use it to cultivate the land.' 

Then he asked, 'Inform me about the Prophet of 
the umm[yyin (unlettered and illiterate), what has he 
done?' 
We replied, 'He has left Makkah and settled in Yathrib.' 
He asked, 'Have the Arabs fought against him?' 
We replied, "Yes.'' 
He said, 'How has he dealt with them?' 
So we informed him that the Prophet has indeed 
vanquished the Arabs neighboring him; (they have 
believed in him) and obeyed him.' 
He asked, 'Has it really happened?' 
We replied, "Yes.'' 
He said, 'It is better for them that they (believe in 
him) and obey him.' He continued and said verily, I 
shall acquaint you about myself. Indeed I am the Masip 
af-Dajjtil; soon, it will be permitted for me to leave 
this place (Island) and I will emerge and travel the 
(entire) earth in forty days, not leaving a village or 
town except that I enter it, besides Makkah and 
Madinah, for they will be forbidden for me to enter. 
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Every time I try to enter either of them, I will be met 

by an angel bearing an unsheathed sword prevent

ing me from entering them; and verily every path 
(naqb) 15 leading to it (i.e., Makkah and Macilnah) will 

have angels guarding it.' 

Fatimah bint Qays said, "The Prophet striking the 

pulpit with his staff, said: 'this is T qyyibah, this is T qyyihah, 
this is Tayyihah, - meaning Madinah. Have I not re

lated to you something like that (before)?' 16 

Thereupon the people replied, "Yes." 

He said, 'Certainly the account Tamimi has delighted 

me for it agrees with what I have been narrating to 

you concerning the Dajjal, and about Makkah and 

Madinah. Indeed, he is in the Syrian sea or the Yemeni 

Sea. No, on the contrary, he is in the East, he is in the 

East, he is in the East' and he pointed with his hands 

towards the East. 

Fatimah said: 'I memorised this (entire narration) 

from the Messenger of Allah (~)-"' 17 

Ibn l::lajr commented, 'Indeed some have presumed, that the 
J:iadith of Fatimah bint Qays - is strange (gharib) and odd (Jarad), 
which is not so. For besides Fatimah bint Qays, this ]:iadith has 
been narrated by Abu Hurayrah, 'A'ishah and Jabir also.' 18 

15 Naqb: Is a path/pathway between two mountains, see 'Af-Nihciyah-ji-gharib,~ 
padith', [5/ 102]. 

16 i.e., about the Dajjal, his descriptions and his trials. 

17 5ahih Muslim, Kitdb ul-Fitan 1va 'ashardt al-Sci'ah, bdb dhikr ibn Sqyycid [18/ 78-83] 
with 'Sharp af-Naivwawi Ii Muslim.' 

18 See 'Fath ul-Bdri', [13/328]. 
= 
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THE STATEMENTS OF THE 
SCHOLARS REGARDING 

IBN SAYYAD 

X
O 'ABDULLAH AL-QURTOBI has said, 'The correct 
view is that Ibn Sayyad is the the Dajjal. Due to what has 

previously been indicated. It is not impossible for him 
that he can be in the Island at that time and be amongst the 
Companions in another time.' 1 

al-NawwawI has said, 'The scholars have stated his incidents 
poses difficulty; his matter is uncertain - that is - is he the Masih 
a!-Dajjd! or someone else besides him. However, there is no doubt 
that he is a dajjal (a great liar) from the many (dqjqji!ah) Dajjals.' 

= I say, 'From those who have rebutted this great 1:iadith is Shaykh Abu 
Abiyyah' who said, 'This l:iadith has an imaginative character (to it) and a feature 
of fabrication.' 

We ask Abu Abiyyah, with what evidence is he refusing to accept an authentic 
hadith, which the ummah has accepted (whole heartedly)? Save, to be at strange
ness (with the rest of the scholars) and by means of deficient intelligence. May 
Allah forgive us and him. See 'AI-Nihayah al-Fitan wal-Malcipim', (1/96] with the 
notes of Shaykh Mul:iammad Fal:iim Abu Abiyyah. 

1 See 'al-Tadhkira' [p.702]. 
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The scholars say, 'What is apparent from the narrations is that 
it was not revealed to the Prophet (~) whether he is the Dajjal 
or someone else besides him. Rather, what was revealed to him 
were the descriptions and characteristics of the Dajjal. And in 
Ibn Sayyad there were found series of probable linked events. 
For that reason the Prophet (~) with-held from affirming that 
he is the Dajjal or that someone else besides him is. Because of 
this reason, he said to 'Umar ibn Khattab (may Allah be pleased 
with him), 

'If he is him, than you will never be able to kill him.' 

As for his argument, that is Ibn Sayyad, he is a Muslim and the 
Dajjal is a Ka.fir, that the Dajjal will bear no child and that he has 
a son, that the Dajjal will not enter Makkah and Madinah, and 
Ibn Sayyad entered Madinah, and was proceeding to Makkah. 
Then, there is no proof for him in this. For the Prophet (~) only 
informed about his descriptions (and characteristics which he 
will have) at the time of his jitnah and his emergence upon the 
earth. 

In addition, the uncertainty of his incident and being one of 
the great liars (dqjqjilah) is his statement to the Prophet (~), 

'Do you bear witness that I am the Messenger of 
Allah?' 

And, moreover, his claim that a truthful one and a liar comes 
to him, and that he sees a throne above the water; that he would 
not dislike to be the Dajjal, and that he knows his location. Also, 
his statement, 'Indeed I know him, and I know his birth place 
and where he is (right) now.' 
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And his swelling, till he filled the (entire) path. As for him 
(outwardly) displaying Islam, doing Hajj, Jihad and renouncing 
what he was on previously then, that is not clear (cut evidence 
to prove) that he is not the Dajjal.' 2 

So, what is understood from al-Nawwawi's discussion is that 
he favours the opinion; that Ibn Sayyad is the Dajjal. 

Imam Shawkani has said, 'Concerning Ibn Sayyad, the people3 

have differed greatly. His matter posing difficulty to such an ex
tent that every statement has been said about him. What is ap
parent from the apddith mentioned is that The Prophet (;I) was 
uncertain and unresolved concerning whether he was the Dajjal 
or not...? 

There are two responses concerning his (:I) being unresolved. 

The first: That the Prophet (:i) was unresolved, until Allah 
acquainted him that he is the Dajjal. Therefore, when he informed 
him he did not disapprove of 'Umar ibn Khanab oath. 

The second: That the Arabs (in their speech and language) 
sometimes express something as if articulating doubt, even if 
the information itself is not doubtful. 

From amongst the evidences which prove that he is the Dajjal 
is what been reported by 'Abdul-Razzaq4 with an authentic chain 

2 See ',SharlJal-Na1v1va111i liMuslim.', llS/ 46-47]. 

3 That is, the scholars. 

4 See AI-Mus{lnnaf [11 /396], with the checking off:labib ur-Ral:;i.man al-Azami. 
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of transmission to lbn <umar (may Allah be pleased with them 
both) who said: 

'One day I met Ibn Sayyad and with him was a man 
from the Jews - (and) behold! his eye had emerged 
and was protruding like a donkey's eye. When I saw 
him, I said, 'I adjure you by Allah O Ibn Sayyad! 
Since when has your eye started to protrude and 
emerge?' 
He replied, 'By, The Most Merciful, I do not know', 
I responded, 'You have lied, and it (your eye) is in 
your head', 
He then touched it with his hand, and exhaled with 
contempt from his nostrils - three times' 5 

A similar incident has already proceeded from Imam Muslim's 
narration.6 

That which appears to me from ash-ShawkanI's discussion is 
that he is from those who say that lbn Sayyad is the great Dajjal. 

While al-BaqhaqI7 in the context of his discussion upon the 
}:iadith of Tamim said, 'What is deduced from it, that is, the }:iadith 
of Tamim al-DarI is that the great Dajjal who will appear at the 

5 See 'Nay/-aivtdr-sharh-muntaqa al-Akbar', [7 / 230-231] by al-ShawkanI, the 
edition of Mustapha al-f::IalabI, Egypt. 

6 See pp. 42-43. 

7 He is the great memorizer (of hadith), Abu Bakr, Ahmad ibn al-Husayn ibn 
'Ali ash-Shafi'i. The author of many great writings, like, 'AI-Sunan al-Kubrd', 'AI
Sughrd', 'Daldil ul-Nabowah', 'Al-Mabsiit' and others. He died in Naysabur in the 
year 457 AH (may Allah have mercy upon him). See 'Shadhardt uthahab' [3/ 304-
305] and 'Al-'A/dm', (1 / 116). 
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end of time is not Ibn Sayyad. But, rather, Ibn Sayyad was one 
of the great liars (dqjjdliin) about whom the Prophet (?j) informed, 
will appear,8 and most of them have appeared.' 

It seems that those who have asserted that Ibn Sayyad is the 
great Dajjal have not heard of the incident of Tamim. For if not, 
then to harmonise and reconcile between both (narrations) is 
extremely difficult. 

For how can it be congruous that the one who was (alive) in 
the time of Prophet time, on the threshold of puberty met and 
questioned by the Prophet (tj) be the (same) individual in the 
latter part of his life, an elderly man, imprisoned in an Island, 
fettered with iron shackles, asking about the Prophet (tj), has 
he appeared or not? Consequently it is better to interpret (that 
some Companions regarded Ibn Sayyad as the Great Dajjal) due 
to not being in familiar (with the l:iadith of Tamim al-Dad) . As 
for 'Umar ibn Khanab (may Allah be pleased with him) then it is 
likely, that he used to swear (by Allah) before he heard the narra
tion of Tamim. Then when he heard it he ceased to swear. While 
Jabir who witnessed 'Umar ibn Khattab, (may Allah be pleased 
with him) swearing (by Allah) in the company of the Prophet 
(tj) took what he learnt from 'U mar in the Prophets (~) pres
ence. 9 

However, I say Jabir (may Allah be pleased with him) is one of 
the narrators of the l:iadith of Tamim, as occurs in the report of 

8 From the signs of the Hour is the appearance of thirty false claimants of 
Prophethood known as liars (dajjals). As Samura bin Jundub reported:" ... Verily 
by Allah, the Hour will not come until thirty liars of prophecy will appear and 
the final one will be the one eyed liar." [Reported by Al:imad as a sound l:iadith). 

9 See 'Fath u!-Ban-', [13/ 326-327). 
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Abu Dawud, where he mentions the incident of a/Jassdsah and 
the Dajjal, (both) in similarity to the narration of Tammim. 

Ibn Abu Salamah10 then said, 'Verily, in this }:iadith is some
thing which I have not memorized - then he said, 11 

' .. .Jabir (may Allah be pleased with him) testified 
that he - that is the Dajjal - is Ibn Sa'id.' 
I said (to him), 'He has indeed died.' 
He replied, 'Even if he has died.' 
I said, 'Verily he embraced Islam.' 
He responded, 'Even if he embraced Islam.' 
I (further) said, 'Indeed he entered Madinah.' 
He replied, 'Even if he entered Madinah." 12 

10 He is 'Umar the son of Abu Maslamah ibn 'Abdur-Rahman ibn Awf, Al
Zu}:irI, the QadI of Medinah. Truthful, but sometimes erring On his narrations) . 
He was killed in Shdmin the year 132AH, see 'Taqribat-Tadhib' [2/56]. 

11 The one who is saying this Abu Salamah ibn 'Abdur-Ra}:iman, the father of 
'Umar. Please refer to the previous note, TN. See "Aum uf-Ma'biid', [1 1/477). 

12 Sunan Abu Dawud, kitdb 11!-Mafdhim, bdb ft khabar11f-Jassdsah, [11 / 476]; with 
''Awn ul-Ma'biid'. Ibo Hajr commented on this }:iadith, 'There is some statement 
concerning Ibo Abu Salamah, however, the hadith is hasan (good and acceptable). 
Which corrects those (who mistakenly) claim that Jabir (may Allah be pleased 
with him) was unfamiliar with the narration of Tamim.' See 'Fath ul-Bdri', (13/ 
327). 
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So Jabir (may Allah be pleased with him) was adamant that Ibn 
Sayyad is the Great Dajjal. Even if it is said, (that) he embraced 
Islam entered Macilnah and died (in it). 

It has preceeded, what has been authentically reported by Jabir 
(may Allah be pleased with him) who said, 'We lost Ibn Sayyad 
on the day (battle) of al-J:Iarrah.' 13 

Ibn J:Iajr says: 'Abu Nu'aym al-Asba}:i.anI14 has collected in the 
history of al-Asba}:i.an15 that which corroborates that Ibn Sayyad 
is the Great Dajjal. He cites (a report) by way of Shabil ibn 
'Arazah who reports from J:Ia~an ibn 'Abdur-Ra}:i.man, who re
ports from his father, who said: 'When we conquered Asbahan 
there was a distance of a jarsaq16 between our forces and al
Yahiid!Jah17. We used to enter it and select from it. Then one day 
I entered it and there (I saw) the Jews dancing and playing (their 
musical instruments). Thereupon I asked one of them who was 
my (close) friend (what are you doing)? He replied, 'Our king 
whose aid we have been asking for (from Allah), by whom we 
shall victorious on the Arabs, shall (soon) enter.' 

13 Sunan Abu Dawud [11/479], with'Awn ul-Ma'bitd' 

14 He is the great memorizer, A}:imad Ibn 'Abdullah ibn A}:imad ibn Ishaq, al
Asbahani. The author of great writings, like, 'Hilyah tul-Awljyah' and others. He 
was from the trustworthy and reliable ones, he was born and ( eventually) died in 
Asbahan in the year 430AH. See 'Shadhardt uthahab' [3/245] and 'AJ-'Alam', [1/ 
157]. 

15 See Dhikr Akbar Asbahdn' fp. 287-288] by Abu Nu'aym al-Asba}:ianI. 

16 Which is approximately three miles. TN. 

ic Name of a city in Asbahan. 
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So I spent the night on his roof (and in the morning) I prayed 
(jqjr) . Suddenly, when the sun had risen there was dust (from the 
huge, gathering of people) coming from the direction of the 
camp. I looked, and there was a man with a wreath (around his 
neck of sweet basil18 (rihdn). The Jews were dancing and playing 
(their musical instruments), I looked (closely) and there behold 
was Ibn Sayyad, who entered the city and has not returned ( out 
from it) until now.' 19 

Ibn Hajr says: 'The report by Jabir (may Allah be pleased with 
him) that is - we lost Ibn Sayyad on the day battle of al-Harrah 
and the report of Ha~an ibn 'Abdul-Ra}:iman are not congruous. 
For the conquest of Asba}:ian which was in the khilafah of 'Umar 
- as has been reported by Abu Nu'aym in his 'Tariq' - and be
tween 'Umar's killing and the incident of al-Harrah is approxi
mately forty years. However, it is possible to reconcile (the two 
incidents) because the incident of Asbahan was witnessed by 
J:Ia~an's father, after the conquest of Asbahan's with by forty 
years. 

The response to the (lama - when) in his statement, 'When we 
conquered Asbahan' is an omitted sentence denoting: I began to 
watch over and frequent it - that is the city - and as a result, the 
incident of Ibn Sayyad occurred.20 

18 An aromatic plant of the mint family, native to tropical Asia, Ocimum 
basilicum ( sweet plant) ... Concise O xford dictionary [p.112, 10th editionl. 

19 See 'Fath tt!-Bari', [3/ 327-328], Ibn f:{ajr commented, "Abdur-Rahman ibn 
f:la~an whom I have not acquainted or whom I do not know (the reader with) 
and the rest are all trustworthy and reliable (narrators).' 

20 See 'Fath ttl-Bdri', [3/328]. 
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Shaykh al-Islam ibn Tayymiyyah has mentioned that: 'The mat
ter of Ibn Sayyad has posed difficult for some Companions, who 
assumed him to be the great Dajjal. The Prophet (:I) was unde
cided regarding him until afterwards it was made clear to him 
that he was not the Dajjal. However, (in reality) he is from the 
fortune-tellers and a man of satanic experiences. For this reason 
he (:I) went to him, to test him.' 21 

Ibn Kathfr has commented: 'What is meant, is that Ibn Sayyad 
is not the great Dajjal who will emerge at the end of time. Due 
to the l;adith of Fatimah bint Qays al-Fel;riyah which is the deci
sive arbitrator in this issue.' 23 

These are some of the statements (and positions) of the schol
ars regarding Ibn Sayyad and they are as you can see, they are 
contradictory, incompatible, with everyone with their evidences. 

As a result, Ibn Hajr has endeavored to reconcile between the 
differing narrations. So he says, 'the closest way to reconcile be
tween what the l;adith of Tamim al-DarI comprises and (the view) 
that Ibn Sayyad is the great Dajjal, is that, the actual Dajjal was 
the one witnessed by Tamim al-DarI fettered (in iron shackles). 
And, moreover, Ibn Sayyad was a shqytdn (a devil) who appeared 
in the form of the Dajjal at that time (of the Prophet (:I)) until 
he proceeded to Asbal;an, where he concealed himself with his 

21 See 'AI-Furqiin bayna a1vliya' ar-Rahmtin wa awliyti' ash-shqyttin', [p77, 2nd edition]. 
The English translation of -Furqiin bqynaAwliya' ur-Rahmtin wa awliya' ash-Shqytiin. 
The Decisive Criterion between the Friends of Allah and the friends ofShaytan 
Published by Daar us-Sunnah Publishers 2000. 

23 See 'A/-Nihtiyah-al-Fitan wal-Malahim', [1/70], checking by Dr. Taha Zaynee. 
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qarin.24 And until the appointed time comes, when Allah will 
decree for him to appear, he will emerge from it. 

Due to the high level of unclarity in this matter Imam al
Bukhari adopted the course of tar;ih25 and therefore confined 
himself to the }:iadith of Jabir from 'Umar, regarding Ibn Sayyad. 
Additionally, he has not collected the }:iadith of Fatimah bint 
Qays concerning the narration of Tamim.26 

24 A qarin, which literally means a companion, is a shaytan from the jinn who 
accompanies every single human being. From his birth until death, this jinnee 
encourages man's lower desires and constantly tries to divert him from right
eousness. 

25 Taryih - giving preference to one opinion over the other. 

26 See 'Fath uf-Bari', [3/328]. 
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IBN SAYYAD IS A REALITY AND 
NOT AFABLE 

0 ABlYAH HAS (FALSELY) ALLEGED THAT, 'the 
individuality of Ibn Sayyad (as a person) is a fable which 

has deceived certain minds. Its story has lived in some 
(l:iadi:th) books, ascribed to the Messenger. For nothing ema

nates from the Messenger (~) be it a statement or an action, 
except that it is unadulterated and the essence of truth. Indeed 
the time has come that we take, (the narrations) with due con
sideration and seriousness the (true) spirit of the narrations their 
meaning, its purpose and their aim: as we take its chains ( of 
transmission) and their routes. So that our Islamic perceptions 
can be saved from extremism and error.' 1 

This is what shaykh Abu <Abi:yah has said in his notes to the 
narrations mentioned, regarding to Ibn Sayyad. However, he is 
(easily) rebutted, for the al).adi:th alluded to regarding Ibn Sayyad, 
are authentic. The 1)-adi:th books of the Sunnah, like 'Bukhari' 
and 'Muslim', and others have reported them. In addition, none 
of the al).adi:th with respect to Ibn Sayyad is in opposition to the 

1 See 'Al-Nib4Jah- al-Filan 1val-Malabim', [1 / 104], checking by Muhammad Abii 
Abiyah. 
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'spirit of the }:iadith and the (true) essence of the truth.' 

The matter of Ibn Sayyad - as has preceeded - confounded 
some Muslims, and was a Dajjal from the dqjqjilah (great liars)2

, 

whose lies and falsehood, Allah made evident to His Messenger 
(~) and to the Muslims. Moreover, Abu 'Abiyah is contradicts 
himself own words. For we find him, in some of his notes to the 
narrations, of Ibn Sayyad saying: 'The truth is that Ibn Sayyad 
said a curtailed word, having no meaning to it, in accordance to 
the way of the fortune-tellers - not intending anything by his 
utterance. Hence, he is a lying sorcerer.' 3 

Thus in his own words he acknowledges that Ibn Sayyad is a 
lying sorcerer! So how can he at one time be a fable and in an
other is a lying sorcerer? There is no doubt that Abu 'Abiyah 
(here) is contradicting his own words. 

One who studies closely the notes of shaykh Abu 'Abiyah to 
the book, 'AI-Nif;qyah - al-Fitan wal-Maldhim', by J:lafiz ibn Kathir, 
will observe (many) strange things. For indeed, Abu 'Abiyah has 
imposed no restraints to his mind to the narrations cited by ibn 
Kathir. Whatever he sees (as correct) he accepts it and regards it 
to be true, and anything besides that he explains it (away) with 
(false) interpretations opposing the apparent meaning of the nar
rations. Or he pronounces judgement on authentic narrations, 

2 From the signs of the Hour is the appearance of thirty false claimants of 
Prophethood known as liars (dcqjals). As Samura bin Jundub reported:" ... Verily 
by Allah, the Hour will not come until thirty liars of prophecy will appear and 
the final one will be the one eyed liar." [Reported by AJ:imad as a sound hadith] 

3 See 'AJ-Nipqyah -ai-Fitan wal-Malahim', [1 / 188), checking by MuJ:iammad Abu 
Abiyah. 
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with fabrication without no proof or evidence. 

Abu 'Abiyah says about the narrations of Ibn Sayyad: 'Is a child 
responsible (for his actions)? And has the Messenger's attention 
reached such a level regarding this pretender that he stands to 
him and asks him this question? Is it from (sound) reason that he 
waits until he obtains his - that is Ibn Sayyad - reply? And is it 
acceptable that he pardons him for his kdftr response, claiming 
Prophet-hood and Messengership? And does Allah dispatch chil
dren? These are questions we pose to those who paralyze their 
minds from thinking correctly and rightly.' 4 

The response to Abu 'Abiyah's remarks is that (firstly) no one 
has ever said a child is responsible (for his actions), and neither 
that Allah dispatches children. On the contrary, the Prophet (:i) 
only intended to be thoroughly acquainted regarding Ibn Sayyad 
- is he the Dajjal or not? For it had become widespread in Madinah 
that he is the Dajjal whom the Prophet (:i) warned about. And 
moreover, nothing so far had been revealed to the Prophet (:i) 
about Ibn Sayyad. Hence, the Messenger of Allah (:i) consid
ered that the thing which will expose his deceit - (knowing that) 
he was a discerning child, who understood discourse - was to 
ask him, 'Do you bear witness that I am Allah's Messenger?' Till 
he said, 'Indeed I have concealed something from you (so what 
is it?)' And other questions which the Messenger of Allah (:i) 
directed to him. 

It was not intended by these questions that Ibn Sayyad be un
der the obligation to accept Islam. But rather, the intention was 
to make evident the reality of his true condition. So if the in-

---- - ----

• See 'AI-Ni/Jqyah · al-Fitan //!al-Mala/Jim', [1 / 104], checking by Mu}:iammad Abu 
Abiyah. 
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tent was what has been mentioned, then there should be no 
strangeness that the Messenger (~) should stand (before him) 
awaiting his response. And surely, it did become evident from 
his reply that he is a Dajjal from the dajcijilah. Furthermore, there 
is nothing wrong, that the Prophet (~) presented Islam to a 
youngster. For Imam Bukhari: has mentioned the incident of Ibn 
Sayyad and has given it the Chapter heading of, 'Chapter: How 
Islam is presented to a child.' 5 

As for the Prophet (~) not punishing Ibn Sayyad, for him claim
ing Prophet-hood. Then it is a doubt raised by Abu 'Abiyah's 
lack of knowledge concerning what the scholars have said in 
that regard. For they have replied to what he has mentioned with 
(a number of) responses, which are (the following): 

1.) That Ibn Sayyad was from amongst the Jews of Madinah 
or their confederates. There was between them and the 
Prophet(~) a covenant and a truce. For when the Prophet 
(~) advanced to Madinah a pact was written between 
him and the Jews. He had reconciled with them, that 
they would not be defamed, and that they could remain 
on their religion. This is (further) corroborated by what 
Imam A]J.mad narrates from Jabir ibn 'Abdullah (may 
Allah be please with him) concerning the incident when 
the Prophet (~) went to Ibn Sayyad and spoke to him. 
And the statement of 'Umar ibn Khanab (may Allah be 
pleased with him), 'Permit me O Messenger of Allah to 
kill him.' 

The Messenger of Allah (~) replied, 'If he is him, then 

5 Sal?Il.i al-Bukhari, Kitab ufjihtid, Bab kayfa yundu af-lr!tim 'ala al-Sabip, [6/ 171) 
with 'Fath uf-Bari'. 
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you are not his slaughter6 
; Indeed, his slaughter is 'Isa 

ibn Maryam (;I): And if he is not him, then you have no 
right to kill a person from the people of the covenant.' 7 

Both al-KhagabI8 and al-BaghawI9 held this view. Ibn Hajr 
said, 'It is incumbent (to hold this view).' 10 

2.) That ibn Sayyad at that time was still young (in age) and 
had not yet attained puberty. This reply is also substanti
ated by what Imam Bukhari: has reported from Ibn 'Umar 
(may Allah be pleased with them both) pertaining to the 
incident of the Prophet (;I) departure to Ibn Sayyad - in 
it is his Ibn 'Umar statement: 

.- -'Lt ~ . G.l;J\ ,, wJi ~ , - - ;.'F r - '-' - ~ . , ~.., ~ 
,_, .... _-, ..l~ '··1 ~- - ~; U ~ ~fu 
~ - , ~ .- .J; . .) .., 

' ... until they found him playing with the youths of 
Bam:i Magha]ah at utum, and was then on the thresh
old of attaining puberty.' 11 

6 The word in the J:iadith is Sahib·, owner, possessor, holder etc. H owever the 
implied expression is Sahib Qatlihi , literary the holder of his slaughtering - that 
is - his slaughterer, and Allah knows best. TN · 

7 

See 'Fath al-Rabbani' [24/ 64-65] , Al-Haythami says, 'Its men (in the chain of 
narration), are men of the ~aJ:iiJ:i ', 'Majma'a af-Zawa'id', [8/3-4] . 

8 See 'Ma'alim 111-Sunan', [6/ 182]. 

9 See 'Sharh ul-S1111nah', fl 5/ 80] , checked by Shu'ayb al-Arnaut. 

10 See 'rath 11!-Btiri', [6/ 174] . 

11 Sal:iil:i al-Bukhari, Kitdb u!Jihdd, Bab kqyfayuridt1 af-Isfdm 'ala al-Sabip, [6/ 172] 
wi th 'Fath 1tl-Bdri'. 
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This response was the preference of al-Qaq.I ibn 'fyaq.h. 12 

3.) There is third response, which al-I:Iafo~ ibn I:Iajr has men
tioned, that is Ibo Sayyad did not openly claim 
Prophethood. However, instead he gave the impression 
that he was claiming to be a Messenger. Moreover, it does 
not necessitate that one who claims to be a Messenger, 
claims Prophethood. 

Allah the Most High says, 

Z,,_ · rr1~0\1t ~ J1 et: 10 ;:: :i1 ~ -; - '..) ..r~ 
Do you not see that we have sent the shayiitin 
upon the disbelievers. 

[Surah Maryam (19) : 83) 13 

12 See 'Sharf; ai-Nawwawi Ji Muslim.', [18/48]. 

13 See 'Fath ul-Bari', [6/174]. 
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THE PLACE OF THE DAJJAL'S 
EMERGENCE 

T HE DAJJAL WILL EMERGE from the direction of the 
East, from Khurasan1

, from (the city of) al-Yahud!Jah of 
Asbahan2

. Then he will travel throughout the earth, not 
leave any town or city, except that he will enter it, apart from 
Makkah and Madinah. For, he will be unable to enter them, be
cause (at their entrances will be) angels are constantly guarding 

1 Khurasiin: are vast lands in the direction of the East, incorporating many 
lands, from them, Naysabur, Hurah, Marw and other cities situated beneath the 
river ofJeehoon. See 'Mu;am 11!-Buldtin', [2/ 350]. 

TN: Khurasan, also spelled Khorasan, is a historical region and realm 
comprising a vast territory now lying in northeastern Iran, southern Turkmenistan, 
and northern Afghanistan. The historical region extended, along the north, 
from the Amu Darya (Oxus River) westward to the Caspian Sea and, along the 
south, from the fringes of the central Iranian deserts eastward to the mountains 
of central Afghanistan. [Enclyclopedia Britannia 1999] 

2 Asbahan: Yaqut says, 'the city of Asbahan is at the well-known place of (Jee), 
which is now known as Sharastan and al-Madinah. 

When Buqtansar traveled to and seized Jerusalem, he captured its inhabitants, 
transported the Jews with him and lodged them in Asbahan. There he built for 
them quartes and camps on the outskirts of the city of Jee, which (since then) is 
called al-Yahiid[yah. The city of Asbahan today, is al-Yahiidiyah.' See 'Mu;am ul
Bufdan', [1/208]. 
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them. 

In the l:iadith of Fatimah bint Qays (may Allah be pleased with 
her), previously mentioned, the Prophet (~) said regarding the 
Dajjal, 

"Indeed, he is in the Syrian sea or the Yemen Sea. 
No, on the contrary, he is in the East, he is in the 
East, he is in the East and he pointed with his hands 
towards the East." 3 

Abu Bakr al-Siddiq (may Allah be pleased with him) said: 'The 
Messenger of Allah (;i) narrated to us, 

,-.1•11-::• ....... :.1w ··t·· ,, .. - ,11••.,1 't-' U'-":! '-'J'""""' • ~.) <.>-" /! ~ U~ 

2JG..ily,. 
"The Dajjal will emerge from a land in the east called 
Khurasan."' 4 

And Anas ibn Malik (may Allah be pleased with him) said, 
'That the Prophet (;i) said: 

3 $al:iil:i Muslim, Kitab uf-Fitan /Va 'asharat af-Sa'ah, bab dhtkr ibn .lqJyad[l 8/78-83] 
with 'Sharp al-Naiv1vawi ii Muslim.' 

4 J am'i al-TirmidhI, Bab ma )a' a min C!Jlla yakruj uf-Dajjcil, [ 6 I 49 5] with 'Tufaht uf
Apwidhi.' 

This hadith was declared ~ahil:i by al-Albani in 'Jahip al-Jami' af-Saghir' [3/150] 
1:iadith no. [3398] . 
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"The Dajjal will emerge from (the city of) al-Yahiid!Jah 
of Asbahan. There will be with him seventy thou-

cl J '" \ san ews.... · 

Ibn Hajr has said: 'As for from where he will emerge? Then it 
is definitely from the direction of the East.' 6 

And ibn Kathir has said, 'The beginning of his appearance will 
be from Asbahan, from a quarter ( of a city) called al-Yahiid[yah.' 7 

5 See 'Al-Fath ul-Rabbani tartib MusnadA(Jmad', [24/73). Ibn Hajr said: 'It is ~al)ih', 
see 'Fathul-Bari', [13/328]. 

6 See 'Fath ul-Bari', [13 /328]. 

7 See 'AI-Nipqyah -al-Filan wa!-Mala(!im', [1/128), checking by Dr. Taha Zaynee. 
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PLACES IN WHICH THE DAJJAL 
WILL NOT ENTER 

I T IS FORBIDDEN FOR THE DAJJAL to enter Makkah 
or Madinah when he emerges at the end of time. Due to 
the authentic narrations mentioned, regarding that. As for 

other cities and countries then, indeed, the Dajjal will enter them 
one after the other. 

It is mentioned in the l).adith of Fatimah bint Qays (may Allah 
be pleased with her): 

"' .. .I shall acquaint you about myself. Indeed I am 
the MasifJ al-Dajjdl; Soon it will be permitted for me 
to leave this place (Island) and I will emerge and travel 
the (entire) earth in forty days, not leaving a village/ 
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town except that I enter it, besides Makkah and 
T ayyibah. 1 For they will be forbidden for me to enter. 
Every time I try to enter either of them, I will be met 
by an angel bearing an unsheathed sword prevent
ing me from entering them: And verily every path 
(naqb) 2 leading to it (i.e., Makkah and Madinah) will 
have angels guarding them."' 3 

Furthermore, it also proven that Dajjal will not enter four 
mosques: 

i. Mas;id ul-ffardm in Makkah, 
ii. Mas;id Nabi (;i) in Madinah, 
iii. Magid al-Tur 
iv. Mas;id al-'Aqsd. 

Imam A}:imad has narrated fromJunadah ibn AbI Umayyah al
AzdI, who said, 'A man from the An~ar and I went to one of the 
Companions of the Prophet (;i) and said to him: 'Narrate to us, 
what you have heard from the Messenger of Allah (;i) about the 
Dajjal...' 

Then he (;i) mentioned the }:iadith: 

1 Ta_Y.Jibah: is al-Madinah al-Munawwwarah. 

2 Naqb-. is a path/ pathway between two mountains, see 'AI-Nibqyahji-gharibt~ 
hadith', [5/102) . 

.i $al.uh al-Bukhari, Kitdb ul-Apddith Anbiyah, btib qulaldh: [6/ 4 77] with 'Fath ul
Bari' and $ahl~ Muslim, Kitdb ul-lmtin, Bab Dhikral-Masib ibnMaryam 'alayhis-saltim 
1val Masih al-Da_j;al, [2/233-235] with 'Sharp al-Nawwa1vi Ii Muslim.' 
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"He will abide (among you) on the earth for forty 
mornings, during which he will reach every drinking 
place (on the earth).4 He will not (be able to) come 
close to four mosques: Masjid u/-Hardm (in Makkah), 
the Magid of Madinah, the (Magid of) Sinai and Masjid 
a/-'Aqsa." S 

As for what has been mentioned in al-Bukhari and Muslim that 
the Prophet (~) saw (in a dream), 

'A short man with curly hair, one eyed in the right 
eye, his hands placed on the shoulders of a man 
circumbulating the House.6 About whom I asked, 
"Who is this?" 
They replied, ''Verily he is the Masih a/-Dajjai."' 

Then the reply (to this l).adith) is that the Dajjal will be pre
vented to enter Makkah and Madinah (only) when he emerges at 
the end of time; and Allah knows best.7 

4 That is every place where water is drunk from. For example, a fountain, spring, 
well etc. T.N 

5 See: 'Ai-Fath ui-Rabbani', [24/ 76 - 'Tarlib as-Sa'ati1, 
Al-Hayrhamee said: 'It is narrated by Ahmad, and its men, are rhe men of 

~al:iil:i.' 'Majma' al-Zaivaid', [7 / 543] . 
And lbn Hajr said: 'Its men are all trustworthy and reliable.' 'Fath ul-Bari', [13/ 

105]. 

6 That is rhe Kab'ah 

See 'Sharb af-Nawwaivi ii Muslim.', [2/234] and 'Fath ul-Ban·', [6/ 488-489]. 
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THE FOLLOWERS OF 
THE DAJJAL 

T HE MAJORITY OF THE FOLLOWERS of the Dajjal 
will be from among the Jews, the non-Arabs, Persians 
and Turks, and a mixture of common people, predomi

nantly Bedouins and women. Imam Muslim has narrated from 
Anas ibn Malik (may Allah be pleased with him) that the Mes
senger of Allah (:i) said: 

~ -. ,.- -., -.-.- -I ,- ·· ~11·-~1 ,-..-u~ u~ ~ ..*-l ue4 u~ ~ 
~~I~ 

"The Dajjal will be followed by seventy thousand 
Jews of Asbahan, wearing (Tayfasdn) 1 heavy, striped 
garments." 2 

According to a report narrated by Imam AJ::imad: 

1 T qylasdn: A type of adorned garment thrown over the shoulders, or which 
covers the body; without (having) cuts and stitching. See 'Mu;am al- Wq;iz', 
[p.393], more like a shawl. T.N 

2 Sal:ilh Muslim, Kitdb ul-Fitan 1va 'ashardt al-Sti'ah, bdb min baqiyah minA~adith al
Dqjjdl, [18/85-86] with 'Sharh al-Naw1vaivi Ii Muslim.' 
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"Seventy thousand Jews, wearing crowns." ' 

Moreover, it has come in the }:iadith of Abu Bakr (may Allah 
be pleased with him) already mentioned: 

"He will be followed by people with faces resembing 
beaten shields." 4 

And Ibn Kathir has said, 'and what is evident - and Allah knows 
best - that the intent is, the Turks will be the followers and help
ers of the Dajjal.' 5 

I say: Also some of the non-Arabs, as their description has 
come in the }:iadith of Abu Hurayrah (may Allah be pleased with 
him): 

"The Hour will not be established until you fight Kh01vz 
and Kim1an from the non-Arabs (they will have) red
dish faces, flat noses and small eyes. Their faces will 

3 See 'Al-Fath ul-Rabbtini tartib MttsnadAf;mad', (24/ 73]. Ibn Hajr said, 'and the 
hadith is $a]::uh', see 'Fath ttl-Btiri' (13/238]. 

4 Sunan al-TirmidhI, it checking has preceded. 

5 See 'Al-Nihifyah al-Fitan 1val-Maltif;im', (1 / 117], checking by Dr. Taha Zaynee. 
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be like beaten shields; their sandals (or shoes) will be 
made from hair." 6 

As for the Bedouin being the majority of the followers of the 
Dajjal, then this is due to ignorance being predominant amongst 
them. According to the l:iadith of Abu Umamah al-Bahill (may 
Allah be pleased with him), the Prophet (~) said: 

"And Surely from his fitnah is that he will say to a 
Bedouin, 'Do you think that if I resurrect your fa
ther and mother for you, would you then testify that 
I am your lord?' 
He will respond, 'Yes.' 
Then two shaytdns (devils) will take the appearance of 
his father and mother, and will say to him, 'O my 
son! Follow (and believe in) him, for verily he is your 
lord."' 7 

As for women, then their state is more severe than that of the 
Bedouins, because they are quickly influenced and a lot of igno
rance is found in them. For in the l:J.adith of Ibn 'Umar (may 
Allah be pleased with them both) who said: that the Prophet 
(~) said: 

6 Sal:uh al-Bukhari, K.itdb ul-Manaqib, bdb 'Alamat ul-Nabuwa, [6/ 604] with 'Fath u/
Bari'. 

7 Sunan ibn Majah, Kitab ul-Fitan, bab Fitnah ul-Dqjja/ wa khuritj 'Isd ibn Maryam 
1va khuriij Yqjiij 1va Mqjiij, [2/ 1309-1363]. The hadith is ~al:uh. See '$ahif., al-Jami' as
Saghir', [6/ 273-277] and hadith [no. 7752]. 
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"The Dajjal will descend to this pond in Marriqanaf 

- a valley in Madinah - and most of those who go 
out to him will be women, until a man will come to 
his mother in law, his mother, his daughter, his sister 
and his (paternal) aunt, and will tie them up strongly 
for fear that they will go out to him (and believe in 
him)." 9 

8 Marriqancit. is a valley in Madinah, which comes from Ta'if. It passes by the 
point of arrival at the bases of the Martyrs (Companions of the Prophet (;i)) 
graves at Uhud. See 'Mu;am u/-Bu/dcin', [4/ 401]. 

9 Musnad of Imam Al:tmad [7 / 140] and hadith [no.5355], checked by Al~mad 
Shakir who said: 'Its chain of transmission is Sal:tih.' 
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THE TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS 
OF THE DAJJAL 

T HE TRIAL OF THE DAJJAL will be the greatest trial 
and tribulation; from the time when Allah created Adam 
until the Hour establishes (there will be no greater fitnah 

than his). This will be because of the great miraculous feats that 
Allah will create with him, which will astonish the minds and 
perplex the intelligent ones. 

For it is reported that he will have with him a paradise and a 
hell fire, but his paradise will be his hell fire and his hell fire will 
be his paradise. He will have rivers of water and mountains of 
bread. He will command the sky to send down rain, and it will 
rain, and he will command the earth to produce vegetation and it 
will do so. The treasures of the earth will follow him, and he will 
travel rapidly like clouds driven by the wind. And he will do 
other miraculous feats. All of which occurs in the authentic 
ahadith. From them is what Imam Muslim narrates in his $afJifJ, 
that Hudhayfah (may Allah be pleased with him) said, the Mes
senger of Allah (~) said: 
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~ .:!>:I\ , h"!.' '." -~1\ ·.·.:.11 , , 0 f u\+lll 
~ u~ I..S ~ U;!- .J.JC . 

~u ~.., ~ ~~rn ~u-.., ~ 
"The Dajjal will be one-eyed, blind in his left eye, 
and will have thick hair. He will have a paradise and a 
fire with him, but his paradise will be his fire and his 
fire will be his paradise." 1 

Muslim also narrates that Hudhayfah (may Allah be pleased 
with him) said: 'the Messenger of Allah (ti) said: 

"I know what is with the Dajjal, more than what he 
knows himself. He will have two rivers flowing. One 
will clearly resemble water and the other will clearly 
resemble a blazing fire. If any one of you sees that, 
then let him choose the river which resembles the 
fire, then let him close his eyes and lower his head 
and drink from it, for it will be cold water."' 2 

And it occurs in the l_iadith of al-Nawwas ibn Sam'an (may 
Allah be pleased with him) regarding the Dajjal, that the Com
panions said, 'O Messenger of Allah how long will he remain on 
the earth?' 

1 $am}:! Muslim, Kitab ul-Fitan iva 'asharat as-Sa'ah, bab dhikr ul-Dajjal, [18/60-61] 
with 'Shar.h al-Na1JJ111a1vi Ii Muslim.' 

1 $a}:II}:i Muslim, Kitab ul-Fitan 1va 'asharat as-Sa'ah, bab dhikr ul-Da;jal, [18/ 61] with 
'Sharp a/-Nmvwawi Ji Muslim.' 
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He (:I) said, "Forty days; one day like a year, one day 
like a month, one day like a week, and the rest of the 
days like your days." 
They said, "How fast will he travel through the earth?" 
He (:I) said, "Like the clouds when they are driven 
by the wind. He will come to some people and call 
them, and they will believe in him and respond to 
him. Then he will command the sky to rain, and the 
earth to produce vegetation, and their cattle will re
turn back to them in the evening, with their humps 
very high, and their udders full of milk, and their 
flanks (sides) stretched. 

Then he will come to another people and will call 
them, but they will reject him. So he will leave them 
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and they will be stricken with famine, left with no 
wealth in their hands. He will pass by ruins and will 
say, 'Bring forth your treasure!' - and the treasure will 
follow him like a swarm of bees. Then he will call a 
man overflowing in youth, and will strike him with a 
sword and cut him in two, then (he will place the 
pieces apart from one another) the distance of an 
archer from his target. Then he will call him, and the 
young man will come forward smiling, with his face 
shining." 3 

And it occurs in the narration of al-BukharI from Abu Sa'Id al
KhudrI (may Allah be pleased with him) that the person whom 
the Dajjal will kill will be from best of people, or the best of 
people. He will go out to the Dajjal from the city of the Messen
ger of Allah (~), and will say to the Dajjal: 

"I testify that you are the Dajjal about whom the 
Messenger of Allah (;i) informed us." 
The Dajjal will say (to the people) : "What do you 
think - if I kill this man then bring him back to life, 
will you have any doubts?" 
They will say, "No." 

3 Sa9-il:i Muslim, Kit ab uf-Fitan 1va 'asharat as-Sa' ah, bab dhikr ul-Da;jaf, fl 8 I 65-66] 
with 'Sharf; al-NaiJJWaivi Ii Muslim.' 
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So he will kill him, and then bring him back to life. 
Then he (the believing man) will say, "By Allah, I 
have never been more sure about you than I am 
today." 
The Dajjal will want to kill him but will not be per
mitted to do so." 4 

The narration of Ibn Majah from of Abu Umamah al-Bahili 
(may Allah be pleased with him), in which the Prophet(~) said: 

"And Surely from his greatfttnah is that he will say to 
a Bedouin, 'Do you think that if I resurrect your fa
ther and mother for you, would you then testify that 
I am your lord?' 
He will respond, 'Yes.' 
Then two shayrans (devils) will take the appearance 
of his father and mother, and will say to him, 'O my 
son! Follow (and believe in) him, for verily he is your 
lord."' 5 

We ask Allah to preserve us, and we seek His protection from 
trials and tribulation. 

4 $ahil:i al-Bukhari, lvtdb u/-Fitan, bdb Id yadkul a/-Dqjjdl al-Madinah, [13 / 101] with 
'Fath rd-Bari.' 

5 Sunan ibn Majah, lvtah 11/-Fitan, bah Fitnah 11/-Dqjja/ 1va kh11ruj 'Isa ibn Maryam 
1va khurig Ycgi!J 1va Mqi!J, [2/ 1309-1363]. The hadith is ~al:iil::i. See '$aM a/Jami' as
Saghir', [6/ 273-277] and }:iadith [no. 7752]. 
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A REBUTIAL OF THOSE WHO 
DENY THE APPEARANCE OF THE 

DAJJAL 

TTHE AI:IADITH WHICH HAVE preceded clearly in

dicate i~ Tawdtur form t~at the 1?ajj~l.will appear at the 
end of time, and that he 1s a real 1nd1v1dual whom Allah 

shall give, from what He Wills, (to give him) great miraculous 
feats. Whereas Shaykh Mul:tammad 'Abdah holds the view that 
the Dajjal is just a symbol of superstitious tales, deception and 
shameful deeds.2 

Shaykh Abu 'Abiyah also holds this view, and further holds 
that the Dajjal is a symbol of falsehood, becoming worse, and 
not an actual person from the children of Adam. And this a (false) 
interpretation of the al:tadith is by altering their evident (mean
ings) without any circumstantial evidence. 

1 Ta111iitur. A Muta111iitirhadith is one which is reported by such a large number of 
people that they cannot be expected to agree upon a lie. See al-Jaza'iri, p.33. 

Examples of Muta111iitir, are the five daily prayers, fasting, Zakat, the Hajj and 
recitation of the Qur'an. 

2 See 'Tefsiraf-Manar', [3/317]. 
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Here is what Shaykh Abu 'Abiyah has said while commenting 
on the a}:iadith of the Dajjal, '(fhere is great) diversity concern
ing what has been reported of the a}:iadith regarding the place of 
the Dajjal's appearance; the time of his appearance; was he Ibn 
Sayyad or someone else besides him? Indicating that what is 
meant by the Dajjal is symbolic: of evil, its superiority, its tyr
anny, its peril worsening, its damage becoming grave in some 
periods of time and its harm diffusing in many places, because 
the means for it to establish, spread, and to be a trial, for some
time, will be made easy. Until its ember will be extinguished and 
its coal shall die by the might of the truth (Haqq) and the word 
of Allah, 

~ / ,,. / / ,?-' .,,, 
~ \,;y,j.)b~\0~ 

" Surely falsehood is ever bound to vanish." 

[Surah af-lmi' (17) : 81]1 

Additionally, he says, 'Is not it more appropriate to understand 
that the Dajjal is only a symbol of evil, lies and falsehood .. .' and 
so on.4 

We refute these (false) remarks, (by saying) that the narrations 
are clear regarding that the Dajjal is an actual man. There is noth
ing, which indicates that the Dajjal is a symbol for superstitious 
tales, deception and falsehood. Moreover, there is no diversity 
or any discrepancy in the narrations. The harmonizing of the 
narrations has already preceeded. 

3 See 'Af-Niha_yah ai-Fitan 1va/-Maidhim', [1 / 118-119], checking by Shaykh Abu 
'Abiyah. 

4 See 'Af-Ni/.Jdyahaf-Fita111vaf-Mald/.Jim', [1 / 152]. 
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Firstly, I explained that the Dajjal would come from Asbahan 
from the direction of Khurasan - all of which are in direction of 
the East. I (further) explained what was said regarding lbn Sayyad, 
is he the Dajjal, or someone else besides him? In that respect, I 
cited the sayings of the scholars. 

Then if all of this becomes clear, that there is no confusion in 
the narrations regarding his place of appearance and neither the 
time of his appearance. Then, is no reason for them (two) to 
hold the view that they hold. Especially, indespite of what the 
narrations indicate regarding his description which show, with
out employing symbolism, which he has no reason to employ, 
that he is a true and a real individual. 

Furthermore, (we find) Abu 'Abiyah contradicts himself in 
his notes to the narrations mentioned regarding the Dajjal in ibn 
Kathir's book 'al-Fitan wa'l-MalafJim'. For he comments on the 
Prophets (:I) saying, 'Certainly, it is inscribed between his eyes 
kdjir; it will be read by whoever dislikes his actions, or every 
believer shall read it.' And his saying, 'Know, that none of you 
shall see his Lord until he dies.' 

Abu 'Abiyah comments, ' .. . and this affirms the untruth of the 
Dajjals claim of Rubiib!Jab5 - may Allah disfigure him - and com
plete His Anger and His Curse upon him.' 6 

5 Tawbfd al-R.iibubiyyah (Taw):iid of Allah's Lordship) - This means to believe that 
Allah is the Lord, alone, and that He has no partners or helpers. The Rabb 
(Lord) is the One who Creates and Commands. There is no creator except Allah 
and there is no owner of the universe except Him. 

6 See 'AI-Nih4Yahal-Fitan1val-Malahim', [1 /89]. 
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So here, he believes that the Dajjal is an actual human - claim
ing Rubub[yah - invoking Allah's Anger and Curse upon him, 
whereas in another place he denies that the Dajjal is real, and 
that he is only a symbol of evil and fitnah. Undoubtedly this is 
clear self-contradiction. And I hope, that the Prophets (~) say
ing does not apply to theses, who deny the Dajjal's appearance: 

"Indeed there shall come a people after you, who 
shall reject ar-Rqjm,7 the Dajjal, in the intercession, the 
punishment of the grave, and those people who shall 
come out of the Hell-fire after they have been 

burned." 8 

It will soon be mentioned in the discussion about the Dajjal's 
miraculous feats the order of seeking protection from his fitnah; 
about his destruction which all decisively prove that his an ac
tual person. 

Ar-Rajm: 'Stoning' - throwing stones at something or somebody. But often it 
refers to stoning to death of the adulterer and adulteress. See Dictionary of 
Islamic Words and Expressions, by Dr. Mahmoud Isma'il Saleh, p.85. TN 

8 Musnad of Imam Ahmad, [1 /223] J:iadith no (15 7), checking by AJ:imad Shakir 
who said, 'Its chain of transmission is ~al_uJ:i.' 
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THE MIRACULOUS FEATS OF THE 
DAJJAL ARE TRUE EVENTS AND 

OCCURRENCES 

S
OME OF THE MIRACULOUS FEATS, which the Dajjal 
will perform, have already been mentioned in the discus
sion about his jitnah. Theses miraculous feats are true events 

(which he shall perform) and are not erroneous delusions or mis
representations (of the truth), as some scholars claim. Ibn Kathlr 
has quoted both from Ibn Hazm and at-Tahawi, that they say 
whatever is with the Dajjal (by way of miraculous feats then it) 
has no reality. Similarly he has quoted from Abu 'Ali al-Jaba'i,1 

the Shaykh of the Mutazilah,2 'it is not permitted for it to be real 
in this manner, lest the extra-ordinary feats of a magician resem-

1 He is Mul:iammad ibn 'AbduJ-Wal:ihab ibn Salam al-BasrI, who died in the year 
303AH. See his biography in 'Shathardt ut-Thahdb', [2/ 291) and 'A!-'A!dm', (6/ 
256) . 

2 Mu'tazj!ah: This sect began at the start of the second century after the Hijrah. 
It was found by 'Amr ibn 'Ubayd and Wasil ibn 'Ata. This sect believes in the 
negation o f Allah's Attributes, calling it Tawl:iid! They believe the Qur'an to be 
created, rebellion against the Muslim rulers to be correct and that the Muslims 
guilty of major sins, are in a position between Belief and disbelief and that they 
are destined to be in Hell-fire forever. 
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ble the miraculous feats of a Prophet.' 3 

After them came Shaykh Rashid Rida who denies completely 
that the Dajjal will have with him miraculous feats. He claims, 
because this opposes the (sunan) ways and laws of Allah, the 
Most Sublime, which he has set in His creation. 

So he says about the narrations, relating to Dajjal: 'Whatever is 
mentioned in the narrations about the miraculous feats (of the 
Dajjal) - is equivalent to the great signs (qyd~, by which Allah 
aided the ( Olul 'Azm)4 the firmly resolved Messengers or are 
superior to them, or (at least) places doubt upon them. As some 
of the scholars of (kaldm) rhetorical speech have said; which 
some of the scholars of l;adith have counted, as one of their 
innovations. 

It is well known that Allah bestowed upon them - (the Proph
ets and Messengers) - these great signs (qyd~ for the guidance 
(hidqyah) of his creation - on the basis of His Mercy preceding 
His Anger. So then how can the Dajjal be given the greatest of 
all miraculous feats - so that he can put to trial (jitnah) the great 
majority of His servants?! 

For amongst the reports, (it is mentioned), 'that he will over
whelm the entire earth, besides Makkah and Madinah, all in forty 
days', to his saying, 'the miraculous feats which are ascribed to 
him, are in opposition to the ways and laws of Allah, the Most 

3 See 'Ai-Nibc{yah ai-Fitan J1Jai-Maidhim', [1/120] checking by Dr. Taha az-Zaynee. 

4 (!1111 'Azm: The best of the Messengers are those of firm determination, these 
being Noah, Abraham, Moses,Jesus and Mu}:iammad (may Allah's peace and 
blessings be upon them all). 
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Sublime, which he has set in His creation. It is affirmed by the 
decisive Qur'anic texts that there is no altering or changing to 
His the Most Sublimes way or law. And moreover, these reports 
about the Dajjal are confusing and self-contradicting, and there
fore are not suitable to be used for specifying or opposing the 
clear decisive texts.' 5 

He uses as evidence, about the apddith of the Dajjal being con
tradictory, that it occurs in some reports, as has already preceded, 
that he will have a mountain of bread, rivers of water and honey, 
and that he will have with him a paradise and a fire ... and the like. 
However, (according to him) all this opposes the lJadith of 
Mughirah ibn Sh<ubah, found in BukharI and Muslim who said: 
'No one asked the Prophet (~) about the Dajjal as much as I 
asked him. And certainly he said to me, 

'what harms or distresses you about him? 
'I said, 'They say, that he has with him a mountain of 
bread and a river of water.' 
He (~) said, 'On the contrary, he is more despicable 
and insignificant to Allah (than to do that).' r, 

Abu 'Abiyah is from those who have denied the miraculous 
feats of the Dajjal, (as-well). For he has said in his annotation to 

5 See 'Tafsiral-Mana1vi', (9/ 490). 

6 $al.uh al-Bukhari, Kitab ul-Fitan, bab dhikrul-Dajjal, [13/89] with al-Fath. $ahIJ:i 
Muslim, Kitab ul-Fitan 1va 'asharat al-Sa' ah, bab dhikr ul-Dajjal, (18 /7 4] with 'Sharh al
l\J a1mva1vi Ii Muslim.' 
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the al;adith regarding that: 'Will the vast majority of mankind 
face this enormous trial and tribulation? Will he bring death and 
cause life in public for all the people to hear (and then because 
of that) Allah will throw the servants in the Fire because he put 
them to trial?! 

Indeed Allah, the Mighty and the Majestic is more Compas
sionate and more Merciful to His servants than to inflict them 
with such an affliction. Which nobody is able to face - except 
one who has been endowed by Allah with an immense portion 
of firmness of imdn and strength of belief ('aqidah). 

Further the Dajjal - or any dajjal - is too insignificant to Allah 
than to give him mastery over His creation; and also to equip 
him with these great 'weapons' that wreak havoc and convulse 
and shake the 'aqidah, and the Din in the hearts of most of the 
creation.' 7 

0 

See 'AI-Nihayah al-Fitan wal-Maldhim', [1/118), checking by Mul:iammad Abu 
'Abiyah. 
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THE REBUTTAL TO THESE 
INDIVIDUALS AND THEIR 

ARGUMENTS 

T HE REBUTIAL TO THESE INDIVIDUALS and their 
arguments is summarised as follows: 

1. The aJ:iadith which are mentioned concerning the miracu
lous feats of the Dajjal are established and authentic. It 
is not permissible to refute them or to falsely interpret 
them - as in the doubts mentioned. And neither is there 
any confusion in them or contradiction. 

The l:iadith of Al-Mughirah, which Rashid Rida cites, 
which is found both in al-BukharI and Muslim, which 
(according to him) opposes the ahddith of the Dajjal. Then 
the reply to it is that the meaning of Allah's Messenger 
(~) saying, 'he is too insignificant to Allah than that'. Is 
that he is too insignificant to cause the miraculous feats 
- which He will make on the hands of the Dajjal, to 
misguide the believers or to cause doubts in their hearts. 
But, rather they will increase the believers in imdn, and 
will cause doubt in those who have a sickness in their 
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hearts. 

It is like the saying of the one whom the Dajjal will kill: 
'I have only increased in insight (that you are the Dajjal) 
today concerning you.' 

It is not intended by his saying, 'He is too insignificant 
to Allah than that', that there is nothing (of miraculous 
feats) with him. However, the intent is he is too insig
nificant, to make anything (of the miraculous feats) a 
sign, that he is truthful. And, especially when He has 
created in him evident signs indicating his lies and his 
disbelief (kujr), which every Muslim shall read, be he 
literate or illiterate - which is an additional piece of evi
dence to those of him being a created and deficient. 1 As 
has preceeded in the discussion about his descriptions. 

2. If we accept the l:iadith according to its apparent mean
ing then the saying of the Prophet (:i) to al-Mughirah 
was said before it was revealed to the Prophet (:i) about 
the miraculous feats that the Dajjal will have with him. 
Due to the evidence of al-Mughirah's statement to the 
Prophet (:i): 'They say: that he has with him .. .' And he 
did not say to the Prophet (:i) you have said concerning 
him such and such. 

Then, after that revelation was sent, explaining the mi
raculous feats, and the great signs (qya~ which the Dajjal 
will have with him. So there is no contradiction between 
the narration of al-Mughirah and the apadith of the Dajjal. 

1 See 'Sharhal-Nau1wawiliMuslim. 1
, (18/74] and 'Fathul-Bciri', [13/93]. 
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3. Indeed the miraculous feats of the Dajjal (which he shall 
perform) are true, and real, and are not illusions or mis
representations of the truth. The miraculous feats are 
those matters which Allah shall enable him to perform 
in-order to test the servants and as a trial for them. It is 
not possible that the condition and state of the Dajjal 
resembles the condition and state of the Prophets 
(Anbiya'). For it is not proven that he will claim 
Prophethood at the time when he performs the miracu
lous feats. However, they will appear at the time when 
he claims divinity and lordship.2 

4: Rashid Rida's deeming of what has been reported about 
the Dajjal overwhelming the entire earth besides Makkah 
and Mac!Inah in forty days as unlikely, is not based on any 
evidence. However, there is evidence opposing that. For 
it occurs in the narration of Muslim that some of the 
Dajjal's days will be long as a year, and some of them 
will be like a month and some of them will be like a 
week ... as has already preceded. 3 

5. That the miraculous feats which the Dajjal will be en
dowed with, do not in any way oppose Allah's ways which 
He has set in His creation. For if we were to apply what 
Rashid Rida has said according to its apparent meaning, 
then we would have to render the miracles of the Prophets 
as futile. Because, they oppose Allah's ways which He 
has set in His creation. So that which is said about the 

2 See 'Fath ul-Bdri', [13/105]. 

3 See page 62-63. 
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miracles of the Prophets - that they do not oppose Allah's 
ways which He has set in His creation - is also said con
cerning the miraculous feats of the Dajjal ( only) by way 
of testing, trial and tribulation. 

6. If we accept that the miraculous feats of the Dajjal are 
in opposition to Allah's ways, which He has set in His 
creation, then we say: 

Certainly, extra-ordinary things will happen in the time 
of the Dajjal. Great events will occur, signifying the end 
of the world and the nearness of the Hour. So if his 
appearance is in a time of trial and tribulations, which 
Allah has Willed, then it is not to be said: Indeed Allah is 
too Compassionate to His servants than to put them to 
trial with Dajjal's miraculous feats, because He is the 
Compassionate, the All-Aware. However, what is said 
His Wisdom has necessitated that He tests the servants 
by the Dajjal. And surely He has warned them and cau
tioned them about him. 

After (all) this, I consider that it is appropriate here to quote 
what some of the distinguished scholars have said regarding af
firming the miraculous feats of the Dajjal; that they are true (and 
real) which Allah shall make as a trial and a test for the servants. 

Al-Qadi 'Iyaq. has said, 'These a(Jddith that Muslim and others 
have mentioned regarding the incident of the Dajjal is a proof 
for the way (Madhab) of the people of truth. About the credibil
ity of his existence, who is an actual individual, by whom Allah 
will test His servants. 
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He will enable him to perform things which are from those 
things which only Allah the Most High is capable of. He will 
enable him to perform things which have been decreed by Allah 
the Most High. Like giving life to the one whom he will kill, the 
appearance of the earth's splendor and fertility with him, his 
paradise, his fire and his two rivers. The following of the treas
ures of the earth behind him, his ordering of the sky to rain and 
it will rain and the earth to bring forth its produce and it will. All 
of this will occur by the will, and ability, and power of Allah, the 
Most High. Then after all this He will incapacitate him, so he 
will not be able to kill that man or anybody else; and will nullify 
his affairs; and 'Isa ('alqyhis-saldm) will kill him. And Allah will 
keep firm those who believe. 

This is the way of Ahl-ul-Sunnah,4 all the scholars of }:iadith, 
the jurists ifuqaha), the observers and scrutinizers. 

In opposition to the Khawarij,5 the Jahmiyah,6 and some of 
the Mu'tazilah, and others besides them who deny him, and hold 

4 Ahl-ul-Sunnah 1;;aljamd'ah: Those who remain upon that which the Prophet 
(~) and his Companions were upon with regards to 'Aqidah, methodology and 
all matters of the Religion, not leaving their way in favour of the ways of the 
innovated sects such as the Rdfidis, the Khaivdrij, the Mu'tazjllah, the Ash' aris etc. 

5 Khawdrij: Those who rebelled against 'All (may Allah be pleased with him) 
declaring him to be a disbeliever and those who rebel against and fight the 
Muslim rulers. They hold that Muslims who have committed major sins are 
disbelievers and are doomed to Hell-Fire forever. 

6 Jahmiyah: The followers of al-Jahm ibn Safwan, the student of al-Ja'd ibn 
Dirham, both of whom were executed for their apostasy in the time of the lesser 
tabi'In. Among their beliefs is that they deny the attributes of Allah and declare 
that the Qur'an is created. 
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his affair to be false and that he does not really exist. As for those 
who claim that his miraculous feats are fables and illusions hav
ing no reality, arguing that if they are real then the miracles of 
the Prophets would not have been attested to. However, this is 
a mistake made by all of them. For he will not claim prophethood, 
so that which is with him (of miraculous feats) would be evi
dence for him (of being a prophet). But, what he will claim is 
divinity - and in the claim (itself) he will only be belie believing 
and negating himself due to the state of his deficient appear
ance, his incapability of removing the defects in his eyes, and 
from removing the evidence of his (kufr) disbelief which is writ
ten between his eyes. He will deceive nobody except the com
mon people despite of all these and others besides them (which 
prove him to be false in his claim). They only will believe in him 
to satisfy their needs and from poverty desiring to stay alive, or 
out of dissimulation (taq!Jah), or out of fearing harm from him. 
For assuredly, he will be a great trial and tribulation, perplexing 
the minds and confusing the intelligent ones. While at the same 
time traveling so swiftly throughout the earth not remaining (in 
any place too long). So that weak (minded and in imdn) can re
flect about his state and condition and the evidences of things 
occurring in him and his deficiency. So he will be believed, by 
whoever believes in him - under these circumstances? 

For this reason all of the Prophets warned about his fitnah, and 
informed their nations about his deficiency and the proofs of 
him being false. 

As for the people of prosperity (tawftq), then they will not be 
deceived by him and nor will they be beguiled with what he has 
with him (of miraculous feats). 
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Due to the evidences, which we have mentioned, that belie 
him, and at the same time they will have knowledge about him. 
Due to this, the one that he shall kill and then bring back to life 
will say to him, 'I have only increased in insight regarding you 
(that you are the Dajjal).' 7 

And al-I:Iafi? ibn Kathir says, 'Indeed Allah will put his serv
ants to trial by the Dajjal and the miraculous feats which will be 
witnessed in his time. It has preceded that whoever responds to 
him, then he will command the sky to rain, and it will rain. He 
will command the earth to produce for them crops from which 
both them and their cattle shall eat them; their livestock will 
return to them fattened filled with milk. 

While whoever does not respond to him and rejects his affair 
then they will be afflicted with decay (in their food and pro
duce), drought, aridity, paucity, death of cattle, loss of wealth, 
lives and fruits of their toils and endeavors. 

Treasures like drones of bees, will follow him and he will kill 
a young man, and then bring him back to life. All of these (mi
raculous feats) are not trickery. On the contrary, they are true 
(and real) by which Allah will test His servants at the end of 
time. Misguiding by them, many, and guiding by them, many. 
The skeptics will disbelieve and those who have faith will in
crease in imdn.' 8 

7 See 'Shar/,J al-Naivwaivi Ii Muslim.', [18/ 58-59] and 'Fath ul-Bdri', [13/105]. 

8 See 'A/-Ni/,Jqyah al-Fitan 1val-Mald/,Jim', [1 / 121] checking by Dr. Taha az-Zaynee. 
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al-I:{iifi? ibn I:-Iajr says: 'Also, it is found in the Dajjal a clear 
proof about his falsehood for one who understands, and that is 
he is made up of created organs and limbs. The effect of being 
created is clearly evident in him and at the same time he will 
have impairment: by having a defect in both of his eyes. So when 
he calls to the people that he is their Lord: Then the worst state 
of one who sees him and he is from those who have understand
ing, is that he will know, (that if he is the lord of the heavens 
and earth then) he would not wish to proportionize the physical 
creation of anybody, besides himself, nor balance it, or beautify 
it and not be able to remove the blemishes and defects from 
himself.' 9 

So the least what is required for him to say is: 'O you who 
claim that you are the Creator of the heavens and the earth! Firstly 
fashion and amend yourself and remove from it your bodily de
fects. And if you claim that the Creator does not create anything 
within himself, then (at least) remove what is written between 
your eyes.' 10 

9 What the Imam is intending is that the Dajjal, ifhe is the Lord of the heavens 
and earth, then he would not create man in the best of proportions - beautify 
and balance him, as Allah the Most High says, 

'Indeed we have created man in the best of stature and mould.' [Surah al
Tin: 4] 

and His saying, ' ... and have preferred them above many of those whom 
We have created with a marked preference.' [Surah al-Isrti': 70] 

and also His saying, 'Then he fashioned him in due proportion ... ' [Surah al
Sa;dah: 9]. 

And then, not be able to remove the blemishes and defects from himself 
which consequently proves the futility of his claim. TN 

10 See 'Fath ul-Bari', [13/103]. 
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Ibn al-'ArabI11 says: 'The great signs that which will appear on 
the hands of the Dajjal, like the, descending of rain and fertility 
upon (the crops of) whoever believes in him, and drought upon 
whoever rejects him. And the treasures of the earth following 
him and what he has of Paradise, and Fire and flowing rivers. All 
of these are severe trials from Allah and a great test. So the 
skeptics will perish and the one with certainty (yaqin) and firm 
imdn will be saved. All of these are dreaded matters, and for this 
reason he (~) said, 'There is no trial greater than the trial of the 
Dajjal.' 12 

11 He is Abu Bakr Mul1ammad ibn 'Abdullah ibn Muhammad al-Ma'afirI, al
IshbllI, al-MalikI. The author of many works such as 'Ahkdm al-Qur'dn' and 
others. He died and was buried near Faas in Morocco in the year 543AH. See: '.A/
'.Aldm' [6/ 230). 

12 See 'Fath ul-Bari', [13/ 103). 
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PROTECTION FROM THE TRIALS 
AND TRIBULATIONS OF THE 

DAJJAL 

T HE PROPHET (;i) HAS TAUGHT his ummah how to 
safeguard herself from the fitnah of al-masib al-dqjjdl. For 
certainly, he has left his ummah upon the clear way (al

Mahqjjah al-Bqyda"), its night is like its day, and no one deviates 
from it except the one who is damned. He (;i) did not leave any 
good, except that he has directed his ummah to it; and nor any 
evil without warning them against it. 

Among the things that he (;i) has warned us against was the 
fitnah of the Dajjal, for surely, up to the establishment of the 
Hour, it is the greatest of all fitnah, which the ummah will face 
and encounter. 

Every Prophet warned his ummah against the one-eyed Dajjal. 
While the Prophet Mul:tammad (~) has been distinguished with 
additional cautioning and warning of his ummah. Indeed, Allah 
expounded to him, much of the Dajjal's descriptions and char
acteristics, so he could forewarn his ummah about him. The Dajjal 
will undoubtedly emerge among this ummah, because it is the 
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last ummah, and Mu}:iammad (;i) is the Seal of the Prophets. 

These are some of the Prophetic guidelines, which the Cho
sen Prophet (;i) has showed his ummah, so that it may be pro
tected against this mighty fitnah. We ask Allah to save us and 
grant us refuge: 

1 . Holding fast to Islam, to equip oneself with the weapon 
of imdn, having knowledge of Allah's lofty Names and 
Most Excellent Attributes in which He has no partner 
nor shared by anyone else. 

Consequently, (one who knows this) will know and recognise 
with certainty that the Dajjal is only a man. Who eats and drinks 
(like the rest of the people), while Allah, the Most Elevated is 
free and above all of that: He will realise that Dajjal is one-eyed 
and Allah is not one-eyed; and that no one shall see his Lord 
until he dies, but the Dajjal will be seen by all people, believers 
and kdfirs alike, when he emerges. 

2. Seeking protection with Allah from the fitnah of the Dajjal, 
especially in $a/ah (prayer) as occurs in many authentic 
apddith. 

From them is what is reported by Bukhari, Muslim and al
Nasa'i, from Umm al-Mu'minin 'A'ishah (may Allah be pleased 
with her), the wife of the Prophet (;i), who said that the Mes
senger of Allah (;i) used to say in his !/a/ah: 
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' .. Allahumma inni a'iidhu bika min 'adhab al-qabri, wa a'iidhu 
bika min .fttnat il-masih id-dajjaL..' 

' ... O Allah, I seek protection with You from the tor
ment of the grave, I seek protection with You from 
the .fttnah of the Dajjal...' 1 

al-Bukhari narrates from Mus'ab2 who said: Sa'd used to com
mand with five matters mentioning that the Prophet (;i) used to 
command with them ... from them, 

Gj~t~·· ~~·r-~ - - ()!'I • .JC J 

'Wa inni a'iidhu bika min .fttnat ul-Du!!Jah ... ' 

'I seek protection with You from the .fttnah of the 
dul!Ja (meaning: the .fttnah of the Dajjal) .. .' 3 

And, 'in employing the word dunyah, unrestrictedly for the 
Dajjal is an indication, that the .fitnah of the Dajjal is the greatest 
of all trials and tribulations to take place in the du,ryah.' 4 

Moreover, Muslim narrates that Abu Hurayrah (may Allah be 
pleased with him) said: 'fhe Messenger of Allah (;i) said: 

I $ahlh al-Bukhari, Kitab Aztin, bdb al-D11'd qablul Salam, [2/ 317] with 'Fath 11/
Bd1i', and $ahI):i Muslim, Kitdb al-Mdsqjzd 1vas m11wddh a/-.fa!dh, bdb al-Ta'iidhu bzka 
min 'adhdb al-qabri, [5/87] with 'Sharp a!-Nawwawi Ii Muslim.' 

2 He is Mus'ab the son of the Companion of the Prophet (;i), Sa'd ibn Abi 

Waqqas, see 'Fath ul-Bdri', [11 / 175]. 

3 $a):iih al-Bukhari, Kitdb al-Du'a'dt, bdb al-Ta'iidhu bika min 'adhdb al-qabri, [11/ 
17 4] with 'Fath 11/-Bdri'. 

4 See 'Fath ul-Bdri', (11 / 179]. 
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'When any one of you is at (the end of) Tashahhud, 
then let him seek Allah's protection from four mat
ters, by saying: 

'Al/dhumma inni a'iidhi bzka min 'adhdb jahannam wa min 
'adhdb al-qabri wa min fitnat il-ma01a wa'l-mamdt wa min 
sharri fitnat al-masi(J ad-dajjdf.' 

'O Allah, I seek refuge with You from the punish
ment of Hell, from the punishment of the grave, 
from the trials of life and death, and from the evil 
of the fitnah of the D ajjal.' 5 

Imam Tawus6 used to command his son to repeat his prayer if 
he had not recited this particular supplication in his prayer. 7 

5 SaJ::u):i Muslim, Kitdb ai-Mdsqid wai mmvddh al-.,l'aldh, bdb al-Ta'tidhu bika min 'adhab 
al-qabri 1va 'adhab jahannam, [5/87] with 'Sharh al-Nawwa1vi Ii Muslim.' 

6 He is Imam Tawus ibn Kaysan, al-YamanI, Abu 'Abdul-Rahman, from the 
major Tabi'iin, who met fifty Companions of the Prophet (ii). He performed 

forty pilgrimages. His supplications used to be responded to. 

Ibn 'Uyaynah said about him: 'The three who avoided the (sultan) ruler were: 
Abu Dhar in his time, Tawus in his time and ThawrI in his time. ' He died in the 
year 106AH (may Allah have mercy upon him), see 'Tadhib al-Tadhib', [5/ 8-10]. 

" SaJ::u}:t Muslim, Kitab al-Mdscyid 1vas mu1vadh al-$aldh, bab al-Ta'1idh11 bika min 'adhdb 
al-qabri, [5/89] with 'Sharp al-Na1vwawi Ii Muslim.' 
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This is evidence that the Salaf were very eager in teaching 
their children this great supplication. 

al-SafarinI says: 'It is essential for every scholar that he spreads 
the a}:iadith regarding the Dajjal amongst children, women and 
men. For, indeed, it occurs that from the signs of his appearance 
(drawing nearer) is that mention of him will be forgotten on the 
pulpits (manabir).' 8 

Up to his saying, 'Especially in our times, in which (jitan) trials 
and tribulations have elongated and great adversities have in
creased. The distinguishing features of the Prophetic Sunnah 
have been effaced and have become like innovations (to the peo
ple). So an innovation is like legislations to be followed - and 
there is no movement nor might except by Allah, the Most High, 
the Most Magnificent.' 9 

3. Memorising verses from Siirah al-Kahf. 

The Prophet (:i) commanded us to recite the opening verses 
of Surah al-Kahf upon the Dajjal. And according to some reports 
the concluding verses of this surah. This means reciting the ten 
verses from its beginning or the ten from its end. Among the 
a~adith narrated concerning this is which is reported by Muslim, 
the lengthy }:iadith from al-Nawwas ibn Sam'an, in which is his 
saying (:i): 

8 In that regard there is a narration authenticated by al-HaythamI in 'Mqjma' al
Zawtih1d' from Mus'ab ibn Jathamah who said: 'I heard Allah's Messenger (:i) 
saying, 'The Dajjal shall not appear until the people neglect or ignore mentioning 
him, and the Imam's (in the mascyid) will cease to mention him on the pulpits 
(mantibir).' See 'Mqjma' al-Zawdhid 1vaManba'a al-Fawtiid', [7 /335]. 

9 See 'Lawtimi' al-Amvdral-Bah[yah', [2/ 106-107]. 
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~I 
'Whoever among you encounters him (the Dajjal), 
let him recite upon him the opening verses of Siirah 
al-Kahf' 10 

Muslim also narrates from Abu Darda' that the Prophet (~) 
said: 

. :·_ ~11 .. - ' J t •• .. GI - ' .. - .l:.h . · -"--"&->-' ~ .)y;i .JI ~ ~ .. y.;ic , (.)A 

Jb~I -. , ' 
• LY-'~ 

'Whoever memorizes the ten commencing verses 
from Siirah al-Kahf will be protected from the Dajjal 
- i.e., from his fitnah.' 

Muslim said: 'Shu'bah said, 

· :·_ ~11 · 1 ·· 4-.-.~~. JU ~~LY-' . 

'(that they are) from the concluding verses of Siirah 
al-Kahf' 

Hammam said, 

. :·-~11J ! ·· ~~ JU 
~ J LY-' f' 

'(that they are) from the beginning of Siirah al
Kahf' 11 

10 Sahli) Muslim, Kitdb ul-Fitan wa 'ashardt al-Sa'ah, bdb dhikr 11/-Dcgjcil, (18/ 65] with 
'Sharp al-NaW1vaivi Ii Muslim. ' 

11 Sahli) Muslim, Kitdb al-Saldt 111-Musdftr, bdb fad! Sitrah al-Kahf1va,1yat 11/-Kursi, [6/ 
92-93] with 'Sharp al-Na1vwawi Ii Muslim.' 
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al-Nawawi comments: 'The reason for this is because at the 
great wonders and great signs it's commencing verses contain. 
For whoever reflects deeply upon them shall not be put to trial 
by the Dajjal. 

Similarly, in it's concluding part, is Allah's the Most High's 
saying, 

ql~~-s~~b~Jt_p'~Jr.~._:] 
<: :o~ .u 

Do then those who disbelieve think that they can 
take My slaves as awliyii' besides Me? ... 

[Surah al-Kahf (18) :102]'12 

This is from the distinctive features of Surah al-Kahj For there 
are many al:iadith encouraging that it be recited especially on Fri
days. Al-lfikim relates from Abu Sa'id al-Khudri (may Allah be 
pleased with him) that the Prophet (~) said: 

'Whoever recites Surah al-Kahf on Friday, then it will 

be illuminate light for him from one Friday to the 
next.' 13 

Undoubtedly, Siirah al-Kahjis of great significance, containing 

12 See 'Sharh an-Naw1va1vi Li M11slim', (6/ 93]. 

13 See 'M11stadrak al-}jdkim', (2/368] who said: 'This '1adith has an authentic 
chain of transmission; and is not reported by al-Bukhari and Muslim.' 

And al-DhahabI says, 'Nu'aym (that is Hammad) has Manakir', and al-Albani 
says, 'Sahib', see 'Sahib a/Jami' al-Saghir', [5/340] hadith no. 6346. 

Munkar(pl. i.vfunakir): 'Is when a weak narrator narrates that which is narrated 
by a thiqa (trustworthy).' See 'Mujam Mustalahat al-Hadith' by Sulayman Musallam 
and Isma'il al-Jamal. T.N. 
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great verses, such as the story of the People of the Cave, the 
story of Musa and al-Khidr, the story of Dhu'l-Qarnqyn and his 
building the great barrier, barricading YaJig and Majig~ the af
firming of the Resurrection and the blowing of the Trumpet. 
The exposition of those who are most in lost regarding their 
deeds, believing that they were on guidance, and in reality they 
were upon misguidance and blindness. 

So it is essential for every Muslim that he eagerly recites this 
Surah, to memorise it and to repeat it often, especially on the 
best day upon which the sun (has ever) risen, namely Friday. 

4. Fleeing from the Dajjal and remaining far away 
from him. 

The most excellent of places are Makkah or Madinah, as has 
already preceded that the Dajjal shall not enter them. 

It is crucial for every Muslim when the Dajjal appears that he 
remains far away (as possible), because of the great confusion he 
will cause and the miraculous feats that he will have with him, 
which Allah will cause to occur at his hands as a trial for the 
people. For a person will approach him considering himself to 
be firm and full of imdn, and will end up believing in him and 
following him. 

We ask Allah that He protects us and all the Muslims from his 
fitnah. 
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Imam Al:imad, Abu Dawud and al-Hakim narrate from Abu 
Dahama,14 who said: 'I heard 'Imran ibn Husayn (may Allah be 
pleased with him) relate that the Prophet (~) said: 

'Whoever hears of the Dajjal then let him keep far 
away from him. For by Allah, a man will approach 
him, and he will consider himself a firm believer, 
and will end up believing in him and following him. 
Due to the great (misguiding) he will cause and doubts 
that he will put forth .. .' 15 

14 He is Qarafah ibn Bahees, al-'Adawi, al-Basri, who is Tabi'i and trustworthy. 
He narrated from some Companions of the Prophet (:i) such as, 'Imran ibn 
Husayn, Samarah ibn Jindub and others. See his biography in 'Tadhib a!-Tadhib', 
[8/ 369]. 

15 See 'Al-Fath af-Rabbani', [24/ 74] and 'Suna11 Abi DaJ1J1id', [11/242] with ''A1vn 
al-Ma'bitd' and 'Mustadrak al-Hakim'. 

Al-Hakim said, 'This l:iadith has an authentic chain of transmission corre
sponding to the condition set by Muslim, both al-Bukhari and Muslim have not 
reported it.' 

al-Dhahabi remained silent about it. This hadith is authenticated by al-Albani, 
see 'Jahih a/Jami' al-Saghir', [5/ 303] l:iadith no. 6177. 
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THE QU'RAN 

SCHOLARS HAVE ASKED ABOUT the wisdom (hikmah) 
of the Dajjal not being explicitly mentioned in the Qur'an. 

Even although his fitnah is very great and the Prophets have 
warned us about him, and we have been ordered to seek protec
tion with Allah from his fitnah while in Prayer. 

The scholars have answered about this with several responses 
from them are: 

1. That he is mentioned implicitly amongst the verses which 
are in Allah, the Most High's saying, 

The Day that some of the Signs of your Lord 
do come, no good will it do a person to believe 
then, if he believed not before, nor earned good 
through his faith ... 

[Surah af-An'am : 158] 
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These Signs are: 

[i]. The Dajjal 
[ii). The Rising of the Sun from the West 
[iii]. The Beast 

All of these are mentioned in the Tafsirof this verse. For Mus
lim and al-Tirmidhi relate from Abu Hurayrah (may Allah be 
pleased with him) who said: Allah's Messenger (~) said: 

'There are three matters if they appear then, it will 
not benefit a person to have imdn (in Allah), if it had 
not believed previously, or aquired because of its imdn, 

any good (khayr): the Rising of the Sun from 
the West; the Dajjal and the Beast (dabbah) of the 
earth.' 1 

2. That the Qur'an has mentioned the descending of 'Isa 
('alcryhis-saldm), and 'Isa is the one who will kill the Dajjal. 
So it sufficed to mention the Maszp of Guidance instead 
of the Masih of misguidance. 

It is a custom (in the language) of the Arabs that they content 
themselves by mentioning one word with a counter active meaning 
instead of the other. 

1 $a}:ii}:i Muslim, Kittib !JJJan, btib af-ZaJJJan althe /ti yaqbaf jib af-!JJJdn, [8/ 195] with 
'Sharh al-Na111wawi Ii Mus!iJJJ.' 
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3. That he is referred to Allah, The Most High's saying 

Indeed, the creation of the Heavens and the 
Earth is greater than the creation of the peo
ple ... 

[Surah Ghqftr: 57] 

The intent with the word a!-Nds (the people) here is the Dajjal 
employing the whole (that is people) unrestrictedly for some 
persons or person. 

Abu 'Allyah2 comments: 'That is, greater than the creation of 
the Dajjal, when he was magnified by the Jews.' 3 

Ibn Hajr says: 'And this - if it is proven - is the best of 
responses. So he is from those matters, which the Prophet (:I) 
took responsibility to explain. And the knowledge is with 
Allah.' 4 

4. The Qur'an has not mentioned the Dajjal because of his 
contemptuous standing (in the Sight of Allah). For he 
will claim Lordship and he is a human, whose condition 
opposes the Majesty of the Lord, His Magnificence, His 
Perfection, His Glory and Who is free from deficiency. 

2 He is Rafi'a' ibn Mehran al-Riyah1, the freed slave, al-Basad who was from 
among the major Tdbi'iin. He was alive in the time of Jahiiifyah, and embraced 
Islam after the death of the Prophet (;_i) . He narrated from many Companions. 
He died in the year 90AH. See his biography in 'Tadhihal-Tadhib', [3/ 284-285). 

3 See 'Tafsir ai-Qurtubi', [15 / 325). 
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For this reason his matter and affair with Allah is too despica
ble, and contemptuous that he should be mentioned. Although 
the Prophets have warned against him, and have explained about 
his danger and fltnah, as has preceded ... 

If the objection that the Qur'an has mentioned Fir'awn, is 
raised, and he claimed Lordship (Rububryah), and Divinity 
( Uliihiyah), then what is said: the matter and affair of Fir'awn has 
ended, and finished. He is mentioned as an admonition and a 
lesson for the people. As for the affair of the Dajjal then it will 
occur at the end of time. So mention of him was left ( out of the 
Qur'an) only as a test (for the people), despite that his claim of 
Lordship is too evident that it is futile to be drawn attention to 
in the Qur'an. For the Dajjal is apparently, defective and clearly 
despised. Too despicable and contemptuous to hold the posi
tion that he is claiming. 

As a result, Allah left mention of him, because what He, the 
Most Sublime, knows about His believing servants. That the 
like of this will not be hidden to them, but it will only increase 
them in imcin and submission to Allah and His Messenger. As the 
young man will say and reply to whom the Dajjal will kill: 

- • _-.11 • r -~t ~ ~ c.. .i.111' 
('.J:' ~ ~ - - J 

'By Allah, I have only increased in insight regarding 
you today.' 1 

• See '_Fath ul-Bcin-·, [13/ 92]. 

5 $ah1]:i al-Bukhari, Kitcib ul-Fitan 111a 'ashardt al-Sa'ah, bab Id y adkulu al-Dqjjalu al
Madinah, [13/ 101] 

with 'rath ul-Ban:' 
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Sometimes, the mention of something is left out, because it is 
too clear (to be mentioned), like the Prophet left mention, in his 
final illness, that he should write a letter regarding Abu Bakr al
$iddiq's Khiliifah.6 For it was too clear to mention to the Com
panions due to his lofty rank already in the sight of the Compan
ions. 

' ... whereas Allah and the believers do not substanti
ate the claim of anyone but that of Abu Bakr.' 7 

Ibn Hajr cities the question regarding the Dajjal not being men
tioned in the Qur'an as a non-ceasing question. For Allah, the 
Most High mentions Ya'jig and Ma'jig in the Qur'an and their 
jitnah is close to the jitnah of the Dajjal.8 

And perhaps the first reply (given) is much closer (to being 
correct), and Allah knows best. So the Dajjal is mentioned as 
being among some of the verses, and the Prophet (1i) took the 
responsibility to explain those broad aspects (in detail). 

6 That is, Abu Bakr is to be the Khalifah after the death of the Prophet (~) . 

7 Sal:iil:i Muslim, Kitab al-Fadai4 bab fadailAbii Bakr al-J'iddiq, [15 /155] with 'Sharp 
al-Nawivawi Ii Muslim.', 

8 See 'Fathul-Bari', [13/91-92]. 
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DAJJAL 

THE DESTRUCTION OF THE DAJJAL will be at the 
hands of Masih 'Isa ibn Maryam ('alayhis-saldm), as is 
proven by the authentic af.;ddith. This is because the Dajjal 

will overwhelm the entire, besides Makkah and Madinah. His 
followers will be abundant, spreading his fitnah far and wide. No 
one will escape his fitnah except for a small number of the be
lievers. At that point, 'Isa ibn Maryam ('alayhis-sa/dm) will descend 
to the eastern minaret in Damascus. The believing servants of 
Allah will gather around him. He will then travel with them seek
ing the Dajjal. The Dajjal at the time of <Isa ('alayhis-sa/dm) 
discension will be traveling in the direction of Bayt al-Maqdis 
(Jerusalem). 'Isa will catch up with him at the gate of Ludd.1 

1 Ludd is a place in Palestine near Bqyt al-Maqdis, see 'Mujam al-Bufdan', [5/15). 
In modern times, Lod is part of the territory occupied by Jewish immigrants. 

The Israel Defense Forces attacked and captured the city on July 12, 1948; since 
then it has been part oflsrael and has been largely resettled with Jewish immi
grants. Lud is a major Israeli transportation hub, with an important railway and 
road junction, and the International Airport Israel's overseas flights. There, one 
of Israel's largest industries is located servicing and repairing aircraft and build
ing commercial and military jet aircraft. [Enclyclopedia Britannia 1999). 
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When the Dajjal sees him, he will begin to dissolve, like salt 
dissolving in water. Thereupon 'Isa ('alayhis-saldm) will say to him, 
'Verily I have for you a fatal blow, which I shall not fail to miss.' 

Then 'Isa ('alayhis-saldm) will catch up with him (and seize him), 
and will kill him with his spear/lance. His followers will be de
feated whom the believers will follow and kill. Until the trees, 
rocks and stones will say, 'O Muslim, 0 servants of Allah, there 
is Jew behind me - - apart from the gharqad 
(box thorn). For it is one of the trees of the Jews. 2 

And here are some of the a}:lacllth regarding the destruction of 
the Dajjal and his followers: Muslim narrates from 'Abd-Allah 
ibn 'Amr (may Allah be pleased with them both) who said: "The 
Messenger of Allah (~) said: 

--.- -.• , - ... t . '"'-~\ ,, .. -
f>:_}A LH ~ ..• ~ I..F u~ [Y':l 
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'The Dajjal will emerge among my ummah and (will 
stay for forty ... Then Allah will send) 'Isa ibn Maryam, 
who resembles 'Urwah ibn Mas'ud, and he will seek 
him, and kill him."' 1 

Imam A}:lmad and al-Tirmidhi have narrated from Majma' ibn 
Jariyah al-Ansari (may Allah be pleased with him) said: 'I heard 
the Messenger of Allah (~) say: 

2 See 'Al-Nipqyah al-Fitan JJ.ial-Malcipim', (1/128-129] checking by Dr. Taha al
Zaynee. 

3 $a1iI1i Muslim, Kitcib ul-Fitan 1/Ja 'asharcit al-Sci'ah, bcib dhikr ul-Dajjcil, (18/75-76] 
with 'Sharh al-Na/J.!wawi Ii Muslim.' 
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'The son of Maryam will kill the Dajjal at the gate of 
Ludd.' 4 

Muslim narrates a lengthy l).adith from al-Nawwas ibn Sam'an 
(may Allah be pleased with him) about the Dajjal, in which the 
story of the descent of 'lsa and his killing the Dajjal are men
tioned. In this l).adith the Prophet (~) said: 

' ... Every kafir who will smell the fragrance of ('Isa) 
will die, and his fragrance will reach as far as he will 
be able to see. He will then search for him (the Dajjal) 
until he catches up with him at the gate of Ludd, 
where he will kill him.' 5 

Imam Al:imad narrates from Jabir ibn 'Abd-Allah (may Allah be 
pleased with him) who said: 'The Messenger of Allah (:I;) said: 

4 See 'Al-Fath uf-Rabbtini Tartib MusnadAhmad', [24/ 83] and al-TirmidhI [6/ 513-
514] , with 'Tuffah lul-Ahwath.' 

5 See 'Al-Fath ul-Rabbdni TartibMusnadApmad', [24/84-85] 
AI-J:Iaythami says, 'Ahmad has reported it with two chains of transmission, 

one of them - its men in the chain are the men of$al:iil:i al-Bukhari', see 'Majmd' 
'al-Za1vdid', [7 / 344). 
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'The Dajjal will emerge at a time when religious com
mitment is low and knowledge has decreased ... 
Then 'Isa ibn Maryam will descend just before dawn 
and will call people, saying, 'O people, what is pre
venting you from coming out against this evil liar?' 
They will say, 'This man is ajinnee', then they will set 
out, and behold they will see 'Isa ibn Maryam. 
The iqdmah will be given for the prayer, and it will be 
said to him, 'Go forward (to lead the prayer), 0 Spirit 
of Allah.' 
He will say, 'Let your Imam go forward and lead you 
in prayer.' 
When he has prayed the morning (jajr) prayer, they 
will go out to meet him (the Dajjal) and when he sees 
the great liar, he will start to dissolve like salt in water. 
'Isa will go to him and kill him. 
Even the tree and rocks will call out, 'O Spirit of Allah, 
here is a Jew!' And none of those who followed him 
will be left, except that he will kill him." 
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And with his death (may Allah curse him), his great fttnah will 
come to an end. Allah will save those who believed from his evil 
and from the evil of his followers, at the hands of the Spirit and 
Word of Allah, 'Isa ibn Maryam ('alqyhis-saldm) and his believing 
followers. Praise and blessings be to Allah. 
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THE DESCENT OF <ISA 

BEFORE DISCUSSING ABOUT the descention of 'Isa 
ibn Maryam (may Allah be pleased with them both), it 
would be more appropriate firstly to be familiar with his 

descriptions as occurs in the legislative texts. 

The descriptions of 'Isa (may Allah's peace and blessing be 
upon him) 

His description, as occurs in the narrations, is that: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

He is a man 
Medium height, neither tall or short 
Reddish (in complexion) 
Curly haired 
Broad-chest 
Straight haired, as if he has come out (after bathing/wash
ing) from a bathroom, combed, exceeding1 his earlobes -
filling that between his shoulders 

1 Limma: is the hair on one's head. It is said to one whose hair exceeds his 
earlobes: (He has a) Limma, if it exceeds that then it is a Jumma. 

See, 'AI-Nihqyahji-gharibi~hadith', [4/273]. 
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The ahddith relating them are the following: 

What is reported by both BukharI and Muslim from Abu 
Hurayrah (may Allah be pleased with him), who said, 'Allah's 
Messenger (~) said, 

"I met Musa on the night of my ascension ... and I 
met 'Isa ... (describing him saying) - He was one of 
moderate height, red-faced as if he had just come 
out from a bathroom."' 2 

BukharI, too narrates from ibn 'Abbas (may Allah be pleased 
with both of them), who said, 'Allah's Messenger (~) said, 

"I saw 'Isa, Musa and Ibrahim, as for 'Isa then he is 
of ruddish complexion, curly-haired and broad
chested." 3 

While Muslim relates from Abu Hurayrah (may Allah be pleased 
with him), who said, 'Allah's Messenger (~) said, 

"I found myself in al-Hijr and the Quraysh were ask
ing about my night journey ... I saw 'Isa, ibn Maryam 
praying. The closest of all men in resemblance is 

2 Sahil:i al-Bukhari, 'The Book of the Prophets', 'the chapter regarding Allah's 
statement', "And mention in the Book (the story of) Maryam." [Surah Maryam 
19: 16], [6/476] with 'Fath ul-Bciri', and Sahih Muslim 'the chapter regarding 
Allah's Messenger(~) Ascension and the obligation of (five) Prayers.' [2/232] 
with al-Nawwawi's explanation. 

3 $ahih al-Bukhari, 'The Book of the Prophets', 'the chapter regarding Allah's 
statement', "And mention in the Book (the story of) Maryam." [Surah Maryam 
19: 16], with 'Fath ul-Bciri', [6/477]. 
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'Urwa ibn Mas'ud al-Thaqafi." 4 

Further, in Bukhari and Muslim it is reported from 'Abdullah 
ibn 'Umar (may Allah be pleased with both of them), who said, 
'That the Messenger of Allah (~) said, 

"I found myself one night near the Ka'bah, I saw a 
man with brunet complexion5 amongst the fairest 

4 He is the illustrious Companion: Abu Mas'ud, 'Urwa ibn Mas'ud ibn Mu'tab 
ibn Malik, al-Thaqafi (may Allah be pleased with him). He embraced Islam after 
the Prophet(~) departed from Taif. He had a beneficent hand in resolving the 
treaty of Hudaybiyah. He was man who was loved and obeyed amongst his 
people: the people of Taif. But when he called them to Islam they killed him. 
When he was shot with an arrow it was said to him, 'How do you see your 
death?' He replied, 'A Blessing which Allah has honoured me with and martyrdom 
which he has dispatched to me. So there is nothing in my blood except that 
which was in the blood of the martyrs who were killed alongside Allah's 

Messenger (~) before he departed from you.' 
The Prophet (;i) said concerning him, 'The similitude of 'Urwa is like the 

similitude of the Companion of Yasin. He called his people to Allah and they 
killed him.' 

It is said that he is intended by Allah the Most High's saying, 'If only this 
Qur'an was revealed to a great person from the two villages.' [Surah al-Zukhrnf 
43: 31] 

See: 'Al-lsti'ab fiMarrifatul-Ashab', [3/ 1066-1067] by ibn 'Abdul-Barr checking 
by 'Ali al-BajawI, 'al-lsdbah Ji Tamyiz al-Sahdbah', [2/477-478] by ibn Hajr and 
'TajridAsmd' al-Sahdbah', [1 / 380], byal-DhahabI. 

The 9adith is in Sahih Muslim, 'The chapter mentioning al-Masil:i ibn Maryam' 
[2/237-238] with 'Sharbal-Nawwmvi Ii Muslim.' 

5 This term applies to camel coloured tinged either with whiteness or with 
streaks of blackness. It also means a clear white or immensely white complexion. 
[Lanes Lexicon]. Taken from the footnote to the above hadith in the English 
translation of Sahih Muslim vol. 4a by Dr Mahmood Matraj. The word em
ployed is Adam: which is dark brown (in colo~r). It is said: He has the adama 
(complexion) of the ground - that is -its colour; and by it Adam was named. See, 

'Al-Nihqyahji-ghan-bt~hadith', [1/32] 
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complexioned men that you ever saw. He had a limma6 

of hair, the most beautiful of /imam that you ever 
saw, combed, with water trickling out from it. He 
was leaning on two men, or on the shoulders of the 
two men, and he was circumbulating around the 
Kab'ah. I asked, 'Who is this?' It was said, 'This is al
Masih ibn Maryam."' 7 

And in BukharI and Muslim version from Ibo 'Umar (may Allah 

be pleased with both of them) it is mentioned, 'No by Allah, the 

Prophet (~) did not say that, "'lsa is ruddish (in complexion), 
but rather he said, (then he mentioned the complete l:iadJ:th simi

lar to the previous narration).' 8 

Moreover, in Muslims narration from ibn 'Umar (may Allah be 

pleased with both of them), the Prophet (ti) said, 

"There was a man with an Adam complexion9 

.. . whose hair was neither too curly nor too straight. 
" 10 

To harmonise between these narrations, that in some he is 

ruddish (in complexion) and in some that he is Adam (in com-

6 Meaning defined previously. 

7 $ahlh al-Bukhari, 'The Book of the Prophets', with al-Fath [6/ 477] and $a}:til:i 
Muslim, 'The chapter mentioning al-Masil:i ibn Maryam', [2/ 233] with 'Sharl; al
Na1m11a1vi Ii Muslim.' 

8 $ahil:i al-Bukhari, with al-Fath [6/ 477]. 

9 Already defined previously. 

10 Sal).ih Muslim, [2/ 236]. 
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plexion), and that he is straight-haired and in some his hair is 
curly. 

Then there is no in consistency between redness and brown
ness. For it is admissible that his brownness is a clear (brown
ness) .11 

As for ibn 'Umar (may Allah be pleased with both of them) 
denial of the report that 'Isa is ruddish (in complexion). Then he 
is at variance with those who have also memorised the colour of 
his complexion. Since both Abu Hurayrah (may Allah be pleased 
with him) and ibn 'Abbas (may Allah be pleased with both of 
them) have narrated that he (may Allah's peace and blessings be 
upon him) is of ruddish complexion. 

And as for him being straight-haired in one narration and curly 
haired in another and curly haired is opposite to being straight 
haired. Then to reconcile between these two (differences) is that, 
he is (actually) straight haired. As for him being described as 
curly haired then the intent behind - that is the curliness in his 
(bodily) hair - which is (due to) the combination of the flesh and 
its firmness, and not the hair of his head. 12 

11 See 'Al-Isha'ah', [pp. 143]. 

12 See 'Fath ul-Bari', [6/ 486]. 
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DESCENSION 

FTER THE APPEARANCE OF THE DAJJAL and his 
corruption in the earth, Allah will send 'Isa (may Allah's 

peace and blessing be upon him) who will descend to 
the earth (from the sky). 

His descension will be at the white minaret in eastern Damas
cus, in Sham. He will be wearing two white garments lightly dyed 
with 1vurs13 and saffron, his hands placed on the wings of two 
angels. Whenever he lowers his head perspiration will trickle from 
it. And when he raises it, beads like pearls will scatter from it. 

Every disbeliever who smells his breath will die (immediately) 
and his breath will reach as far as he is able to see. 

He will descend upon the victorious group (al-Tai.fat ul
Mansurah), which will fight upon the truth, united together in 
fighting the Dajjal. 

13 Wurs: Yeminite dye-yielding plant (Memcylon Tinctorium), see Hans wehr 
Arabic Dictionary [pp. 1244]. TN 
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He shall descend just before the (dawn) prayer is established 
and will pray behind the Imam of that group. 

ibn Kathir comments, 'The most prominent (statement) re
garding his place of descension is that it is on the eastern white 
minaret in Damascus. And I have seen in some books ( of l_iadith) 
that he will descend on the white minaret on the eastern side of 
the Great Central Masjid in Damascus. So maybe, this is what is 
preserved ... and there is not in Damascus a minaret known as 
sharq!Jah (eastern), save that which is next to the Umaywi Cen
tral Masjid in Damascus from its eastern side. This is what is 
more fitting and appropriate. For when he descends the prayer 
will be ready to commence the Imam of the Muslims (at that 
time) will say, 'O Spirit of Allah! Proceed (and lead the prayer).' 
He will respond, 'You proceed! For the Prayer was established 
for you,' and in one report, 'Some of you have been made lead
ers/ commanders over other amongst you - a honour from Allah 
for this ummah.' 14 15 

ibn Kathir further mentions that in his time in the year 741 al
Hij,i the minaret was restored (of the central mas;id; from white 
stone; which was built from the wealth of the Christians who 
had burnt the (previous) minaret which was in the place (of the 
new one). And perhaps this is from the clear Prophetic proofs. 
For Allah decreed that the erection of the minaret will be from 
the wealth of the Christians. So 'Isa ibn Maryam can descend 
upon it, and will consequently kill all the swine's, break the cross 

14 $aJ::uh Muslim, Kitdb uf-imdn, The chapter regarding the descension of'Jsa ibn 
Maryam, Ruling by the legislation of our Prophet, Muhammad (~', [2/ 193-
194) with 'Sharl; al-Na11!/va1vi Ii M11slim.' 

15 See 'AI-Nil;qyah af-Fitan 1val-Maltif.iim', (1 / 144-145] checking by Dr Taha Zayni. 
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and will not accept from them the Jizyah, and will kill whoever 
does not accept Islam and likewise others besides them from 
the disbelievers. 16 

Moreover, in the lengthy l.iadith of al-Nawwas ibn Sam'an, re
garding the appearance of the Dajjal and 'isa (may Allah's peace 
and blessing be upon him) descension, the Prophet (~) said, 

"When Allah sends a/-Masip, 'Isa ibn Maryam, he will 
descend at the white minaret in the eastern side of 
Damascus wearing two garments his hands placed 
on the wings of two Angels whenever he lowers his 
head perspiration will trickle from it. And when he 
raises his head, beads like pearls will scatter from it. 
Every disbeliever who smells his breath will die; and 
his breath will reach as far as he is able to see. He 
shall then search for him - the Dajjal - until he will 
catch hold of him and the gate of Ludd and will kill 
him. The people whom Allah protected (from the 
Dajjal's trials) will come to 'Isa the son the Maryam, 
and he will wipe their faces and will inform them of 
their ranks in Paradise." 17 

2. Allah the Most High saying, "And because of their saying, 
'We killed al-Masil,z, 'isa ibn Maryam, the Messenger of Allah,' 
- but they killed him not, nor crucified him, but resemblance of 
'isa was put over another man." 

16 Ibid [1/145]. 

17 $aJ::iiJ::i Muslim, Kitdb 11/-Fitan 111a 'ashardt as-Sri'ah, bdb dhikrul-Dajjdl, [18/ 67-68] 
with 'Sharp al-NaW111a1vi Ii Muslim.' 
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ABOUT <fsA DESCENSION 

1. Allah the Most High says, 

/ ~ .,,,~ ~ >·"' / '/JI,-,,,,,,.,.,,,,.,,,,.,,,,..~, / ~ ,~i ...... 
~J4.~,2.G jt\:{ )U_. >;Jfc.J. y~WJ 

And when ('Isa) ibn Maryam is quoted as an ex
ample, behold, your people cry aloud. 

To His, the Most High's saying, 

~L::.lirLl > ~l ... ,. ,. ,.,.W_J 

And he ('Isa ibn Maryam) shall be a known sign 
for the Hour. 

[Surah al-Zukhruj (43) : 57-61] 

These verses have occurred regarding 'Isa (may Allah's peace 
and blessing be upon him). At the end of these verses it is men
tioned, 

~L::.lirLl >~l ... ,. ,. ,.,.W_J 

And he shall be a known sign for the Hour. 
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---

That is 'Isa (may Allah's peace and blessing be upon him) 
descension before the Day of Resurrection is a Major Sign indi
cating the closeness of the Hour. This is proven by another 
(Qur'anic) reading, "Wa innahu lana' lama lis-Sd'ah. ", with both 
consonants 'Ayn and lam bearing a fdtpah. That is, a (major) sign, 
and indication of the establishment of the Hour. Further, this 
(Qur'anic) reading is reported from Ibn 'Abbas and (his illustri
ous student) Mujahid and others from the (great) Imams of 
tafsir.' 18 

Furthermore, Imam A}:imad reports with his chain of narra
tion right back to Ibn 'Abbas (may Allah be pleased with both of 
them), who says, regarding the tefsir of this verse, 

"It is the appearance of 'Isa (may Allah's peace and 
blessing be upon him) before the Day of 
Resurrection." 19 

Similarly, ibn Kathir comments, 'What is correct, is that the 
(attached) pronoun refers to 'Isa (may Allah's peace and blessing 
be upon him). For the context is in reference to him.' 20 

And he rules out that the meaning of the verse is that 'Isa 
(may Allah's peace and blessing be upon him) was dispatched 
with (great miracles) such as: giving life to the dead, curing the 
blind, lepers and others with illnesses (and sicknesses). And more 
remote than this (according to ibn Kathir), is what is related from 
--- ------- -

18 See 'Tajjirul-Qurtubi', [16/ 105], and 'Tafsirul-Tabari', [25/ 90-91] . 

19 See 'MusnadAhmad', [4/329], checking by Ahmad Shakir who said, 'Its chain 
of transmission is authentic.' 

20 See 'Tafsirihn al-&thir, [7 / 222]. 
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some scholars that the (attached) pronoun in (innahu) refers to 
the Noble Qur'an (itself).21 

2. Allah the Most high saying, 

And because of their saying, 'We killed al-Masi!z, 
'Isa ibn Maryam, the Messenger of Allah,' - but 
they killed him not, nor crucified him, but re
semblance of him was put over another man. 

To His, the Most High's saying, 

And there is none of the people of the book Qews 
and Christians) but must believe in him before 
his death. And on the Day of Resurrection, he 
will be a witness against them. 

[Surah al-Nisri' (4) : 157-159] 

These verses (clearly) prove that the Jews did not kill 'Isa (may 
Allah's peace and blessing be upon him) or crucify him. But 
rather, Allah raised him to the sky, as occurs in His, the Most 
High's saying, 

ti1Sw(" ~ --::> ~\,,., ({t(j~~\ 
~ ,,!).., .),...,.":?~~ t. 

And when Allah said, '0 'isa! I will take you and 
raise you to myself.' 

21 Ibid [7 / 223]. 
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- --

[Sumh 'Ali-lmrdn (3) : 55] 

These verses indicate that from amongst Ahl lu/-/(jtdlJ2 there 
will be those who will believe in <fsa (may Allah's peace and 
blessing be upon him) at the end of time. And that will be when 
he descends before his (actual) death, as occurs in the authentic, 
mutii1vatir ahadith. 23

• 
24 

Shaykh ul-Islam ibn Taymiyyah says in his reply to the ques
tion directed to him about the death of <Isa (may Allah's peace 
and blessing be upon him) and him being raised (to the sky), 'All 
praise is due to Allah; then indeed 'Isa (may Allah's peace and 
blessing be upon him) is alive. 

It is established in $ahih25 from the Prophet (ci) that he has 
said: "<Isa shall descend among you as a just judge. He will break 
the cross, kill the pigs and will abolish the Jizyah." 

Further, it is established in Sabib about him that he will de
scend on the white minaret (in) eastern Damascus, and that he 
will kill the Dajjal. And moreover,26 whosoever soul departs from 

~ - -·------ - --

22 That is, the Jews and Christians. 

23 See pp. 17 

24 Linguistically: An active particle from 'Ta1vatur', that is, consecutive following. 
See 'Mu Jam al-Wasit'. Techniqually: It is what is reported by a group (of narrators) 
from another group (of narrators) to the chains termination, which makes it 
impossible for them to agree upon a lie. See 'Tadrib af-Ra1JJi', taken from 'Qamus 
mustalahat al-Hadith al-Naba1JJi', pp. 102, by Muhammad Siddiq al-MinshawL TN 

25 That is $ahI}:i al-BukharI and 5a}:iI}:i Muslim. 

26 This last section is a rebuttal to those who claim that 'Isa (may Allah's peace 
and blessing be upon him) has already died on earth. TN 
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his body then his body does not descend from the sky; and if he 
is given life (after his death) then that individual will rise from 
his grave and not descend from the sky. 

As for His saying, the Most Sublime, 

... I will take you (Mutawaffika) and raise you to 
myself and clear you of those who disbelieve ... 

[Surah 'Ali-lmran (3) : 55] 

Then this is a proof that Allah did not mean by that his death. 
For if He intended by that his death then 'Isa would be like the 
rest of the believers in this regard. Since Allah takes the souls of 
the believers and ascends them (with the angels) to the sky. So it 
is realized that there is no special preference in that for 'Isa (may 
Allah's peace and blessing be upon him). 

Likewise in His saying, 

rf~&J16.!J~ it;!_, 
and clear you of those who disbelieve ... 

[Surah 'Ali-lmran (3) : 55] 

So if his soul has left his body than his body would be (buried) 
in the earth like the rest of the Prophets, and others besides 
them. 

Indeed Allah, the Most High has said in another c!Jah, 
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... but they killed him not, nor crucified him, but 
resemblance of 'Isa was put over another man, 
and those who differ therein are full of doubts. 
They have no ( certain) knowledge, they follow 
nothing but conjecture. For surely, they killed 
him not, but Allah raised him to Himself. 

[Surah al-Nisd' (4) : 157-158] 

His saying here, "but Allah raised him to Himse!f." explains that 
both his body and soul were raised, as is established in as-$a(Ji(J 
that he will descend with both his body and soul. For if it meant 
(by him being raised), his death then he would have said, "and 
thry killed him not, nor cmcified him but rather he died. .. " 

For this reason some scholars have said: "lnni mutaweffika - I 
will take you", that is - take hold of your soul and your body (to
gether). It is said (in the knowledge) ... ? 

The word (al-Ta1vefft) does not in itself necessitate taking (tawefft) 
of the soul without the body and neither taking (taweffi huma") 
both of them together except if there is independent evidence 
(stating so). 

Sometimes it is meant by al-Ta2veffi, taweffi al-Naum - taking of 
the soul during sleep. Like His the Most High saying, 
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It is Allah who takes away the souls at time of 
their death, and those that die not - during their 
sleep. 

[Sttrah Zumar (39) : 42) 

And His saying, 

~i:s~;.c:rr ~~~~~.;.~~r;; 
It is He who takes your souls by night (when 
you are asleep), and has knowledge of all that 
you have done by day. 

[Surah Antim (6) : 60] 

And His saying, 

~n·~":: .,. .~"i".,.(""..-'t ,,, ,;l ~,, 
'..) A.:,.t y...::.., y- \•" ....,..1 ~1o:-b )s> 

... until when death approaches one of you, Our 
Messengers take his soul. 27 

[SurahAntim (6): 61) 

The discussion in this study is not about the raising of 'Isa 
(may Allah's peace and blessing be upon him), (to the sky). How
ever, mention of it has occurred in order to explain that he was 
raised both in body and soul. Further, that he is alive now in 
heaven, and shall descend at the end of time. He will be be
lieved in by those who are present (in his time) from the people 
of the Book.28 

27 See 'Majmu' ai-Fatd1va', [4/ 322-323]. 

28 Siirah af-Nisd' (4): 157-158. 
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- - -

ibn Jarir al-Tabari, says, 'lbn Bashar narrated to us, who said, 
Sufyan narrated to us from Abu I:Iusayn from Sa'Id ibn Jubayr 
from ibn 'Abbas, who said: (regarding the explanation of this 
qydh) 'And there is none of the people of the scripture but must 
believe in him, before his death .. .' (It means) before the death 
of 'Isa ibn Maryam.' 29 

ibn Kathir comments, ' ... and this chain of transmission is $a(JifJ 
(authentic).' 30 

After quoting the statements regarding the interpretation of 
this qyah ibn Jarir observes, 'The most correct and authentic 
statement is of those who say the meaning of this (qyah) is: and 
there is none of the people of the Book but must believe in 'Isa 
before the death of 'Isa.' 31 

He further narrates with his chain of transmission to - al-I:Iasan 
al-Basri that he said, 'Before the death of 'Isa; and by Allah, he is 
alive now with Allah, but when he descends everyone will be
lieve in him.' 32 

ibn Kathir remarks, 'There is no doubt that what ibn J arir has 
said is correct. Since 'Isa is intended by the context of these qydt 
in establishment the futility of what the Jews claimed that they 

29 See 'T afsir al-Tabari', f 6/ 1 SJ. 

in See 'A I-Nihayah al-Fitan zval-Maldhim', [1 / 131 ], this narration of ibn 'Abbas is 
also declared as authentic by ibn f:lajr in 'Fath ul-Bari', (6/ 492J . 

31 See 'Tafsirul-Tabari', [6/21]. 

32 See 'Tafsirt1!-Tabari', [1 / 18]. 
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killed and crucified 'Isa and those who handed him over to them 
from the ignorant Christians. So Allah informs that the matter 
was not like that. However, his resemblance was placed over 
another man and that this man was killed without them realizing. 
Then he was raised to Him, and he is alive and will descend 
before the Day of Resurrection, as is proven by the mutawdtir 
ahddith.' 33 

He further cites that it is reported from ibn 'Abbas and others 
that the attended pronoun in His saying, ' ... before his death,' 
means the people of the scripture, and comments. If this (re
port) is authentic then it is not inconsistent with what has been 
cited. However the correct view regarding the meaning ( of this 
qyah) and in transmission is what we have already mentioned.' 34 

33 See 'T efsir ibn Kathir', [2/ 415]. 

34 See 'AI-Nipqyah al-Fi tan wal-Maldpim', [1/ 13 7]. 
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ABOUT <isA DESCENSION FROM 

THE PURIFIED SUNNAH 

T HE PROOFS AND EVIDENCES from the Sunnah about 
the descension of 'Isa (may Allah's peace and blessing 
be upon him) are both abundant and mutawdtir. Some have 

already preceded. In fear of prolonging this study I shall men
tioned only a few. 

1. From the proofs is what Bukhari and Muslim narrates 
from Abu Hurayrah (may Allah be pleased with him), 
who said: 'Allah's Messenger(~) said, "By Him in Whose 
Hand my soul is, surely 'Isa ibn Maryam will soon de
scend amongst you as a Just Ruler; he will break the cross, 
kill the pigs and will be no Jizyah. 35 Wealth will be in 
such abundance that nobody will accept it, and a single 
prostration to Allah (in prayer) will be better than the 
whole world and whatever is in it." 

Abu Hurayrah (may Allah be pleased with him) added: 'Recite 

15 Taxation taken from non-Muslims 
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if you wish,' And there is none of the people of the Scripture, 
but must believe in him, before his death; and on the Day of 
Resurrection he will be a witness against them. 36 

This is an explanation from Abu Hurayrah (may Allah be 
pleased with him) of this ayah. That the intent by it is that from 
the people of the Scripture there will be those who will believe 
in 'Isa (may Allah's peace and blessing be upon him) before his 
death, and that is when he descends at the end of time, as has 
already been explained. 

2. BukharI and Muslim, too, narrate from Abu Hurayrah 
(may Allah be pleased with him), who said: 'The Mes
senger of Allah (:i) said, "How will you be when 'Isa 
ibn Maryam descends amongst you, and your Imam shall 
from among you!?'" 37 

3. Muslim narrates from Jabir (may Allah be pleased with 
him), who said: 'I heard the Prophet (:i) say, "A group 
of my people will not cease fighting upon the truth and 
will prevail till the Day of Resurrection. He said: "Isa 
ibn Maryam shall descend and their Imam (leader) will 
invite him to come and lead them in prayer, but he will 
reply, 'Some of you have been made Imams/ leaders 

36 $al:iil:i al-Bukhari, 'The Book of the Prophets', 'The chapter regarding 'Isa ibn 
Maryam, descension', (6/490-491] with al-Fath, and $ahil:i Muslim, 'chapter 
regarding 'Isa ibn Maryam, descension as a ruler' [2/ 189-191] with 'Sharp al
Naivivawi Ii Muslim.' 

37 $a}:uh al-Bukhari, 'The Book of the Prophets', 'The chapter regarding 'Isa ibn 
Maryam, descension', [6/ 491] with al-Fath, and $al:iIJ:i Muslim, 'chapter regarding 
'Isa ibn Maryam, descension as a ruler' [2/ 193] with 'Shar/1 al-Naivwawi Ii Muslim.' 
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over others, an honour from Allah for this ummah 
(nation)."' 38 

4. The l).adith ofHudhayfahibn Usayd (may Allah be pleased 
with him) has already preceded mentioning the Major 
Signs of the Hour and in it occurs: ' ... and the descension 
of 'Isa ibn Maryam.' 39 

5 . Furthermore, Imam Al).mad relates from Abu Hurayrah 
(may Allah be pleased with him) that the Prophet (~) 
said, "The Prophets are paternal brothers. Their mothers 
are different but their religion is one. And Indeed I am 
the nearest/closest of all people to <Isa the son Maryam, 
for there is no Prophet between me and him. And assur
edly he will descend and when you see him then recog
nize him." 40 

38 Sahl]:i Muslim, 'The chapter regarding 'Isa ibn Maryam, descension as a ruler' 
[2/193-194] with 'Sharh al-Na11J1vawi Ii Muslim.' 

39 $ahih Muslim, Kitdb 111-Fitan wa 'ashardt af-Sd'ah, bdb dhikr ibn Sayydd, [18/ 27-28] 
with 'Shar/J al-Naivwawi Ii Muslim. ' 

4ll See 'Musnad Ahmad', [2/ 406], in its margin notes there is 'Muntakab al-Kanzjl.' 
The }:tadith is ~a}:tI}:t see: Hamish "Umdd tu-Tefsir', [4/ 36], checking by Ahmad 
Shakir. The initial part of this }:tadith is narrated by: al-Bukhari [6/ 478] with 'a/
Fath', and al-Hakim in 'AI-Mustadrak', [2/595], who said, 'This }:tadith }:tasan 
authentic chain of transmission and is not reported by al-BukharI and Muslim.' 
And al-DhahabI agreed. 
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THE NARRATIONS REGARDING 
THE DESCENSION OF <ISA ARE 

MUTAWATIR 

PREVIOUSLY I CITED SOME NARRATIONS regard
ing the descension of 'Isa (may Allah's peace and bless
ing be upon him). In fear of prolonging the study I have 

mentioned only a few. These narrations occur in the books of 
.fabfp,41 Sunan,42 Masdnid13 and others44 from the collections of 
the Sunnah. They (all) prove explicitly that 'Isa (may Allah's peace 
and blessing be upon him) shall descend at the end of time. 

41 ,Sahib: More particularly $alftli al-Bukhari and $alftli Muslim, and others such as 
$alftli ibn Khuzaymah, and Abil 'Uwanah and so forth. 

42 Sunan: Techniqually: They are the books (of l:iadith) arranged under chapters 
of Fiqh ... See 'Ai-Mustatrifa', ibid pp.67. 

43 Masdnid: The Books (of 1:Jaclith) which have been arranged under the names 
of the narrators from the Companions. See 'Tadrib ai-Ra1pf', ibid pp.111. For 
example, Musnad Imam Al:Jmad, Musnad of al-Bazzar, Mumad of 'Abd ibn 
Humayd, Musnad of Abil Ya'la, Musnad of al-Tayalasi and others. TN 

44 Such as the three Ma'a;im of al-Tabarani, Muwatta of Imam Malik, 'Ai
Mustadrak', of al-f::Iakim and others. TN 
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There is no pretext for those who do not accept them, and says, 
that they are only aparf5 narrations, no proof or argument is to be 
founded on them, or that his descension is not a fundamental 
creed ('aqidah) of the Muslims which is incumbent to have !man 
in.46 

However, if a l:i-adith is established (to be authentic) then to 
have imdn in it is obligatory and to affirm what the Messenger of 
Allah(~) has informed about. It is not permissible to refuse to 
accept his statements on the basis that it is an ahad l:i-adith. Since 
this is a feeble argument. 

I have already elaborated in the initial part of this study that an 
apad l:i-adith if it is authentic then it is incumbent to believe in it. 
If we were to say; an apad l:i-adith is not a proof then inevitably 
we will be unable to accept a large amount of Allah's Messenger 

45 Ai-Abad, linguistically: Is the plural of 'Abad' meaning one. Techniqually: It is 
a hadith which does not fulfil the conditions of a M11ta1viitir l:iadith. See 'An
Nuzba', it is used as evidence with the condition that it meets the requirements 
of an authentic or a hasan l:iadith, ibid pp.67. 

4(, See the book, 'Ai-ratii1va', pp. 59-82, by Mahmood Shultut, printed by Dar al
Asharuq, 8th Edition, 1395 ai-Hijri. For he has criticized those who say that 'Isa 
(may Allah's peace and blessing be upon him) was raised (to the sky) in his body. 
Similarly, he denies his descension at the end of time and refused to accept the 
narrations in this regard, and has said, 'There is no proof/ evidence in them since 
they are only aptidhadith!!' 

The issue of'Isa being raised, was it his body or his soul is an issue of dispute 
amongst (some of) the scholars. However the truth is that he was raised both in 
his body and soul, as is the vast majority of the Mufassiriin (Exegists of the 
Noble Qur'an) believe and hold, the likes of al-Tabarl, al-Qurtiibi, ibn Taymiyyah, 
ibn Kathlr and many others scholars. 

See: 'Tafsirui-Tabtiri', [3/291), and 'Tafsirui-Qurtiibi', [4/ 100], and 'Mqjmu' ai
Fattiwa' by ibn Taymiyyah [4/322-323] and 'Tafsir ibn al-Katbir', [2/405]. 
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(~) narrations. Moreover, what the Prophet (~) has said would 
all be in vain, without any meaning? And how can that be and 
when the scholars have stipulated that the narrations regarding 
the descension of 'Isa (may Allah's peace and blessing be upon 
him) are mutawdtin? 

I shall mention here some of their statements: 

ibn Jarir al-TabarI after mentioning the difference of opinion 
regarding the meaning of 'Isa (may Allah's peace and blessing be 
upon him) 1vajd/'7 has noted. The most correct and authentic state
ment in our view is the statement of those who say: 'The inter
pretation of this qyah is. Indeed I will take your (body and soul) 
from the earth and raise you to myself.' Since all the reports 
from Allah's messenger (~) are mutawdtir that he said, "'Isa ibn 
Maryam shall descend and kill the Dajjal." 48 

Then he cited some of the narrations with respect to his 
descension. 

ibn Kathir has observed, 'The ahadith have come in muta1vdtir 
from Allah's Messenger(~) that he has informed about 'Isa (may 
Allah's peace and blessing be upon him) descension before the 
Day of Resurrection as a just Imam and a fair ruler.' 49 

He then went on to quote more than eighteen ahddith with 
respect to his descension. 

47 Wafdt: Taking, seizing, demise, death etc. TN 

48 See 'Tafsirul-'[abdri', [3/ 291]. 

49 See 'T afsir ibn Kathi,,, (7 / 223]. 
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Siddiq I:Ia~an has stated, 'The narrations with respect to 'Isa 
(may Allah's peace and blessing be upon him) descension are 
abundant. Al-ShawkanI has cited twenty nine narrations, some 
of which are authentic, l:iasan, weak and muf!}abi,;0 from them are 
those which mentioned with regard to the apddith of the Dajjal ... 
from them are those which are mentioned with regard to the 
awaited Mahdi. Likewise appended to these are the reports from 
the Companions regarding 'Isa (may Allah's peace and blessing 
be upon him) descension. For they (in the science of hadith) 
have the ruling of being raised (to the Prophet (;i)), since there 
is no room for personal judgement with respect to his descension.' 

He then cited them and commented, 'All of what we have 
quoted reaches the level of tawdtir, as is not hidden from one 
who has the virtue of reading extensively.' 51 

Some have said, 'The view is (firmly) established about 'Isa 
(may Allah's peace and blessing be upon him) descension from 
more than one Companion, Tabi'i, their followers, the Imams 
and scholars from all the various Madhdhib52 since the course of 
time53 to our present time.' 54 

50 Munjabir: is a ~adith which is weak in of itself, but is strengthened by another 
weak ~adith. TN 

51 See 'A/-Itha'a', [pp. 160]. 

52 Madhahib pl of Madhab: Schools of thought or Fiqh. 

53 That is, since the time of the Prophet(~. 

54 See "Aqidah tu Ahl u/-Is/am ft Nuzul 'isa ( may Allah's peace and blessing be upon him)', 
[pp. 12]. 
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Moreover, that, this is followed in uninterrupted succession 
in tawatur form without any doubt therein. So it is incorrect to 
deny them and no one denies them except the ignorant foolish 
ones such as the Qadiyanis and their likes, since they have been 
transmitted by groups (of narrators) from other groups (of nar
rators) and eventually being established in the Books of the 
Sunnah. Which have reached us and have been accepted in unin
terrupted succession from generation to generation.' 55 

(fhe author then mentioned) those Companions who have re
ported the af.;adith of descension, enumerating more than twenty 
five Companions; and from them narrated more than thirty Tabi'Is; 
and from them narrating more than the previous amount ... , and 
so forth until the great Imams (of }:iacllth), collected them and 
narrated them in the books of the Sunnah. 

Llke the Musnad of al-TayalisI, Isl:iaq ibn Ra}:iaway, A}:imad ibn 
J:-Ianbal, 'Uthman ibn Abii Shaybah, Abu Ya'la, al-Bazzar and al
DaylamI, and from the Books of Sahih, al-BukharI, Muslim, ibn 
Khuzaymah, ibn Hibban, al-Hakim, Abii 'Uwanah, al-Isma'ilI, 
Dhiyah al-MaqdisI and others besides these from the books of 
Sahih. 

Further the af.;adzrh of dencension here been related by the au
thors of the Ja1vami, a/-Musanncifat, al-Sunan, Tajsir (books) with 
narrations, al-Ma'ajim, al-Ajza, al-Gharaib, a!-Mtgizat, al-Tabaqat and 
al-Ma!ahim. 

55 See See ''Aqidah tu Ahl uf-lslam ft Nuzii/ 'isa (mt!)' Allah's peace and b/essi11f!, be upon 
him)', [pp. 5]. 
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Similarly, Shaykh Muryammad Anwar Shah al-KashmirI56 is from 
those who have gathered the apddith with respect to <Isa (may 
Allah's peace and blessing be upon him) descension in his book 
'al-Tasrip bi ma Tawdtara ft NuZftl il-Masip', wherein he has men
tioned more than seventy narrations. 

The author of "Awn ul-Ma'bitd Sharp Sunan Abi Dawitd', com
ments: 'The reports are tawdtur form from the Prophet (;i) with 
respect to 'Isa ibn Maryam's descension from the sky to the earth 
in his body (and soul) at the closeness of the Hour. And this is 
the creed and way of Ahl-ul-Sttnnah.' 57 

Shaykh Arymad Shakir has expressed: 'The descension of 'Isa 
(may Allah's peace and blessing be upon him) at the end of time 
is something which the Muslims have not differed concerning. 
Due to the authentic narrations reported from the Prophet (;i) 
in this regard. This is known from the religion by necessity; no 
one (truly) believes if he denies this.' 58 

Moreover, in his notes to 'Musnad al-Imam Apmad', he states: 
'Indeed (the so called) revivers (of Allah's Din) have played, or 

51
' He is the Shaykh, the Muhaddith, Shaykh Muhammad Anwar Shah al-Kashrruri, 

al-Hindi:. He has many works from them are, 'F,ryd ul-Bari 'Ala Sahib al-Bukhari' in 
4 volumes, and '/:I/-' Urf ashathi 'Ala Jam'i ul-Tirmidhi' and others. He died in the 
year 1352 al-Hijri in the city of Diyunayd. See his biography in the introduction 
to his book, 'al-Tas1ih'. 

57 See "Awn ul-Ma'btid Sharh Sunan Abi Dciwtid' [11 / 457] by Abu Tayyib Muhammad 
Shams ul-Haqq, al-'Azim 'IbadL .. 

58 From the Hash[yah of 'Tafsir ul-Tabdri', [6/ 460], checking by Shaykh Arymad 
Shakir and verification by Mahmud Shakir. 
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(in reality those who are) bare (of knowledge), in our age in which 
we are living in with the narrations explicitly indicating 'Isa (may 
Allah's peace and blessing be upon him) descension at the end 
of time, before this worldly life comes to an end; either some
times by false interpretation (of the narrations) which in itself 
entails denial of them, or by explicitly denying them another 
time. That is because they in reality do not believe in the unseen 
(ghqyb), or are not on the brink of believing (in the unseen). 
However, the narrations collectively are Mutawdtir in meaning 
and their meaning is known in the religion by necessity. So both 
denial and false interpretation (of the narrations) is of no avail to 
them.' 59 

Similarly, Shaykh Mul:iammad Nasr al-Din al-AlbanI declares: 
'Know that the narrations about the Dajjal and the decension of 
'Isa (may Allah's peace and blessing be upon him) are Mutawdtir. 
It is wa;ib (obligatory) to have imdn in them. So do not be de
ceived by those who claim that they are ahad l:iadith. Since they 
are ignorant of this science,60 there is none amongst them who 
has (closely) pursued their (various) route of transmission. If 
they had done so then they would have found them to be 
Mutawdtir, as is testified by the Imams of this (noble) science, 
like al-J:Iafi? ibn J:Iajr. It is truly regretful that some of them 
have the audacity to speak about that which is not from their 
(field of) specialization. Especially since the matter is about the 
religion and 'aqidah (creed).' 61 

59 See 'Hash[yah tuMusnad al-lmcimA/Jmad', [12/257]. 

w That is - the Science of f:Iadith. 

61 See 'Sharh 'Aqidah al-Tahci1v[yah', [pp. 565] with the checking of Shaykh 
Mu]::iammad Nasr al-Din al-AlbanI, the Mu/Jciddith of Sham. 
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Some scholars have mentioned that the dencension of'Isa (may 
Allah's peace and blessing be upon him) and that he will de
scend to kill the Dajjal - May Allah disfigure him - is from amongst 
the 'Aqidah of Ah/u/-Sunnah wal Jama'ah. 

Imam A~mad ibn J:-Ianbal says, 'The Principles of the Sunnah 
with us are: Holding fast to what the Companions of the Prophet 
(~) were upon, to take them as example. To abandon all innova
tions, for every (act of) innovation is misguidance.' 

He then went on to mention a number of fundamental beliefs 
of Ah/ul-Sunnah, and stated,' ... and to have imdn that a/-Masip al
Dajjal is to emerge (and) written between his (two) eyes is (the 
word) 'Kd-Fa-Rd', and (to have imdn in) the narrations which oc
cur regarding him. And to have imdn that will take place, and (to 
have imdn) that 'Isa (may Allah's peace and blessing be upon him) 
shall descend and shall kill him at the gate of Ludd.' 62 

Abu'l J:-Iasan al-'Asha'ri63 has stated in his citation of the 'Aqidah 
of the People of !jadith and Sunnah', to acknowledge and to have 
Iman in Allah, His Angel, his Books and His Messenger, and 
what has come by way of revelation from Allah and what has 
been narrated by the trustworthy ones (thiqd!J from Allah's 

---~---------

62 See 'Tabaqiit ul-1:fanabifah', [1 /241-243], by al-Qaqi al-Hasan ibn Muhammad 
ibn Abu Ya'la. 

63 He is the Imam, al-'Allamah, Abu'! f:{asan 'Ali ibn Isma'il from the progeny 
of Abu'! Hasan al- 'Asha'ri the illustrious Companion. He studied and was 
raised in the arms of his step-father, Abu 'Ali al-J ubai:, the Shaykh of the (deviated 
sect) Mu'tazilah in his era. Abu'! f:Iasan embraced his Madhab for nearly 40 years. 
Then Allah guided him to the Madhab of Ahiui-Sunnah. He announced (to the 
people) that he is upon the Madhab of A}:imad ibn f:{anbal (in 'Aqidah) . 

He has many writings extending over 55. Dr Fawqiyah Husayn Mahmood has 

= 
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Messenger (~); not denying anything from that... and they be
lieve in the appearance of the Dajjal and that 'Isa (may Allah's 
peace and blessing be upon him) shall kill him.' 

At the end of his discourse he states: ' ... and everything that 
we have mentioned from their statement64 is what we state and 
believe in.' 65 

al-Tahawi--66 says, ' ... and we have imcin in the (Major) Signs of 
the Hour, from the appearance of the Dtyjcil and the dencension 
of ''Isa (may Allah's peace and blessing be upon him), from the 

= 
stated in her introduction to her checking of the book 'Af- 'lbrinah' approxi
mately a 100 writings. The most prominent of them are: 'Maqalrit ul-Jsla,niyin', 
'Kitrib ul-Lam'ri', 'AI-IVajiz' and others. The last writing that he penned was 'Al
'lbrinah an 'Usiil al-Diyrinah. ' He died in the year 324, al-Hijri, see his biography in: 
'Taf?yin Kadhib 11/-Muftari', by ibn 'Asakir (pp. 34+ ), 'Al-Bidqyah wal-Nihriyah' [11 / 
186], 'Shadharrit uf-Thahab', [2/303-305] and the introduction to his book, ~41-
lbrinah', [pp. 7-16], by Abu'I-Hasan al-Nadwi with checking of 'Abdul-Qadir al
'Arna'ut, and also the introduction to 'Al-'lbrinah' and its checking by Dr. 
Fawqiyah Husayn Ma]:imud. Ist ed. 1397H. 

64 That is - from the statements of Ahlul-Sunnah regarding their 'Aqidah. 

65 See 'Maqalrit 111-lslrimiyin Waktilaf u!-Muslimin', (1 / 345-347], checking by 
Mu]:iammad Mu]:iyidin 'Abdul-J::Iamid, 2nd edition (1389H). 

M, He is the Great Memoriser, af-Faqif,J, af-Muhaddith, Abu Ja'far Ahmad ibn 
Mu]:iammad ibn Mu]:iammad ibn Salama al-Ta]:iawi, al- 'UzdI, al-Misri, the Shaykh 
of the Hanafi's in his era, in Egypt. Hs ascription is to 'Taha' a village in upper 
Egypt. He has many writings, from them are: 'Al-'Aqidah al-Taf,Jd1viyah', and the 
book, 'Ma'dniyul-Athdr' and the book, 'Mushkaf ul-Athrir. 'He died in Egypt in the 
year 321H, see his biography in 'AI-Bidqyah 1val-Nihqyah', [11/174], 'Shatharritul
Thrihab', (2/288], and the introduction to 'Sharp 'Aqidah u/-Tahri1viyah', [pp. 9-11] 
with the checking and verification of al-AlbanL 
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sky.' 

al-QaqI 'Iyadh has said, 'The descent of 'Isa (may Allah's peace 
and blessing be upon him) and his killing of the Dajjal is both 
true and correct with Ahlul-Sunnah because of the authentic nar
rations in this respect. Further, there is nothing by way of sound 
reasoning or neither in the legislation (Shar'iah) that makes it un
tenable so consequently its affirmation is incumbent.' 67 

Shaykh ul-Islam ibn Taymiyyah has observed, 'May peace and 
blessings of Allah be upon the Masih and all the Prophets. Then 
it is inevitable that the Masib will descend to the earth ... as is 
established in the authentic narrations. For this reason he is in 
the second heaven in-spite of his excellence over Yusuf, Idris 
and Harun. He will descend to the earth before the Day of Res
urrection, as opposed to the other Prophets. As for Adam being 
in the first Heaven then that is because the souls of his progeny 
are (constantly) shown to him.' 68 

1
'
7 See 'Sharh-Ja/Jih Muslim', (18/ 75]. 

1
'
8 See 'Maj111u' al-Fata1m', [4/ 329], by ibn Taymiyyah. 
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THE WISDOM BEHIND THE 
DESCENT OF <isA AND NO OTHER 

APART FROM HIM 

S
OME SCHOLARS HAVE SEARCHED (and looked) for 
the wisdom behind the dencension of 'Isa (may Allah's 
peace and blessing be upon him) at the end of time to the 

exclusion of all other Prophets concerning this they a number 
of statements. 

1. Firstly: A rebuttal to the (false) claim of the Jews that 
they killed 'Isa (may Allah's peace and blessing be upon 
him). Therefore, Allah the Most Sublime explained (in 
detail) their lie and that (in reality) he will kill them and 
their leader, the Dajjal. The explanation of which has 
already preceded in the discourse pertaining to the battle 
against the Jews.69 

Al-Ha.fr?'. ibn Hajr has favoured this statement over (all) oth
ers.70 

69 Refer to the first treatise on the Dajjal. 

70 See 'Fath ul-Biiri', [6/ 493). 
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2. Secondly: That 'Isa (may Allah's peace and blessing be 
upon him) found in the hyil (Gospel) the excellence of 
Mul:iammad (~) Ummah, as is found in Allah's statement 
the Most Sublime, 

%~ 
2>J; ~:~ 1\;:: _.::~:0_2b,~,:~~~YJ'~~\~ 

~ 1£:: .,,.. ...... .,... .,. ,,,, 
"~~ 

... but their description in the Injil is like a (sown) 
seed which sends forth its shoot, then makes it 
strong, and becomes thick, and it stands straight 
on its stem ... 

[Surah al-Fatb (48) : 29] 

As a result he supplicated to Allah that he makes him from 
them and so Allah to his responded to his supplication and pre
served him. Until (the day) he descends at the end of time, re
viving the affair of Islam. 

Imam Malik has said,'It has reached me that the Christians 
when they saw the Companions, when they conquered Sham, 
they said, 'By Allah these are certainly better than the disciples 
(of 'Isa), according to what has reached us." 71 

Ibn Kathir commented, ' ... and they spoke the truth regarding 
that, for indeed this Ummah is revered in the previous Books (of 
Allah) and in the circulated reports (amongst the Jews and 
Christians).' 72 

71 See 'T afsir ibn Kathir', [7 /343]. 

72 See 'Tafsir ibn Kathir', [7 / 343]. 
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Imam al-DhahabI has given a biographical account of 'Isa (may 
Allah's peace and blessing be upon him) in his book, 'Ta;ridAsmd' 
u!-Sapdbah' and has noted, ''Isa, ibn Maryam is a companion and a 
Prophet. For indeed he did see the Prophet (~) in the Night of 
Ascension and greeted him; so he will be the last of the Com
panions to die.' 73 

3. Thirdly: That the descension of 'Isa (may Allah's peace 
and blessing be upon him) from the sky is because his 
appointed time (for his death) is near so that he can be 
buried in the earth. For there is no creation whose origin 
is from soil except that he will return it (and no other). 
For this reason his descension shall coincide with the 
emergence of the Dajjal whom he shall kill. 

4. Fourthly: That he will descend disproving the Christians, 
making evident their false and untrue claims. 

Allah shall wipe out every (single) religion in his time besides 
Islam. For 'Isa (may Allah's peace and blessing be upon him) will 
break the Cross, kill the pigs and uplift the Jizyah. 

5. Fifthly: The particularization of 'Isa (may Allah's peace 
and blessing be upon him) by these matters/affairs, which 
have already been mentioned, is due to the statement of 
the Prophet ('I;), 'I am the nearest of all people to 'Isa 
the son Maryam, for there is no Prophet between me and 
him .. .' 74 

73 See 'TajtidAsmti' 11!-Sahtibah ', (1 / 432). 

74 Sal:lih al-Bukhari (6/ 478-479), 'The Book of the Prophets', 'the chapter 

= 
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So the Messenger of Allah (:I) is the most particular of all 
people to him and the most closest. For 'Isa (may Allah's peace 
and blessing be upon him) gave glad tidings (to his people) that 
the (final) Messenger of Allah (I;) shall come after him. Fur
thermore, he called the creation to affirm and to have imdn in 
him.75 As is found in Allah, the Most High saying, 

... ; . 
r;.i .~l_;~~~t~~~~ 

... and give glad tidings of a Messenger to come af
ter me, whose name shall be A}:imad (i.e., 
Mu}:iammad (~)). 

[ Su rah al-Safi ( 61) : 6) 

And in the l:iadith, 'They asked, 'O Messenger of Allah (~)! 
Inform us about yourself? He replied, 'Yes, I am the result of 
the du'd, of my father Ibrahim (may Allah's peace and blessing 
be upon him) and the glad tiding of my brother 'Isa (may Allah's 
peace and blessing be upon him).' 76 

--·---------
= 
regarding Allah's statement', "And mention in the Book (the story ot) 
Maryam, when she withdrew in seclusion from the family ... " [Surah Maryam 
19: 16], with al-Fath, and $ahih Muslim 'the book of virtues, 'the chapter, the 
Excellence 'Isa', [15/ 119] with 'Sharp al-Nmvwawi Ii Muslim.' 

75 See: '/11-Minpcijfi-Sh'ubil al-Iman', (1 /424-425] by al-HalimI, and 'AI-Tadhkira', 
by al-Qurtubi [pp. 679], 'Fath 111-Bari', [6/ 493] , and 'AI-Tasrih bi ma Ta1vatara fl 
Ni1zfil 111-Masih', [pp. 94]. 

76 Reported by lbn Ishaq in 'AI-Sirah', see 'Tadhib Sirap ibn Hisham', [pp. 45], by 
'Abdul-Salam Harem. 

Ibn Kathir has commented regarding its chain of narration: 'Its chain of 
narration is good'. Further, he has related other supporting reports from a number 
of angles. Imam A):i.mad has related the in 'AI-Musnad'. See: 'T aftiribn Kathir', [8/ 
136]. and 'Musnad al-Imam Apmad', [4/ 127] and [5/266] with the Hamish of 
'M1111takhab al-KanZ:' 
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I SA (MAY ALLAH'S PEACE and blessing be upon him) 
shall Judge by the legislation of Mu}:tammad (:i) and will 
be one of his followers. Since he will not descend with a 

new legislation, for the religion of Islam is the last of all reli
gions; remaining till the Hour is to be abrogated. 

'Isa (may Allah's peace and blessing be upon him) will be a 
ruler from amongst the rulers of this Ummah (who have already 
preceded), reviving the affair of Islam since there not being any 
Prophet after Mu}:tammad (~). 

Imam Muslim has related from Abu Hurayrah (may Allah be 
pleased with him) that the Prophet (~) said, "How will you be 
when 'Isa ibn Maryam descends amongst you and your Imam 
will be from amongst you?!" 

So I said (the speaker is al-Walld ibn Muslim) 77 to ibn AbI Dheb: 
Al-Awza'I narrates from Zu}:trI from Nafi' from Abu Hurayrah 
(may Allah be pleased with him), " ... and your Imam is from 

77 He is al-Wali:d ibn Muslim al-Qurashi, the freed slave of Banu Ummcryyah. The 
scholars of Sham, he died in 195H. See: 'Tadhib al-Tadhib', (11 / 151-152] . 
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amongst you." 

Ibn AbI Dheb78 asked, 'Do you know what the words, "he 
who would lead is amongst you" mean? I replied: 'Explain it to 
me.' He responded, 'He would lead you according to the Book 
of your Lord, the Most Blessed and Sublime, and the Sunnah of 
your Prophet (ij).' 79 

Further, Jabir ibn 'Abdullah (may Allah be pleased with him) 
narrates: 'I heard the Messenger of Allah (ij) say, "A group of 
my people will not cease fighting upon the truth and will prevail 
till the Day of Resurrection. He said, "'Isa ibn Maryam shall de
scend and their leader will invite him to come and lead them in 
Prayer", but he will reply, "Some of you have been made leaders 
over others, an honour from Allah for this Ummah.'"80 

al-QurtubI observes, 'A group (of scholars) hold the view that 
with the descent of 'Isa (may Allah's peace and blessing be upon 
him) all religious obligation shall be raised in order to avoid him 
being a Messenger to the people of that time; directing com
mandments from Allah, the Most Sublime, to them. 

However, this (view, that is, him being sent as a Messenger 
after Mul:iammad (ij)) is rejected by Allah, the Most High's say-

'
8 He is Muhmmad ibn 'Abdul-Ral:iman, ibn al-Mughirah ibn al-I:Iarith, ibn Abi 

Dheb, al-Qurashi, al-'Amiri, the Imam, the trustworthy, reliable. He died 159H. 
See: 'Tadhib al-Tadhib', [9 /303-307]. 

79 $al:iil:i Muslim, 'The Book of !man', 'The chapter regarding 'Isa ibn Maryam, 
descension as a ruler' [2/193) with 'Sharp al-Nawwawi Ii Muslim.' 

sr, See: $al:iil:i Muslim, 'The Book of !man', 'The chapter regarding 'Isa ibn Maryam, 
descension as a ruler' [2/193-194] with 'Sharp al-Nawwawi Ii Muslim.' 
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... and the last (end) of the Prophets. 

[Surah al-Ahzjb (33) : 48] 

And by the statement of the Prophet(~), "There is no Prophet 
(to come) after me",81 and his saying, "I am af-'Aqib",82

•
83 intend

ing by that the last of the Prophets and their seal. 

Consequently, it is impermissible to believe that 'Isa (may 
Allah's peace and blessing be upon him) will descend as a Prophet 
with a new legislation besides that of Mul:iammad (~), our 
Prophet. On the contrary, when he does descend he will be from 
amongst the followers of Mul:iammad (~) as he(~) has (already) 
informed concerning; when he said to 'Umar, "If Musa (may 
Allah's peace and blessing be upon him) was alive it would not 
be allowed for him (to lead) but only to follow me." 84 

81 See: Sal:uJ:i Muslim, 'The book of virtues', 'The chapter, regarding the Names 
of the Prophets', [15/104] 'Sharp al-Naw1va1vi Ii Muslim.' 

82 Linguistically it means, 'the last of everything or its seal.' See: 'Afu_'jam al-U:'asiti, 
[pp. 613]. TN 

83 Sahil:i al-Bukhari [8/640-641], 'The book of Tafsir', 'the chapter regarding 
Allah's statement', " ... a Messenger to come after me, whose name shall be 
AJ:imad." [..lurah as-..laff61: 61, with al-Fath 

84 See: 'Musnad al-Imam Af.J,nad', [3/ 387] - 'bi Hamishi hi Muntakab al-Kanz'. lbn 
J:Iajr has commented, 'Its men (in the chain of narration) have been attested to 
(as reliable).' 
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So when he descends he will be taught by the order of Allah, 
the Most Sublime, before he descends from the sky everything 
he needs (to know) about the knowledge of this Shari'ah Oegisla
tion) in order to judge (and rule) amongst the people, and for 
himself to act upon. Hence the Believers will gather to him mak
ing him a Judge (and order) over themselves ... 

Similarly, to suspend Islamic ruling is impermissible. Since the 
continuation of worldly life shall be in accordance with Islamic 
obligation (taklifJ, until it is no longer said upon the earth: Allah, 
Allah." 85 

Additionally, that which proves that Religious Obligation shall 
remain after 'Isa (may Allah's peace and blessing be upon him) 
descends is his Jalah alongside the Muslims, his Hajj and his Jihad 
against the disbelievers. 

As for his Sa/ah together with the Muslims and his fighting the 
disbelievers and the followers of the Dajjal, then the narrations 
in this regard have already preceded. As to his Hajj then in 'J'ahih 
Muslim' it is narrated from J::Iandhalah al-AslamI, who said, 'I heard 
Abu Hurayrah (may Allah be pleased with him) narrated from 
the Prophet (~) that he said, "By Him in Whose Hand lies my 
soul ibn Maryam shall certainly do Tahli!6 at the way of Ru1vha81 

----- ----·-···· - - -

s; See 'A!-Tadhkira', [pp. 677-678]. 

8
' ' TahliL-To say Laila ha ii/Allah. 

8
- Ruwha: is a place between Makkah and Medinah which the Prophet (:i) 

travelled through to Badr, and to Makkah in the year of the al-rath when he 
performed Hajj. See: 'A!-Nih4yahji-gharibi-hadith', [3/ 412] and 'Mu jam al-Buldhan', 
(4/ 236]. 
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as a Hqj/8 or as a Mu'tamit139 or either combining them both." 90 

As for 'Isa (may Allah's peace and blessing be upon him) abol
ishing the Jizyah from the disbelievers - despite it being legisla
tion in Islam before his descent - then this is not an abrogation'JJ 
of the legal prescription of the Jizyah as the a new legislation 
which has been brought by 'Isa (may Allah's peace and blessing 
be upon him). Since the legal prescription of taking the Jizyah is 
restricted to the descension of 'Isa (may Allah's peace and bless
ing be upon him), as is informed by our Prophet, Muhammad 
(~). For he is the one who has explained that Jizyah is to be 
abrogated, when he said, "By, Allah, 'Isa ibn Maryam shall in
deed descend as a just judge and will certainly break the cross, 
kill the pigs and abolish the Jizyah." 92 

88 Performing Haj/ 

89 Performing 'Umrah. 

90 See: $aJ::iIJ::i Muslim, 'The book of Hajj', [8/234] with 'Sharh al-Nawwawi Ii 
Muslim.' 

91 See: 'Fath ul-Bdri', [6/492]. 

92 See: $aJ::iil::i Muslim, 'The chapter regarding 'Isa ibn Maryam, descension as a 
ruler' [2/292] with 'Sharp al-Nawwawi ii Muslim.' 
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THE SPREAD OF PEACE, 
SECURITY AND THE 

APPEARANCE OF BLESSINGS 
IN HIS TIME 

T HE TIME 'ISA (may Allah's peace and blessing be upon 
him) will be a time of peace, security and prosperity. Allah 
will send in his time abundant rain. The earth will emit 

her fruits and her blessings: wealth shall be plentiful. Mutual 
hatred, envy and enmity shall disappear. 

For it occurs in the lengthy l:iadith of al-Nawwas ibn Sam'an in 
which is mention of the Dajjal, the descension of'Isa (may Allah's 
peace and blessing be upon him) and the appearance of Ya'juj 
and Ma'juj in his time, his supplication to Allah that he destroys 
them. Further, in it is his saying (;I): 

"Then Allah shall send rain which no house of clay 
or (the tent of) camel hair will keep out and it will 
wash (away) the earth until it shall appear to be a 
mirror. Then the earth will be told to bring forth her 
fruits and restore her blessings, and as a result, there 
would grow (such a big) pomegranate that a group 
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of people would be able to eat that and seek shelter 
under its skin. And a milking cow would give so 
much milk that a whole party will be able to drink 
from it. And the milking camel will give such (a large 
quantity of) milk that a whole tribe would be able to 
drink from it and a milking sheep will give so much 
milk that a whole family would be able to drink from 
it..." 93 

Imam A}:imad narrates from Abu Hurayrah (may Allah be 
pleased with him) that the Prophet (;i) said, 

" ... and the Prophets are paternal brothers; their moth
ers are different, but their religion is one. I am the 
nearest of all the people to 'Isa ibn Maryam(may 
Allah's peace and blessing be upon him), for there is 
no Prophet between me and him ... and he will cer
tainly descend ... and Allah will destroy the Dajjal in 
his time. There will be (so much peace and) security 
upon the earth that lions will graze with camels, ti
gers with cows, wolves with sheep; children will play 

with snakes being unharmed by them." 94 

Imam Muslim, too, narrates from Abu Hurayrah (may Allah be 
pleased with him) that he said: 'Allah's Messenger (;i) said, 

"By Allah, 'Isa ibn Maryam (may Allah's peace and 
blessing be upon him) shall certainly descend as a 
Just Judge ... and will raise the Jizyah. And you will 

93 $al:iil:i Muslim, Kitdb ul-Fitan, bdb dhikr ui-Dajjdl, [18/ 63-70] with '.lharh ai
Naivwawi ii Muslim.' 

94 See 'Musnad al-Imam Ahmad' [2/ 406], lbn Hajr has commented, 'Its chain of 
transmission is $ahil:i', See: 'Fath ul-Bdri', (6/ 493]. 
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certainly leave the young female camels no one striv
ing to obtain them. And verily enmity mutual hatred 

and envy shall disappear; and when he summons 

the people to accept wealth not one will accept it." 95 

al-NawwawI observes, 'it means that people will refuse them, 
that is, young she camel not desiring to acquire the, due to the 
abundance of wealth, minerals aspirations (for worldly posses
sions), lack of want and (certain) knowledge of the closeness of 
Resurrection. Young female camels were only (specifically) men
tioned, since they are the most sublime of all camels, the most 
precious of all types of wealth amongst the Arabs, which is similar 
in meaning to Allah, the Most High's statement, 

0..:.:~)~.~HG~; 
and when the (pregnant) female camels are aban
doned. 

[Surah al-Takwir (102) : 4] 

The meaning of 'La yasqa 'alayha' - 'No one striving to obtain 
them (is that): No one will be concerned about them.' 96 

Al-Qac.lI 'Iyaqh holds the views that the meaning (of this ex
pression) is: Zakat will not be sought (from its owner). 'Since 
there will not be anyone who will want to accept it.' 

However, al-NawwawI negates this view.97 

9
' See: $ahil:i Muslim, 'The chapter regarding 'Isa ibn Maryam, descension as a 

Just Ruler' [2/292] with 'Sharh al-Naw1vawi Ii Muslim.' 

""See 'Sharh al-Nawwa1vi Ii Muslim', [2/192]. 

r Ibid [2/192]. 
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THE DURATION OF HIS STAY 
AFTER HIS DESCENSION AND HIS 

DEATH 

REGARDS TO THE DURATION OF 'Isa (may Allah's 
peace and blessing be upon him) stay upon the earth af

ter his descension. Then it occurs in some reports that 
he will remain for seven years and in some for forty years. 

In the narration of Imam Muslim from 'Abdullah ibn 'Umar 
(may Allah be pleased with them both) it occurs: 

" ... then Allah would send 'lsa ibn Maryam (may 
Allah's peace and blessing be upon him) ... Then peo
ple shall live for seven years there not being any 
amongst (any) two people hatred. Then Allah will 
send a cold wind from the direction of Sham and 
not one will remain upon the face of the earth hav
ing in his heart an atoms weight of goodness or !man 
except that it will take him." 98

• 
99 

98 $aJ::i1J::i Muslim, Kitab ul-Fitan, bab dhikr ul-Daj;a!, [18/75-76] with 'Sharh al
Na111111a111i Ii Muslim.' 

99 That is, their souls. TN 
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While in the narration of Imam A]:imad and Abu Dawud it 
occurs, 

"He will remain upon the earth for forty years. Then 
he will die and Muslims will pray (the funeral prayer) 
upon him." 100 

Both of these narrations are authentic and it is difficult (to 
harmonized between them) except if the narration of seven years 
refers to the duration of his stay after his descension, which is to 
be added to his (initial) stay upon the earth before he was raised 
to the sky, his age being at that time thirty-three years as is well 
known. 1111 

And Allah knows better 

Hxi See 'Musnad al-Imam Abmad' [2/ 406], Ibn f:lajr has commented, 'Its chain of 
transmission is $ai)Ih', See: 'Fath ul-Bari', [6/ 493], and 'SunanAbi Dawitd', 'chapter 
concerning the Emergence of the Dajjal' (11 / 456] with "Awn ul-Ma'ud'. 

101 See: 'AI-Nipayah-ft-gharibi-hadith', [1 /146] checking by Dr Taha Zaynee. 
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INDEX OF SECTS 

AHLU'L-KALAM: Adherents to speculative theology, people 
seeking to explain the articles and premises of belief and to 
give evidences for them based on philosophy and logic. 

BATINIYYAH: A sect of the ShI'a, the followers of Isma'Il ibn 
Ja'far. They were of the belief that the legal texts were merely 
superficial expressions carrying inner meanings that oppose 
what is outwardly understood of them, examples lie with 
their explanations of Paradise, Hell and the Last Day. 

I:IASHWIYYAH: A term frequently used by the innovators to 
refer to Ahlu'l-Sunnah, the Ahl'l-I:Iadith, those who affirmed 
the Attributes of Allah. The first to use this term was 'Amr 
ibn 'Ubaid al-Mu'tazili who said that 'Abdullah ibn 'Umar ibn 
al-Khanab was a I:lashwI. 

JABARIYYAH: Followers of the school of Jahm ibn Safwan in 
his belief that all actions are decreed by Allah and man has 
no control over them at all, instead he is forced to do what 
he does. 
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JAHMIYYAH: Followers of Jahm ibn $afwan in his denial of 
the Names and Attributes of Allah. 

KARRAMIYY AH: Followers of Mul)ammad ibn Karram ( d. 
255H), they divided into many sub-sects and were famous 
for their likening of Allah to His creation (tashbih). 

MUTAKALLIMON: Speculative Theologians, adherents to 
ka/dm. 

MU'TAZILA: Followers of Wa~ilibn 'A~a' al-Ghazzal who aban
doned the circles of f:!asan al-Ba~rI. They negated the At
tributes of Allah for fear of likening Him to His creation, 
yet affirmed His Names. From amongst their beliefs was that 
a person who committed a major sin was neither a believer 
nor a disbeliever, rather of a station between the two sta
tions, but he would be consigned to Hellfire forever. They 
were from the rank and file of the Mutakallimun and gave 
precedence to their intellects over the divine texts. 

QADARIYYAH: Those who held the belief that man has com
plete free will in all that he does and that Allah has no con
trol over him. 

QARAMITA: A sect holding the same belief as the Batiniyyah 
and followers of Maymun ibn Daysan. 

FALASIFA: Those philosophers who promoted the 'wisdom' 
of the Greeks, the Greek philosophers who did not believe 
in the Resurrection as it is mentioned in the Book and Sunnah, 
nor did they affirm the Names and Attributes of Allah. From 
amongst their leaders was Aristotle, the student of Plato and 
from amongst their latter proponents was al-FarabI and ibn 
Sina. 
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Awlfya': plural of wali; friend, ally, loyal companion. From the 
word wilqyah meaning loyalty and closeness, the opposite of 
enmity. 

'A.yy: withholding the tongue from speaking, carefully consider
ing each word before it is said. 

Batzakh: barrier, isthmus, A barrier that is erected between the 
deceased and this life preventing him from returning and a 
generic reference to the life that commences after death. 

Bid<ah: innovation, that which is newly introduced into the reli
gion of Allah. 

J)a<if: weak; the }:i.adith that is neither ~a}:i.I}:i. nor }:i.asan because it 
fails to meet one of their requirements. It is of varying de
grees of severity, the most severe of which being mawqu', 
fabricated. 

Dhikr: remembrance, recollection, technically referring the re
membrance of Allah. 
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Du'd: supplication, invocation, it is an action of worship that 
may only be directed to Allah. It is of two types, supplica
tion through worship (du'd 'ibddah) and supplication of re
quest (du'd mas'a/ah). The first type of du'd can be understood 
when one understands that every act of worship is done with 
the unstated plea that Allah accept that action of worship 
and the desire to draw closer to him; and hence attain His 
pleasure. Hence every action of worship is a type of request 
to Allah. The second type of du'd is whereby one explicitly 
asks his Lord of something such as 'O Allah! Grant me good 
in this world and the Hereafter.' The second type includes 
the first type and the first type necessitates the second type. 

Hadith: A text attributed to the Prophet (:i) describing his ac
tions, words, descriptions and tacit approvals. It consists of 
two portions, the body of the text (matn) and the isndd. Rarely 
the term is also used to refer to a text attributed to a Com
panion or a Tabi'i. 

f:liifiz· pl. f;ujfdz. f:Iadith Master, commonly referred to one who 
has memorised at least 100,000 }::iadiths. 

f:lasan: good, fair. A l:iadith whose isndd is continuously linked of 
just, morally upright narrators but whose precision (cfab!) falls 
short of the requirements of the ~a}::iil:i l:iadith; containing no 
irregularity (shddh) and no hidden defect ('ii/ah). A l:iadith can 
be l:iasan in and of itself, or contain a defect but still be ruled 
to be so due to supporting evidences. 

lf;sdn: beneficence, excellence. To worship Allah as if one is see
ing Him, and knowing that even though one sees Him not, 
He sees the servant. 
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IkhlaF sincerity, to strip oneself of worshiping any besides Allah 
such that everything one does is performed only to draw 
closer to Him and for His pleasure. It is to purify ones ac
tions from any but the Creator having a share in them, from 
any defect or self-desire. The one who has true ikhla.r (mukhlis) 
will be free of rjya'. 

'Jim: knowledge. 

Iman: The firm belief, complete acknowledgement and accept
ance of all that Allah and His Messenger have commanded 
to have faith in, submitting to it both inwardly and outwardly. 
It is the acceptance and belief of the heart that includes the 
actions of the heart and body, therefore it encompasses the 
establishment of the whole religion. This is why the Imams 
and Salaf used to say, 'Faith is the statement of the heart and 
tongue, action of the heart, tongue and limbs.' Hence it com
prises statement, action and belief, it increases through obe
dience and decreases through disobedience. It includes the 
beliefs of faith, its morals and manners and the actions de
manded by it. 

Islam: submission, submitting to the will of Allah through fol
lowing His law as revealed upon the tongue of the Messen
ger (;j). 

lsnad· support. The chain of authorities on which a narration is 
based, linking the end narrator of a narration to the one it is 
attributed to, be it the Prophet (;I) or anyone else, narrator 
by narrator. 

Ittiba~· following, technically referring to following the Sunnah 
of the Prophet (ij). 
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'!Jdfah: the practice of divination through frightening birds, the 
sounds they make and the directions in which they fly. 

jdhilfyyah: Pre-Islamic Ignorance. Technically this refers to the 
condition of a people before the guidance of Allah reaches 
them, or the state of a people that prevents them from ac
cepting the guidance of Allah. 

JahL- ignorance. 

Ka/am: speech, discourse. Technically used to refer to dialectics 
and scholastic theology. 

Ku.fr: denial, rejection, hiding, technically referring to disbelief. 
It can be major (removing a person from the fold of Islam) 
or minor (not removing a person from the fold of Islam). 

Ma;hitL- unknown. A reference to a narrator from whom only one 
narrator narrates (mqjhiil al- 'ain) or whose state of precision 
(dab!) is unknown (ma;hitl al-pal), such a narrator makes the 
isnad cja 'if. 

Ma'rifah: gnosis. Knowledge that is acted upon by the one who 
knows, the Gnostic of Allah is one who has knowledge of 
Allah, the path that leads to Allah and the pitfalls of that 
path. He is one who knows Allah, His Names, Attributes 
and Actions and then displays fidq and ikhlaf towards Allah 
in all things. He works towards removing all despicable mor
als and mannerisms and has fabr in all of this. 

Matritk: abandoned. A narrator who is accused of lying, or makes 
many mistakes, or makes mistakes in a}:iadith that are agreed 
upon, or narrates from famous narrators that which those 
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narrators do not know. 

Munqa(i~· that }:iacUth from which the narrator just before the Com
panion has been omitted from its isndd. 

Mttrdqabah: self-inspection. The servant having the sure knowl
edge that Allah sees him in all circumstances and knows all 
that he is doing, as such the he does his utmost not to fall 
into the prohibited matters and to correct his own failings. 

MttrsaL- disconnected. A }:iacUth whereby a Tabi'i narrates directly 
from the Prophet (:i) without mentioning the Companion. 
In the view of the majority of Scholars it is a sub-category 
of qa'If. 

Mu1hcif text of the Qur'an 

Qadr: Divine Decree and Destiny. 

Qtt-ldn: The actual Word of Allah revealed to the Prophet (;I) in 
the Arabic language through the medium of the Angel Gabriel 
and the greatest miracle bestowed him. It consists of 114 
chapters commencing with al-Fati}:iah and ending with an
Nas. 

Riyd~· showing off, ostentation, an example of which lies in per
son beautifying actions of worship because he knows peo
ple are watching. 

Ruqyd: recitation used to cure an illness or disease. It can only be 
done in the Arabic tongue, in words whose meaning is un
derstood, using verses of the Qur'an or supplications of the 
Prophet combined with the belief that it is only Allah who 
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in reality gives the cure. 

Sdbfp: correct, authentic. A J::iadith which has a continuously linked 
isndd, of just, morally upright and precise narrators; contain
ing no irregularity (shddh) or hidden defect ('illah). Hence five 
conditions have to be met: the isndd being continuously 
linked; the justice ('ad~ of the narrator; the precision (¢ab.~ 
of the narrator; its not being shddh; and its not containing an 
'illah. The J::iad.Ith can be ~a}:iI}:i in and of itself, or it can con
tain a defect but still be ruled to be ~a}:iIJ::i due to supporting 
evidences. 

Salaj predecessors. Technically used to refer to the best genera
tions of Muslims, the first three generation: the .fapdbah, the 
Tdbi'un and the Tab' Tdbi'un due to the J::iad.Ith, "The best of 
people are my generation, then the one that follows, then 
the one that follows." 

.fidq: truthfulness, the conformity of the inner to the outer such 
that the deeds and statements of the person do not belie his 
beliefs and vice-versa . .fidq is the foundation of faith and 
results in peace of mind, lying is the foundation of hypoc
risy and results in doubt and suspicion, and this is why the 
two can never co-exist without being at odds with each other. 
al-Junayd was asked as to whether fidq and ikhldf were the 
same or different and he replied, 'They are different, fidq is 
the root and ikhldf is the branch. .fidq is the foundation of 
everything and ikhldf only comes into play once one com
mences an action. Actions are only acceptable when they 
combine both.' The one who has true fidq will be free of 
self-conceit. 

Shadh: irregular, odd. A J::iad.Ith narrated by a trustworthy and pre-
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cise narrator that contradicts the narrative of other narrators 
or the narration of one more trustworthy and precise than 
him, provided that a reconciliation is not possible. 

Shirk: association, technically referring to directing a right that is 
due to Allah Alone to another object of creation, either com
pletely or partially. It can be major (removing a person from 
the fold of Islam) or minor (not removing a person from the 
fold of Islam). 

Sunnah: way, path. The actions, words, descriptions, commands, 
prohibitions and tacit approvals of the Prophet (~). 

Tdbi'iin: The generation following that of the Companions. 

Tab' Tdbi'iin: The generation following that of the Tabi'iin. 

Tadlis: deceit. An action of a narrator whereby he makes out that 
he heard something from a particular narrator what he did 
not hear or conceals the identity of the one he is narrating 
from. In order to do so, he will use terms that are vague such 
as 'such-and-such said' and 'on the authority of such-and
such.' The first type of tadlis is blameworthy and constitutes 
a defect in the isndd. The second is dependant upon exactly 
what was done and the motives of the narrator, it can be 
blameworthy or not. 

Taqwd: the basic meaning of which is setting a barrier between 
two things. This is why it is said that one ittaqd with his shield, 
i.e. he set it as a barrier between him and the one who wished 
him evil. Therefore it is as if the one who has taqwa (muttaqz) 
has used his following the commands of Allah and avoiding 
His prohibitions as a barrier between himself and the Pun-
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ishment. Hence he has preserved and fortified himself against 
the punishment of Allah through his obeying Him. 

Tawpirj: unification, monotheism, the belief in the absolute One
ness of Allah. It is to believe that Allah Alone is the creator, 
nourisher, and sustainer of the worlds; it is to believe that 
Allah Alone deserves to be worshipped; and it is to believe 
that He has unique and perfect Names and Attributes that 
far transcend anything that one can imagine. 

Wapdatu-1- Wtgud· The unity of existence, the heretical belief that 
Allah is everywhere and everything. 

Yaqin: certainty. It is to faith (Iman) what the soul is to the body, 
it is the soul to the actions of the heart which in turn formu
late the souls to the actions of the limbs and through it one 
attains the rank of ~iddiq. From yaqin does tawakkul (abso
lute reliance in Allah) sprout and through yaqin is all doubt, 
suspicion and worry dispelled and the heart filled with love, 
hope and fear of Allah. Yaqin is of three levels, that which 
arises from knowledge ('ilm alyaqin), seeing ('ain aljiaqin) and 
actual experience (paqq alj!aqin). 
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